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Abstract

This metastudy summarizes 264 recent experimental

works involving sonority. The discussion here centers

around an accompanying appendix that lists several

details of each study, including the research question

or hypothesis, outcome, language of focus, stimuli used

to probe for the effect of sonority, methodology used to

present test items and/or obtain results, participants’

task, variables measured, and keywords. These meta-

data are presented in an Excel spreadsheet in order to

give users flexibility to search and sort by details of

interest, either alone or in various combinations. The

overall findings of the 264 studies are naturally some-

what mixed but in general provide moderate support

for the linguistic relevance of sonority.
1 | INTRODUCTION

The main goal of this paper is to review a large number of works that explore the phonetic, pho-
nological, cognitive, and/or neurophysiological manifestation of sonority through laboratory
techniques. All of these projects thus fit within the paradigm of experimental phonology, broadly
defined (Wright, 2006). What unites them is a focus on the phenomenon of sonority, to one
degree or another. A comprehensive appendix presents crucial details of 264 studies, virtually
all published in this century. The data summarized there report the purpose or motivation of
each work, the results and conclusion, the language(s) targeted, the type of linguistic stimuli
used to manipulate and test for the effects of sonority (including whether /sC/ clusters are pres-
ent or not), the media employed to present the stimuli and/or obtain instrumental data, the
nature of the participants’ tasks or variables measured, and numerous keywords. I also code each
experiment with an overall evaluation of the degree to which its outcome generally supports a
role for sonority in explaining the data, as interpreted by the respective authors. The body of this
paper discusses several characteristics of the metadata, highlights important trends among the
sample of experiments, and reflects on their theoretical significance. A crucial finding is that
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at least 57% of the cases (151 of the 264 works) are consistent with an account invoking sonority.
The criteria for making this determination (along a categorical 3‐point scale) are fleshed out in
Section 3.6, along with some related statistics.
1.1 | Motivation for the study

One definition of sonority, as typically understood in linguistics today, is “a unique type of rel-
ative, n‐ary (non‐binary) feature‐like phonological element that potentially categorizes all
speech sounds into a hierarchical scale” (Parker, 2011: 1,160).1 It thus serves a descriptive pur-
pose somewhat analogous to that of the periodic table in chemistry. To illustrate, a standard
ranking is the following (Clements, 1990; Kenstowicz, 1994):

1. A common sonority hierarchy (where “>” implies “higher in sonority”)

vowels > glides > liquids > nasals > obstruents

The domain in which sonority is most often invoked is the syllable, particularly with respect
to allowable clusters in onset or coda position. A frequently cited version of the SSP is that of
Clements (1990: 285):

2. Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP)

For example, a syllable such as [.pla.] is well formed according to (2) since the segment
between the stop [p] (a member of the syllable) and the nuclear vowel [a] (the syllable peak)
is the liquid [l], whose sonority rank in (1) is higher than that of an obstruent. Nevertheless,
many languages exhibit a few (or even numerous) clusters that superficially appear to violate
this universal tendency, such as the reversed (falling) sonority slope in the hypothetical syllable
[.lpa.]. In addition to the categorical definition in (2), gradient formulations have also been
proposed whereby the larger the sonority cline, the better formed an onset is. Thus [pla] is
inherently more harmonic than [pna] due to the greater sonority rise between [p] and [l]
compared with [p] and [n]. In testing the functional motivation of these pressures, Frisch
(2015) tabulates consonant cluster type frequency in 47 languages to quantify their adherence to
a gradient version of sonority sequencing, including modulation (amount of sonority differential
within a cluster). Among 93 data sets in initial and final position, the SSP is obeyed in around
70% of the cases overall. He concludes, “Linguistically significant phonotactic patterns need not
be absolute, but can be statistical” (Frisch, 2015: 9).

The conceptualization of sonority above places it squarely in the realm of phonology.
However, an ongoing debate is whether it is (at least in part) a phonetic construct, in the sense
of being derivable from acoustically based perceptual cues. In principle, these two possibilities
are distinct. The search for a reliable and consistent property allowing us to directly measure
sonority in a cross‐linguistically predictable way has been a sort of Holy Grail of modern linguistic
theory. One physical parameter that has been shown to be strongly (albeit imperfectly) correlated
with the relative sonority classes in (1) is intensity or its derivatives, such as acoustic energy and
power. Several of the studies included in the appendix focus on this issue: Fant, Kruckenberg, and

Between any member of a syllable and the syllable peak, only sounds of higher sonority rank
are permitted.
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Liljencrants (2000); Gordon, Ghushchyan, McDonnell, Rosenblum, and Shaw (2012); Jany,
Gordon, Nash, and Takara (2007); Kawai (2002); Kawai and van Santen (2002); Komatsu,
Tokuma, Tokuma, and Arai (2002); Lavoie (2000); Llanos, Alexander, Stilp, and Kluender
(2015); Nakajima, Ueda, Fujimaru, Motomura, and Ohsaka (2012); and Parker (2002, 2008).

Assuming that sonority does play a role in phonology, an important question is how it should
be represented. An approach in which sonority is expressed as an explicit feature or rank order
indices claims it to be a grammatical primitive. But an alternative is to conceive of it as an infor-
mal description of a hierarchy regulated by a series of constraints that do not directly invoke
sonority per se (Smolensky, 2006). Either way, of course, sonority is relevant to phonology—
not just to phonetics—but its formal status is potentially different.

Another controversy is whether constraints on sonority are induced from learning, or innate.
This is further complicated by the level—phonetic or phonological—to which such knowledge
corresponds. Barlow (2016) provides an excellent summary of the potential interplay between
universal restrictions and the ambient language in the acquisition of sonority patterns.

Given this context, much of the recent literature on sonority has focused on two prominent
themes (among others), largely informed by the results of studies such as those examined here:
(1) a tendency among speakers of many languages to prefer unfamiliar sequences with a typolog-
ically more natural sonority profile (like word‐initial /kl/) over clusters whose slope is more
marked (/lk/). This apparent bias in linguistic behavior is termed “sonority projection” by
Daland et al. (2011). A key question is whether this phenomenon necessitates a priori knowledge
(UG) or whether it can be explained by experience alone, i.e., phonetic cues or exposure to the
statistical properties of one’s native lexicon. See Berent (2013) for a cogent summary of these
issues. (2) The prosodic status (syllabic affiliation) and formal representation of consonant
clusters which appear to violate the SSP. The most frequent and perhaps difficult of these is
initial /sC/; see Goad (2011, 2016b) for an overview. This challenge has led some linguists to
posit a perceptually based alternative to sonority in which phonological strings that enhance
auditory cue recoverability are those most likely to be favored and hence preserved over time
(Henke, Kaisse, & Wright, 2012; Wright, 2004). Some works in the appendix that pursue this
more functional type of explanation include Bakst and Katz (2014); Baroni (2013, 2014); Bray
(2001); Davidson and Shaw (2012); and Engstrand and Ericsdotter (1999).

In addition to the theoretical issues sketched above, studies involving sonority have also
contributed to more practical applications such as speech technology. The following subfields
are represented among the works sampled here: automated speech recognition (ASR; Cassandro,
Collet, Duarte, Galves, & Garcia, 2007; Kawai, 2002; Saul, Rahim, & Allen, 2001), text‐to‐speech
synthesis (Hui, Chin, &Watson, 2014; Rallabandi, Pandey, Rallabandi, Godambe, &Gangashetty,
2016; van Niekerk, 2016), computer‐assisted pronunciation training (CAPT; Burgos, Cucchiarini,
vanHout, & Strik, 2014;Martínez‐Paricio, Koreman, Husby, Abrahamsen, & Bech, 2014), script to
IPA conversion (Sok & Adams, 2016), and automated parsing or syllabification (Arrabothu, 2015;
Bigi &Klessa, 2016; Gong, Obin, Dzhambazov, & Serra, 2016; Kawai & van Santen, 2002; Ludusan
& Dupoux, 2016; Mayora‐Ibarra & Curatelli, 2002; Patha, Bayya, & Gangashetty, 2016).

Some linguists reject the notion of sonority on the grounds that it is (arguably) circular and
laden with exceptions (Harris, 2006; Jones, 2016; Ohala, 1990). However, in defending analyses
based on sonority, Berent (2016) notes that critics sometimes dismiss it (or the SSP) too hastily.
She emphasizes the importance of considering the full range of empirical data described in the
experimental literature (especially the primary sources), including all of the phenomena to
which sonority has been applied. Otherwise, skeptics may reject sonority based on a superficial
reading that overlooks crucial evidence provided by the most recent developments in the field. I
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think Berent has a valid point, and a strength of her work (much of which is sampled here) is
that she corroborates many of her findings on sonority across different media, languages, modal-
ities, and populations. In a similar vein, one of the practical aims of this metastudy is to make the
vast literature on sonority more accessible to academicians in general by summarizing a robust
set of experiments in a rigorous and systematic way that can be customized for individual use.
With the preceding discussion in mind, this work is designed to help researchers explore
questions such as the following:

3.

a. What hypotheses have been formulated with respect to sonority?
b. What experimental techniques are being used to evaluate these (media, stimuli, meth-

odology, tasks, etc.)?
c. What languages have they been tested on?
d. What types of populations have participated in these studies?
e. What results have been obtained?
f. What explanations are posited for the findings?
g. What overall conclusion emerges about whether or not sonority is a valid and useful

linguistic construct, and how strongly?
1.2 | Outline

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I summarize the design of the
appendix. In Section 3, I further describe the works sampled in terms of several kinds of metadata:
year and type of publication, languages of focus, nature of the stimuli used, keywords, inclusion of
sC clusters, and outcomes. Section 4 concludes with recommendations for future study.
2 | OVERVIEW OF THE APPENDIX

In this section, I briefly explain the content and structure of the appendix, focusing on the head-
ings of the different fields. Most of these are discussed in more detail in subsequent sections,
where I tabulate the number of hits (cases) in various categories. The following metadata for
each of the 264 studies are listed in the same order in which they appear in the appendix:

4. Author

Date
 Further discussed in Section 3.1.

Type
 Journal article, dissertation, etc. Discussed in Section 3.1.

Purpose
 The research question, hypothesis, or goal motivating the study.

Conclusion
 The outcome, result, or findings.

Favorable
 A general indication of whether the conclusion supports the linguistic reality

of sonority overall. Discussed in Section 3.6.

Language
 The primary language(s) spoken by the participants in the experiments and/or

focused on in the analysis. Discussed in Section 3.2.

Stimulus
 The type or nature of linguistic materials/prompts used to elicit responses,

with sonority targets underlined whenever possible. Discussed in Section 3.3.

sC
 An indication (yes or no) of whether the stimuli contain any sC clusters in

particular. Discussed in Section 3.5.
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Method
 The methodology, procedures, or media used to present stimuli and/or obtain
data (responses, instrumental measurements, etc.).
Task or
measure
The nature of the participants’ tasks, or variables measured, or types of
responses, results, and data obtained.
Keywords
 Arranged alphabetically within each entry. Discussed in Section 3.4.
The purpose and conclusion fields are not discussed explicitly in separate sections in this
paper. Rather, some of their contents are summarized at various points throughout, such as
Section 1.1. In most cases, I have filled in these cells as expressed by the authors of the respective
studies, often copying literally from the abstract, introduction, or conclusion of the work. Nevertheless,
I have taken the liberty of tweaking the wording as needed, particularly to clarify the connection
with sonority when this may not be obvious. This is because not all of the studies are designed
with this focus in mind; indeed, a few of them do not even mention the term sonority at all.

These data appear in an exhaustive appendix provided along with this paper, supplied in two
formats: a separate, self‐contained Excel worksheet (available as Supporting Information), and a
table at the end of this pdf. In both files, the order of the 264 entries is organized alphabetically
by the author surname, and secondarily by date (in the case of multiple studies by the same
author(s)). The Excel version is designed for maximal ease of sorting, editing, and statistical
calculations. The pdf version contains the same information, but with the 264 entries organized
differently—sequentially, one after another. In the latter, the fields within each study are listed
in the same order as in (4), but not organized into columns. This format displays the data in a
much less compact way but should be easier to read (visually), or print out. The pdf also contains
an exhaustive list of abbreviations and acronyms used throughout the appendix (as well as here
in the discussion).
3 | RESULTS

In this section, I discuss several of the data fields in more detail in order to highlight the findings
in the appendix. Much of the focus is on the relative distribution of the studies in terms of differ-
ent variables. The order follows that of (4), except that the sC and favorable headings are saved
for last, for reasons of exposition.
3.1 | Dates and types

The figure below displays the number of works in the sample, organized by year of publication.
The total (275) is slightly more than the count of 264 cited previously in the paper. This is
because a few of the cases in the appendix consist of two or three closely related works which
overlap to such an extent as to merit coding them together as a single entry there, and in terms
of discussing most other fields. In this section, nevertheless, I tabulate each unique title sepa-
rately. For example, entry #11 in the appendix consists of a conference presentation by Baroni
in 2013, plus a follow‐up article in 2014 by the same author. In Figures 1 and 2 (and only here),
these count as two “studies.”

As Figure 1 shows, only 12 studies (less than 5%) predate the year 2000. A few of these are
included because of their seminal contribution to the field (Bell & Saka, 1983; Fallows, 1981;
Pertz & Bever, 1975). By far, the most frequent date of publication is 2016 (62 cases = 23% of
the total). This is not due to an intentional bias towards more recent works. Rather, it is naturally



FIGURE 1 Relative frequency of the studies in the appendix, by date (column C in the Excel spreadsheet), with

earlier years to the left

FIGURE 2 Relative frequency of the studies in the appendix, by type (column D in the Excel spreadsheet),

listed in order of decreasing frequency
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explained by the fact that this project was started just a few years ago. At that time I began
compiling a bibliography of resources on sonority, currently containing over 1,800 references
(Parker, 2014). Most of these were extracted from publishing sites by search engines and TOC
or keyword feeds, which favor the present over the past. Among these, I selected those studies
which generally represent (in my estimation) the best and most important work overall, while
striving to cover a range of genres, theoretical assumptions, outcomes, and languages. For
reasons of timing, I stopped adding entries to the appendix early in 2017, which accounts for
the relatively low number of hits for this year (3).

Figure 2 divides these same 275 works by type of publication. A large majority of these (167)
consists of articles (in any print or online journal assigned a volume number). The label chapter
refers to any portion of a book, anthology, etc. with its own specific subtitle and author.
3.2 | Languages

The next table lists the primary language(s) used by the subjects who provided responses to the
experimental stimuli. This includes both psycholinguistic judgments and data for production
studies (acoustic, articulatory, acquisition, etc.). It does not include those cases in which a
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different language was used for the stimuli presented to the participants. In the appendix, a sin-
gle cell containing two or more languages separated by commas refers to studies that targeted
different groups of subjects (e.g., English, Spanish). On the other hand, two languages connected
with a hyphen there indicate bilingual speakers, viz. Spanish‐English. An entry such as “Spanish
learning Dutch” (Burgos et al., 2014) indicates that participants whose L1 is Spanish were tested
on their use of Dutch as L2. Table 1 below only includes the L1s for these types of studies
(Spanish in this case). The L2s and L3s of interlanguage studies are then displayed afterwards, in
Table 2.

The total number of different languages appearing in Table 1 is 75. These belong to 19
major genetic phyla according to Ethnologue’s system of classification (Lewis, Simons, &
Fennig, 2016), plus one study of American Sign Language, and three creoles, including
African‐American Vernacular English. The two most common families other than
Indo‐European are Afro‐Asiatic (21 studies) and Sino‐Tibetan (17). Mandarin and Japanese
are involved in 10 cases each. Seven varieties of Arabic occur in a total of 11 studies. Forty‐six
different languages are studied just once each in this sample. All continents are represented,
including one language from Australia (Arrernte). English appears more than four times as often
as the second most common languages overall (French = 25 and Spanish = 22). In this table, no
distinction is made between dialects of major languages like English based on factors such as
geography (where they are spoken). In the appendix, however, social details of this type are often
noted in the language field, and sometimes in other fields, such as purpose.
TABLE 1 Languages spoken by the participants in the experiments (column H in the Excel spreadsheet), listed

in order of decreasing frequency

Number of
studies Language Family Primary countries

ISO
639‐3

121 English Indo‐European United Kingdom,
United States,
Canada, Australia

eng

25 French Indo‐European France, Canada fra

22 Spanish Indo‐European Spain and many
other countries

spa

13 Polish Indo‐European Poland pol

12 Dutch Indo‐European Netherlands nld

12 German Indo‐European Germany deu

10 Japanese Japonic Japan jpn

10 Mandarin Chinese Sino‐Tibetan China cmn

9 Italian Indo‐European Italy ita

8 Russian Indo‐European Russian Federation rus

7 Portuguese Indo‐European Portugal, Brazil por

4 Hebrew Afro‐Asiatic Israel heb

4 Hindi Indo‐European India hin

4 Norwegian Indo‐European Norway nor

(Continues)



TABLE 1 (Continued)

Number of
studies Language Family Primary countries

ISO
639‐3

3 Arabic Afro‐Asiatic Saudi Arabia and
many other countries

ara

3 Cantonese
(Yue Chinese)

Sino‐Tibetan China yue

3 Catalan Indo‐European Spain cat

3 Icelandic Indo‐European Iceland isl

3 Korean Koreanic South Korea kor

3 Moroccan Arabic Afro‐Asiatic Morocco ary

3 Persian, Iranian Indo‐European Iran pes

3 Swedish Indo‐European Sweden swe

2 African‐American
Vernacular English

creole, English based United States eng

2 Greek Indo‐European Greece ell

2 Kwak’wala (Kwakiutl) Wakashan Canada kwk

2 Maltese Afro‐Asiatic Malta mlt

2 Min Nan Chinese
(Taiwanese)

Sino‐Tibetan Taiwan nan

2 Tashlhiyt Berber
(Tachelhit)

Afro‐Asiatic Morocco shi

2 Vietnamese Austro‐Asiatic Viet Nam vie

1 Afrikaans Indo‐European South Africa afr

1 Aljouf Arabic Afro‐Asiatic Saudi Arabia arb

1 American Sign
Language

sign language United States ase

1 Amharic Afro‐Asiatic Ethiopia amh

1 Armenian Indo‐European Armenia hye

1 Arrernte, Eastern Australian Australia aer

1 Assamese Indo‐European India asm

1 Aymara, Southern Aymaran Peru ayc

1 Banawá (Jamamadí) Arauan Brazil jaa

1 Berbice Dutch Creole creole, Dutch based Guyana brc

1 Besemah (Central Malay) Austronesian Indonesia pse

1 Chaha (Sebat Bet Gurage) Afro‐Asiatic Ethiopia sgw

1 Croatian Indo‐European Croatia hrv

1 Cusco Quechua Quechuan Peru quz

1 Danish Indo‐European Denmark dan

(Continues)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Number of
studies Language Family Primary countries

ISO
639‐3

1 Dioula d’Odienné (Jula) Niger‐Congo Côte d’Ivoire dyu

1 Egyptian Arabic Afro‐Asiatic Egypt arz

1 Estonian Uralic Estonia ekk

1 Finnish Uralic Finland fin

1 Gujarati Indo‐European India guj

1 Haitian Creole creole, French based Haiti hat

1 Indonesian Austronesian Indonesia ind

1 Irish Indo‐European Ireland gle

1 Javanese Austronesian Indonesia jav

1 Khmer Austro‐Asiatic Cambodia khm

1 Kinyarwanda Niger‐Congo Rwanda kin

1 Kuwaiti Arabic
(Gulf Spoken Arabic)

Afro‐Asiatic Kuwait afb

1 Levant Arabic Afro‐Asiatic four Middle
East countries

ajp, apc

1 Malayalam Dravidian India mal

1 Manipuri (Meitei) Sino‐Tibetan India mni

1 Marathi Indo‐European India mar

1 Mongolian, Halh Mongolic Mongolia khk

1 Pashto, Southern Indo‐European Afghanistan pbt

1 Pirahã Muran Brazil myp

1 Romanian Indo‐European Romania ron

1 S’gaw Karen Sino‐Tibetan Myanmar ksw

1 Sanskrit, Vedic Indo‐European India san

1 Saudi Arabic Afro‐Asiatic Saudi Arabia arb

1 Slovak Indo‐European Slovakia slk

1 Swahili Niger‐Congo Tanzania swh

1 Tagalog Austronesian Philippines tgl

1 Tamil Dravidian India tam

1 Telugu Dravidian India tel

1 Turkish Turkic Turkey tur

1 (Western Tlacolula)
Valley Zapotec

Otomanguean Mexico zab

1 Yakut (Sakha) Turkic Russian Federation sah
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TABLE 2 Languages targeted as L2 or L3 in interlanguage studies (column H in the Excel spreadsheet), listed

in order of decreasing frequency

Number of studies Language

16 English

8 artificial

3 Dutch

2 French

1 American Sign Language

1 Arabic

1 German

1 Japanese
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Table 2 above lists the languages tested in experiments involving non‐native speakers—
usually focusing on acquisition. See the discussion at the beginning of Section 3.2 (before Table 1).
3.3 | Stimuli

In this section, I discuss the linguistic structure of the experimental stimuli used in the studies.
Most of these can be summarized compactly in terms of their segmental composition. Whenever
possible, the sonority targets are underlined. This refers to the segments which were substituted
for one another in a controlled way in order to systematically test for the potential effects of
difference in sonority rank. For example, a stimulus indicated as #C(ə)CVC# (Berent, Steriade,
Lennertz, & Vaknin, 2007) indicates that listeners heard tokens beginning with a cluster of
two consonants, sometimes with the vowel schwa between them, and sometimes without. Either
way, both members of the initial consonant cluster varied in sonority and entered into the anal-
ysis of results in that paper. In several of the studies, the stimuli items were then tweaked with
minor (or sometimes major) modifications in order to follow up on alternative hypotheses. In
such cases, I normally include all significant stimuli variants in the appendix. The following
table summarizes the sonority targets among the stimuli used in the experiments sampled here,
at least those which can be characterized in concrete phonological terms. The categories are not
necessarily mutually exclusive. That is, some studies examine both vowels and consonants. Fur-
thermore, some stimuli are designed with a focus on clusters in more than one position. Studies
involving singleton segments often partition results by natural classes in order to test whether
sonority rank distinctions predict order of acquisition, for example, or whether phonetic mea-
surements align with manner of articulation of consonants, vowel height, etc.

Table 3 indicates an asymmetry in at least three areas of focus among these studies. Specifi-
cally, sonority relations tend to be emphasized more frequently among (1) consonants than
vowels, (2) consonant clusters than singletons, and (3) initial clusters than final clusters. Of these
three numerical trends, the first two (C > V and CC > C) probably relate, at least in part, to the
SSP. That is, syllable nuclei are usually vowels, while all other segments are normally conso-
nants. Therefore, given the typical definition of the SSP in (2), segments occupying the margins
of the syllable are the ones most crucial in determining potential violations. Furthermore, most
sonority scales posit a greater number of natural class divisions among consonants than
vowels, as exemplified by the common hierarchy in (1). This, then, is a main reason for the pre-
ponderance of stimuli targeting consonants in Table 3, particularly clusters: consonants are more



TABLE 3 Nature of sonority targets among the linguistic stimuli used in the experiments (column I in the

Excel spreadsheet), listed in order of decreasing frequency

Sonority target (type or prosodic position) Number of studies

Word‐initial, syllable‐initial, and/or intervocalic consonant clusters (including sC) 185

Singleton consonants, regardless of position 91

Word‐initial sC clusters in particular 66

Word‐final and/or syllable‐final consonant clusters (including sC) 64

Vowels 37

Segments grouped into classes by the feature [±sonorant] 2

C/V ratios 1
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likely candidates for SSP reversals than vowels are. As far as the emphasis on initial (and medial)
clusters (n = 185) vs. final clusters (n = 64), this is presumably related to the statistical frequency
of languages allowing complex onsets vs. those licensing coda sequences (in their maximal
template). For example, of 2,378 total languages in the World Phonotactics Database (Donohue,
Hetherington, McElvenny, & Dawson, 2013, accessed May 26, 2015), the mean onset length is
1.53 consonants, while the mean coda has 1.05 segments. Similarly, 1,002 languages (42%) allow
onset clusters but only 489 (21%) permit complex codas. Furthermore, syllable‐initial clusters
tend to conform more regularly to universal generalizations than coda clusters do cross‐linguis-
tically (Hyman, 1975; Pulgram, 1970). All of these facts are presumably correlated with the status
of CV as the default, unmarked syllable type universally (Blevins, 1995).

Table 3 indicates that 66 studies employ stimuli specifically designed to test sC sequences in
particular (in initial position). This type of cluster is discussed further in Section 3.5.

Finally, the stimuli targets listed in the last two rows of Table 3 do not correspond to sonority in
the typical sense. Rather, as indicated in the appendix, Tambovtsev (2009, 2010) computes the rel-
ative proportion of [+sonorant] segments (both vowels and consonants) among all sounds in the
speech chain for 226 languages, calling this an index of “euphony” or melodicity. Somewhat anal-
ogously, Ember and Ember (2007) consider sonority to be simply the overall ratio of consonants to
vowels among a list of up to 200 words from 60 different languages. They correlate these values with
factors related to climate, geography, and sexual attitudes among the members of those cultures.
A quote from their discussion provides a somewhat jocular conclusion to this section: “The stron-
gest relationship is between the frequency of extramarital sex and sonority .… Thus, it appears that
where there are higher frequencies of premarital and extramarital sex, and, perhaps, freer attitudes
toward sex in general, people tend to speak more often with wide open mouths” (Ember & Ember,
2007: 182). This characterization of sonority in terms of vocal tract aperture is more in line with
traditional definitions than the looser C/V ratio they use for statistical purposes (see Parker, 2002).
3.4 | Keywords

In this section, I list the keywords used to tag the experiments, as displayed in the last field in the
appendix. In order to be as helpful to the user as possible, I employ a large number of different
keywords (130), and assign them to the 264 studies quite broadly, erring on the side of inclusion.
For this reason, an experiment characterized by the keyword acquisition, for example, does not
necessarily involve a direct test of acquisition per se. Rather, in such a case the concept of acqui-
sition may be relevant to the discussion only orthogonally, mentioned in passing. Consequently,
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a better way for the reader to determine whether a given work actually conducts an experiment
focusing on acquisition is to examine the cells labeled purpose, conclusion, method, and task or
measure. Given the large quantity of keywords assigned to most studies (a mean of around
36), I do not attempt to order them (within each cell in the appendix) in terms of rank or priority.
Rather, in each case, they are simply listed alphabetically. The following table displays all 130
keywords, arranged by their relative frequency among the sample. In many cases it further spells
them out by suggesting synonyms and related terms.
TABLE 4 Keywords used to tag the experiments (column M in the Excel spreadsheet), listed in order of

decreasing frequency

Number of studies Keyword Synonyms, alternatives, and related concepts

248 Prosody

243 Markedness

231 Typology Cross‐linguistic

223 Boundary (See also position)

222 Pronunciation Accent (see also production)

211 Distance Sonority distance in particular (but not exclusively)

208 Position Particularly of a sound or letter in a word, syllable, etc.

203 Production (See also pronunciation)

197 Frequency Statistical frequency, as well as pitch and formants values in hz

195 Replication

188 Perception

182 Errors Mistakes, mispronunciations

179 Nasal Nasality, nasalization

175 Fricatives Sibilants

172 Acquisition Language learning, including age or order of acquisition
(see also learning)

172 Plateau Sonority plateaus in particular

171 Liquids

169 Processing Neural

168 Voice Voiced, voiceless, voicing, devoiced, VOT (voice onset time)

165 Reversal Sonority reversals in particular, but also ludlings involving
transposition (see also appendix, transpose)

163 Acoustic

163 Learning (See also acquisition)

163 Stops Plosives

158 POA Place or point of articulation

155 Judgment Rating, lexical decision, word‐likeness evaluation, etc.

152 Lexicon Including neighborhood density, biphone probabilities,
relative frequency of phonemes, etc.

(Continues)



TABLE 4 (Continued)

Number of studies Keyword Synonyms, alternatives, and related concepts

150 Duration Length, geminates

150 sC sC clusters (a sibilant followed by another consonant;
see also reversal)

147 Segmentation Parsing

137 Contiguity Adjacency

135 Nonce Pseudowords, nonwords, nonce forms

131 Repair

129 Corpus Database

129 Universal Innate(ness), Universal Grammar, UG, linguistic universals

128 Deletion (See also repair, reduction)

126 Loudness Intensity, amplitude, audibility (see also energy)

122 Epenthesis Insertion, intrusion, prothesis, anaptyxsis
(see also repair)

118 Stress Metrical phonology, feet, unstressed

112 Stochastic Probability, statistical

111 Reduction (See also deletion)

99 Orthography Spelling, writing, graphemes, etc. (see also reading)

99 Reading (See also orthography)

92 Similarity (See also analogy)

91 OT Optimality theory, constraint‐based grammars

88 Gradient

87 Appendix Extrasyllabic, extraprosodic, adjunct (see also reversal)

77 Rhyme Rime, rhyming

76 Computational (See also AI)

76 Modality (See also reading, sign language)

74 Disorder Impaired, pathology, delayed speech

73 Contact SCL, syllable contact law (in particular)

71 Bilingual (See also L2)

71 L2 Second language acquisition, interlanguage
(see also acquisition, bilingual)

71 Morphology Roots, affixes, inflection, compounding, etc.
(see also POS)

71 RT reaction time, response latency, etc.

68 Schwa (See also epenthesis)

64 Rate Rhythm, speech rate (for rating, see judgment)

62 Weight Syllable weight (number of moras), but also weighting
of factors or variables (see also mora)

(Continues)
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Number of studies Keyword Synonyms, alternatives, and related concepts

58 Name Naming, names, pictures (see also onomastics)

57 Salience (See also prominence)

57 Synthesis Speech synthesis (see also acoustic)

55 F0 Pitch, fundamental frequency (see also tone)

54 Loan Borrowing, loanwords

54 POS Part of speech, grammatical word class (see also morphology)

52 Coarticulation Overlap (see also gesture)

52 Diachronic

50 Energy Power (see also loudness)

48 Gesture Gestural coordination, articulatory timing, etc. (see also kinematic)

45 Memory

44 Grammaticality Well‐formed(ness; see also judgment)

44 Labial Rounding, lips (see also POA)

42 Brain

39 Strength Fortition

39 Treatment Therapy (see also disorder)

38 Movement (See also kinematic, transpose)

37 Analogy (See also similarity)

36 Prominence (See also salience, stress)

32 ASR Automatic speech recognition, automated voice
recognition (see also segmentation)

32 Homophony

25 Prime Priming

24 AI Artificial intelligence (see also computational)

22 Aphasia (See also brain, Broca, disorder, Wernicke)

22 Ludling Word game

22 Tone Tonogenesis, tone languages (see also F0)

21 Kinematic (See also movement)

20 OCP Obligatory contour principle, similarity avoidance (see also similarity)

20 Teaching Pedagogy, training

17 Metathesis (See also transpose)

17 Transpose Change in location of a sound, letter, syllable, etc.
(see also reversal)

16 Mora (See also weight)

15 Air pressure

14 Culture (See also anthropology)

(Continues)
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Number of studies Keyword Synonyms, alternatives, and related concepts

14 Lenition Weakening

13 Airflow Aerodynamic

13 Dyslexia (See also disorder, reading)

13 EMA Electromagnetic articulography, EMMA

13 MRI (Functional) magnetic resonance imaging, fMRI (see also brain)

12 Broca Broca’s area or aphasia (see also aphasia, brain, disorder)

12 Deaf Hearing loss, deafness (see also disorder)

11 Onomastics Proper names, proper nouns (see also morphology, name, POS)

10 Anthropology (See also culture)

10 EEG Electroencephalogram (see also brain)

10 Gyrus (See also brain)

9 Apraxia (See also disorder)

9 C‐center Temporal midpoint of an onset consonant or cluster

9 ERP Event related potential (see also brain, EEG)

9 Neologism

9 Stroke (See also aphasia, brain, disorder)

8 NAD Net auditory distance

6 LC Local conjunction (of constraints; see also OT)

6 Sign language (See also modality)

6 Wernicke Wernicke’s area or aphasia (see also aphasia, brain, disorder)

5 EPG Electropalatography, palatogram

5 GP Government phonology

4 CAPT Computer assisted pronunciation training
(see also pronunciation)

4 Cochlea Cochlear implant (see also deaf)

4 Euphony

4 TMS (Repetitive) transcranial magnetic stimulation, rTMS

3 Climate Weather

3 MMN Mismatch negativity (see also ERP)

3 P‐center Perceptual center (see also perception)

3 SLI Specific language impairment (see also disorder)

2 EGG Electroglottography (see also voice)

2 Handshape (See also sign language)

2 NIRS (Functional) near‐infrared spectroscopy, fNIR(S)

2 P3 An effect or component of ERP amplitude, P3a, P3b,
P300, P350 (see also ERP)

(Continues)
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Number of studies Keyword Synonyms, alternatives, and related concepts

2 Sexual attitude (See also anthropology, culture)

2 Ultrasound

1 Embodiment

1 Enhancement
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Despite the focus of this paper, a few specific keywords are intentionally left out of the list
above. The following concepts would correspond to such a high hit rate among these studies that
there is little point in including them here:

5. Keywords purposely excluded from Table 4

sonority, Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP), Sonority Sequencing Generalization (SSG),

phonotactics, syllable, syllabification, cluster, onset, coda, feature, manner (of articulation)
3.5 | sC Clusters

As noted in Section 1.1, clusters consisting of /s/ (or any sibilant) followed by other consonants
are particularly problematic for analyses involving sonority. Consequently, one of the secondary
goals of this paper is to help flesh this out by indicating whether each study in the sample
includes sC clusters among its stimuli. This is tracked in two different ways in the appendix.
First, in the stimulus field itself, those experiments focusing on sC clusters (either in whole or
in part) have them listed as such in the sonority targets in the respective cells. In this context,
a study is considered to focus on sC if this term (or a similar one) is mentioned specifically in
the purpose or conclusion field, or else the work in question makes a partition between sC and
other clusters in its presentation and/or discussion of results. For example, the entry for
Ben‐David (2006) lists its Hebrew stimuli as #CCV, #sCV, meaning that that experiment
examines word‐initial clusters of two consonants, some with /s/ in first position, and some with
other C1 segments. In both types of sequences, C2 varies across different sonority ranks in this
case. Recall from Table 3 that a total of 66 studies involve a focus on initial sC clusters. A few
stimuli also target sC in final position, but those are grouped together with all other consonants
in a separate row in Table 3, which reports a total of 64 studies involving final clusters.

A second (and less narrow) indication of sC clusters among the sampled works is a separate
field called sC, which occurs right after the stimulus column in the appendix. In this cell, I
answer the question, do the stimuli reported in the source contain at least one sC cluster of
any type, regardless of whether the study focuses on sC in particular? This field is more inclusive
than the stimulus field—it simply specifies which studies involve any sC clusters at all. In the few
cases in which the source does not provide an exhaustive list of experimental stimuli and does
not mention sC anywhere in its discussion, I code this cell as no. Among the 264 total entries
in the appendix, 113 works are marked as yes vs. 151 no for this variable. In addition, one of
the keywords listed in Table 4 is sC, with 150 total hits. This is because those tags are used quite
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liberally, as explained in Section 3.4. Thus, some studies mention sC clusters in their discussion
without necessarily including them in their experimental design.

Many of the papers examining sC clusters here are written by Yavaş. His work targets the pro-
nunciation of sC in various populations, including normal speakers vs. those with disorders,
children, bilinguals, and L2 learners, from multiple languages, and usually involving a robust num-
ber of participants. His results often confirm the special status of sC clusters, although not in a uni-
form way. In some cases, they align with the predictions of sonority‐based constraints, but other
findings are argued to support alternative explanations. The following quotes and statements sum-
marize the continuing perplexity of many phonologists in grappling with the analysis of sC clusters:

6. Symptoms of [sC]itis
• “Do you believe in magic? The story of s+C sequences” (title of Kaye, 1991)
• “In some languages, /s/ is a vowel.” (title of Goad & Shimada, 2014)
• “If your theory can do s+C clusters, it must be wrong.” (comment made by Tobias Scheer

at the CASTL 2003 conference)
• “… treatment [of sC] as onset clusters, at least word‐initially, is quite problematic …,

however, in light of evidence showing how sC clusters differ from true branching onsets
in various ways.” (quote in Topintzi, 2011: 1,290, fn. 5)
Goad (2012, 2016a, 2016b) has dealt at length with the phonological representation of such
sequences. For example, in Goad (2011), she discusses four different formal treatments of sC,
each one having proponents in the literature. This highlights the fact that the prosodic status
of segments that potentially violate the SSP is still an unresolved theoretical issue. In only one
of these four proposals are the /s/ and the following consonant parsed as a tautosyllabic onset
cluster. A priori a number of other options are logically possible. One is that the word‐initial con-
sonant is not in any syllable; this would exemplify the appendix type of approach motivated
extensively by Vaux and Wolfe (2009). Other proposals consider the initial consonant to form
a kind of degenerate syllable of its own, or else one with an empty nucleus on either side of it,
as in Government Phonology. The latter is exemplified by Goad’s (2012) title: “sC clusters are
(almost always) coda‐initial”. Criteria for determining syllabic affiliation vary among
researchers, and the behavior of native speakers is notoriously inconsistent in some languages
(such as English), adding to the problem. Typical complications include disagreements about
the number of syllables in certain words, location of syllable boundaries, ambisyllabicity, and
the potential influence of morphology, orthography, and other confounds. Derwing and
Eddington (2014) and Marchand, Adsett, and Damper (2009) provide a helpful review of this
dilemma, including the interpretation of conflicting syllabification judgments.

Several of the experiments here are designed to tease apart the status of sC clusters. Not sur-
prisingly, the results do not all point in the same direction. On the one hand, Boyd (2006) and
Olender (2013) interpret their findings as support for sC as tautosyllabic onsets, akin to all other
clusters. On the other hand, the studies of Barlow (1999) and Sherwin (1999) provide evidence
for the adjunct (extrasyllabic) view. Finally, Jang (2016) and Prince and Chiu (2016) posit that
preconsonantal /s/ is a coda, in line with Goad’s (2012) analysis.

This discrepancy in viewpoints begs an important methodological question: how can one
determine syllable structure (a phonological construct) from the phonetic input (the physical
speech stream)? Assuming that the mere occurrence of two consonants in a sequence does not
necessarily imply that they are tautosyllabic, a number of researchers appeal to phonetic criteria
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in order to pursue this issue more objectively. For example, Hermes, Mücke, and Grice’s (2013)
kinematic study of Italian using EMA reveals a structural difference in the coordination patterns
of word‐initial /pr/ vs. /sp/, leading them to conclude that /s/ is not part of a syllable onset. A
strength of their analysis is that there is converging evidence from Italian morphophonemics,
such as alternations of articles before masculine nouns and syntactic gemination, that confirm
this parse. Using similar (instrumental) techniques, Shaw, Gafos, Hoole, and Zeroual (2011)
show that in Moroccan Arabic, all word‐initial consonant clusters are parsed heterosyllabically,
regardless of their sonority profiles. On the other hand, Brunner, Geng, Sotiropoulou, and Gafos’
(2014) study of initial clusters in German yields less clear results. Nevertheless, Gafos, Charlow,
Shaw, and Hoole (2014) and Shaw and Gafos (2015) propose a stochastic modeling approach to
the relationship between phonetic parameters (speech movement data) and phonological struc-
ture that provides powerful diagnostics allowing syllabification to potentially be determined in a
more reliable fashion. While articulatory studies of this type will probably not end the debate on
the relevance of sonority to phonological analyses, they represent a significant addition to our
arsenal of tools. Consequently, anyone who denies a physical basis for syllable structure needs
to scrutinize this research paradigm very carefully. See Chitoran (2016) for a helpful review of
temporal coordination patterns and their application to this topic.

Given this, it is a mistake to simply assume (uncritically) that all word‐initial consonant
sequences necessarily constitute a tautosyllabic onset cluster. This is especially true of those that
appear to violate the SSP, such as sC. For example, in François’ (2010) analysis of Hiw (an
Oceanic language of Vanuatu), he states, “… I will now focus on word‐initial clusters, as they
can readily be assigned to a single syllable” (p. 409 [emphasis in original, S.P.]). For the reasons
sketched above, it should be clear that this is a non sequitur.

Blevins (2006)makes a somewhat similar claim that also appears to be questionable. Citing data
from van Engelenhoven (1995), she states that initial RT clusters in Leti (another Austronesian lan-
guage) violate the SSP, listing the first syllable in ‘they shout’ as an example (p. 335). How-
ever, other work by van Engelenhoven (2004), a native speaker, clarifies that word‐initially before
another consonant, /r l s/ and nasals are in fact slightly lengthened and syllabic. Consequently, his
intuition is that the word has three syllables phonetically, as does [r̩.ka.ri] ‘they work’
(Aone van Engelenhoven, personal communication; see Hume, Muller, & van Engelenhoven,
1997: 399, fn. 3, and Hume, 1998). Ultimately, then, forms of this type do not violate the SSP but
rather confirm it. Blevins does note alternative extraprosodic strategies such as appendices, and
she also makes a distinction between a “strong version” of the SSP and surface exceptions.
However, while the underlying form of clusters such as initial /rk/ in Leti may exhibit a reversed
sonority profile at the level of the prosodic word, they do not violate the SSP per se (in the strict
sense) unless it has been demonstrated that they are in fact tautosyllabic. This highlights the danger
in accepting claims about apparent sonority reversals without extensive language‐specific evidence
confirming how the segments in question are actually pronounced and parsed.

In summary, many of the experiments here provide empirical data showing that syllable
boundaries are not necessarily audible but must be inferred. Bell and Saka’s (1983) analysis of
the reversed clusters /lm‐, wl‐, wr‐/ in Pashto is included in the sample as a rare (and early)
instance of one study in which acoustic measurements (duration and F2) and native speaker
intuition (by the second author) converge in suggesting that such sequences truly are
tautosyllabic and thus violate the SSP. Nevertheless, more recent developments might shed fresh
light in this area. For example, a reexamination of Pashto with the kinematic approaches
described here could produce different findings, which would be welcome. The same is true of
the Hiw and Leti cases noted above.
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3.6 | Outcomes

In this section, I summarize the outcomes of the 264 studies in terms of their general support for
the linguistic reality of sonority. As noted in Section 1, I code each work with one of three
response types, corresponding roughly to positive, negative, and somewhere in‐between. A
fourth option is also employed for the few cases where this cannot be quantified. These appear
in the appendix column called favorable, right after the conclusion field. The following table lists
the exact codes for this variable, their relative frequency among the sample, and an explicit
definition of the criteria I used in making this determination.

To clarify the criteria assumed in Table 5, the issue of whether the relative sonority of a
particular segment or natural class plays a significant role in accounting for outcomes depends
of course on the phonological context. This is previewed briefly in Section 1. For example, within
a syllable, the sonority slope should rise from the periphery towards the nucleus. Furthermore,
in onset position, singleton consonants with lower sonority are unmarked, whereas in codas,
greater sonority is generally preferred (Clements, 1990). Therefore, across syllable boundaries
of the type […VC1.C2V…], the sonority profile should ideally fall from C1 to C2, in keeping with
the Syllable Contact Law (Jang, 2016; Rahimi, Eslami, & Vazirnezhad, 2015). Lesser sonority is
also preferred in the second member of a word‐initial sC cluster (Goad, 2016b). Finally, nuclear
vowels with greater sonority are favored, particularly in terms of their tendency to attract stress
(Gordon et al., 2012; Kenstowicz, 1996).

The categorization of these studies according to the definitions in Table 5 obviously involves
some judgment calls on my part. A more nuanced (gradient) scale would introduce even more
subjectivity into the outcome scheme, with little added benefit. To remedy this, one might in
TABLE 5 Experimental outcomes categorized by favorability to sonority (column G in the Excel spreadsheet),

listed in order of decreasing frequency

Number of studies Favorable Definition

151 (57.2%) Yes The overall outcome of the experiment(s), as summarized
and/or interpreted by the author(s) of the study, is
generally consistent with a significant role for
sonority in accounting for the obtained results.

54 (20.5%) Unclear The overall outcome of the experiment(s), as
summarized and/or interpreted by the author(s) of
the study, is generally ambiguous, debatable, inconclusive,
uncertain, confounded, or mixed in terms of a significant
role for sonority in accounting for the obtained results,
or else the potential effect of sonority cannot be determined
from the data reported.

35 (13.3%) No The overall outcome of the experiment(s), as summarized
and/or interpreted by the author(s) of the study, is generally
NOT consistent with a significant role for sonority in
accounting for the obtained results.

24 (9.1%) N/A Although sonority is relevant to the experiment(s) in some way,
the overall research hypothesis, design, or purpose of the study
does not allow the potential role of sonority in accounting for
the obtained results to be evaluated in a direct or quantifiable
manner.
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principle report a more concrete measure such as a p value from each experiment, but a direct
comparison of these would be complicated by variables such as the nature of the statistic
employed and the assumptions behind it. One advantage of presenting the appendix in a spread-
sheet is that the user can modify the metadata if desired.

The bottom row of Table 5 indicates that 24 works (9.1% of the sample) cannot be directly
evaluated with respect to this variable due to some aspect of their design, even though all of
them contribute to our understanding of sonority in some way. This leaves 240 studies to which
a more definitive degree of favorability has been assigned. The relative distribution of these three
categories is displayed in the following chart (Figure 3), with the percentages adjusted to reflect
the exclusion of the 24 N/A outcomes from the last row of Table 5.

A chi‐square test of the frequency of these three outcome types is highly significant:
χ2(2) = 96.775, p < 0.0001. Consequently, we can conclude that they are not equally represented
among this sample. Figure 3 graphically shows that the preponderance of yes responses (nearly
two thirds of all studies) is what impacts this overall result to the greatest degree. I used the logis-
tic regression function of Minitab (version 16) to test whether the presence of sC clusters in a
study helps predict this three‐way partition of outcome types. The answer is yes. As discussed
in Section 3.5, for the stimulus field coded with respect to a focus on sC (yes or no), the default
(logit) setting of Minitab returns an odds ratio of 0.49 (p = 0.012), indicating that experiments
focused on sC are associated with 33% more yes outcomes. Similarly, for the presence of any
sC clusters whatsoever (column J in the Excel spreadsheet), the odds ratio is 0.53 (p = 0.015),
indicating an analogous effect. Finally, I tested the prosodic position of the sonority targets
among the stimuli (based on Table 3) as a predictor of outcome types, coded with various
combinations of five categories: initial, intervocalic, final, all consonants, and all vowels (but
omitting sC here). Four of the experiments’ stimuli could not be straightforwardly described in
this way, so they were excluded, leaving a total of 236 cases. Among these, only one group
exhibits a significant correlation with outcomes: 33 studies targeting all language‐specific
phonemes (vowels and consonants alike) result in 1 no, 3 unclear, and 29 yes. The odds ratio
for this predictor is 6.27 (p = 0.001). From this, I conclude that the prosodic position (nature
FIGURE 3 Relative proportions of outcome types, based on the first three rows of Table 5
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and location) of the sonority targets among the experiments in this sample do not normally
impact the results, unless sC clusters specifically are factored into the calculation.

In considering the relative frequency of the three main outcome types, it may not be a straight-
forward matter to interpret the fact that the quantity of cases in favor of sonority reliably outnum-
bers those against. For example, evidence which one researcher (such as myself) might evaluate
as favoring sonority could be rejected by others. Similarly, the conclusions posited by the
author(s) of a given study might not necessarily follow from its results; it is ultimately up to the
academic community to determine whether the methodology and argumentation in each work
are compelling. Consequently, this metastudy summarizes recent trends in experimental phonol-
ogy relating to sonority in order to facilitate a more critical evaluation of the sonority controversy
itself and hopefully further the scientific process.2 To illustrate, the positive correlation between
inclusion of sC sequences in a study and “yes” findings is intriguing, given that such clusters have
traditionally been seen as a potential challenge to the SSP. This suggests that the problemmay not
be as serious as often claimed. It could also be argued to support a representational solution in
which word‐initial sC clusters are parsed as something other than a tautosyllabic onset
(see Section 3.5). It would thus be worthwhile to revisit those works in the future.

To complete this section, I briefly highlight the results of two studies that are particularly
noteworthy, in part due to their use of state‐of‐the‐art medical technology. Numerous works
by Iris Berent probe the perception of sonority via psycholinguistic judgments in order to explore
the question of whether constraints rooted in sonority are in some sense innate. As noted in
Section 1.1, real and artificial stimuli containing initial clusters with rising sonority are generally
deemed better than plateaus (such as /bd/), and plateaus often outperform reversals. A further
trend is that the slope (degree of sonority differential) can also play a role. For example, an onset
with a maximal rise (such as /pw/) yields better results than one with a minimal rise (/pn/). The
same is true of falling sonority clusters, mutatis mutandis.

Berent et al. (2015) apply transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) pulses to the lips of
English speakers to test whether production considerations impact sonority restrictions. They
find that motor constraints only partially explain sensitivity to the sonority hierarchy; other
results indicate that sonority is also accessed at a distinct, more abstract level of processing. This
is confirmed with MRI scans of the same subjects. Figure 4 below (from p. 1,986) illustrates their
findings (reproduced with permission).

Second, Gómez et al. (2014) monitor brain activity of newborn Italian babies with near‐
infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). Exposing them to contrasting onset clusters produces different
responses. They conclude, “the oxyhemoglobin concentration changes elicited by a syllable
type mirrored both the degree of its preference across languages and behavioral linguistic
preferences documented experimentally in adulthood. These findings suggest that humans
possess early, experience‐independent, linguistic biases concerning syllable structure that
shape language perception and acquisition” (p. 5,837). The fact that speakers of languages
lacking onset clusters react to sonority profiles in line with the predictions of the SSP is pow-
erful evidence that a possibly universal mechanism is what drives this (Berent, 2013). This
effect, based on the poverty of the stimulus argument, cannot be explained by appealing to
the distribution of phonological features in the ambient lexicon in this case, unlike what
Daland et al. (2011) propose for English, and van de Vijver and Baer‐Henney (2012) replicate
for German (see also Zuraw, 2007 for related discussion). Furthermore, de Lacy and Kingston
(2013) show that the statistical fit of Daland et al.’s model in accounting for English phono-
tactics is significantly improved when the sonority profiles of clusters is directly included in
the algorithm.



FIGURE 4 The effect of the syllable hierarchy on the sensorimotor lip area. Syllable structure deactivated the

lip sensorimotor area in the fMRI experiment [p < 0.01, uncorrected, at MNI cortical coordinate (−48, −12, 39)],

and this region was adjacent to the cortical area projected from the coordinates of the cortical representation of

the OO stimulation site in the TMS study [MNI cortical coordinates (−59, −5, 39), shown by the red cross

crosshatch in (a); these coordinates were averaged across all the subjects]. Inspection of the BOLD signal (b)

showed that as the syllable became worse formed, activation tended to decrease. The corresponding Z scores and

coordinates are provided in (c). Error bars are 95% CIs for the difference between the means. In this figure, we use

an initial voxel‐wise p value threshold at 0.05 for the purpose of visualization
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4 | THE PAST AND THE FUTURE

To summarize, where do the findings of this metastudy leave us? In spite of Ohala’s (1990: 334)
famous call to abandon sonority “for the sake of explaining universal sequential constraints,”
accounts assuming the usefulness of sonority as an explanation for the human language faculty
seem to be as common as ever. The experiments sampled here apply an array of techniques to
different types of phonological patterns, with speakers of many languages and subpopulations.
Over one half of the studies coincide in affirming sonority to some degree. While truth is not
determined by majority vote, the outcomes here bode well for a continuing impact of sonority
on the field. Goldsmith (2011) reaches a conclusion consistent with this assessment. After
reviewing several competing approaches to the syllable, he reflects (p. 194), “Sonority, and the
wave‐like recurrence of peaks of sonority, seems to me to be the fundamental pattern of syllab-
ification in language.”

For those interested in pursuing these issues further, a number of resources might be useful.
Two anthologies focusing exclusively on sonority are Parker (2012) and Ball and Müller (2016).
An annotated bibliography of around 125 items appears in the Oxford online series (Parker,
2016). As noted in Section 3.1, a more comprehensive list of references is posted as Parker (2014),
albeit in rough form, and without annotations. The role of sonority in language teaching is
discussed in Burgos et al. (2014) and Martínez‐Paricio et al. (2014). ESL learners and instructors
struggling with consonant clusters, particularly sC, might consult Yavaş (2003, 2006), Cardoso
(2008), and Davidson (2011). Finally, given the practical and theoretical importance of these topics,
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linguists could benefit from a journal devoted exclusively to sonority, or perhaps to a specific
problem area such as sC clusters.
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#
 word boundary

.
 syllable boundary

AAE
 African‐American English
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 artificial intelligence
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 American Sign Language
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C
 consonant
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 computer assisted pronunciation training

D
 voiced stop

EEG
 electroencephalogram

EFL
 English as a foreign language

EGG
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EM(M)A
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EPG
 electropalatography
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ERP
 event related potential

ESL
 English as a Second Language

F0
 fundamental frequency

F1
 first formant

F2
 second formant

fMRI
 functional magnetic resonance imaging

fNIRS
 functional near‐infrared spectroscopy

G
 glide consonant

GLA
 gradual learning algorithm

GP
 government phonology

HNR
 harmonics‐to‐noise ratio

IPA
 International Phonetic Alphabet

ISO
 International Standards Organization

L
 liquid consonant

L1
 first language, mother tongue

L2
 second language, interlanguage

L3
 third language

LC
 local conjunction

LPC
 late positive component; linear predictive coding

MDS
 multi‐dimensional scaling

MMN
 mismatch negativity

MRI
 magnetic resonance imaging

MS
 millisecond(s)

N
 nasal consonant

NAD
 net auditory distance

NIRS
 near‐infrared spectroscopy

OCP
 obligatory contour principle

OO
 orbicularis oris

OT
 optimality theory

P3
 an effect or component of ERP amplitude

p‐center
 perceptual center

POA
 place of articulation

POS
 part of speech

PPD
 protracted phonological development

PSD
 power spectral density

R
 resonant (vowel, glide, or liquid)

RMS
 root mean square (amplitude)

RT
 reaction time, response time

rTMS
 repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation

sC
 a cluster consisting of the segment /s/ (or another sibilant) followed by any

consonant

SCL
 syllable contact law

SLI
 specific language impairment

SMG
 supramarginal gyrus

SSG
 sonority sequencing generalization

SSP
 sonority sequencing principle
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1. Autho

Date

Type

Purpos

Conclu

Favora

Langu

Stimul

sC

Metho

Task o

Keywo

2. Autho

Date

Type

Purpos
voiceless stop

TIMIT
 Texas Instruments/Massachusetts Institute of Technology database

TMS
 transcranial magnetic stimulation

TOC
 table of contents

TP
 transitional probability

UG
 universal grammar

V
 vowel

VOT
 voice onset time

X
 C or V (any single segment)
r Aktürk‐Drake

2016

Article

e Examine the role of language dominance in loanword phonology: how onset clusters in
loanwords are integrated into Turkish by English‐Turkish bilinguals in Turkey and
Swedish‐Turkish bilinguals in Sweden. It is hypothesized that bilinguals in Sweden
will display significantly higher rates of cluster adoption (preservation) because
Turkish is not the dominant language there.

sion Bilinguals in Sweden displayed significantly higher cluster adoption rates, so accurate
pronunciation is not sufficient for structural adoption in loanword phonology but
needs to be complemented with sociolinguistic variables. Self‐reported proficiency in
the donor language was shown to be a powerful predictor of the sociolinguistic
incentive to adopt and could therefore be used as a quick and reliable alternative to
elaborate, time‐consuming attitude investigations in loanword phonology.

ble N/A

age English‐Turkish, Swedish‐Turkish

us #CCV, #sC(C)V

Yes

d Visual

r measure Fill‐in‐the‐blanks and read text aloud: % of words produced with two consonants

rds Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, corpus, culture, diachronic,
distance, epenthesis, errors, fricatives, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids, loan,
markedness, morphology, name, nasal, orthography, plateau, POA, POS, position,
production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, repair, replication, reversal, sC,
similarity, stops, typology, voice

r Alenazi

2016

Article

e Examine how Aljouf Arabic speakers deal with English coda clusters containing two
consonants, which will help in addressing the modification strategies used by the
participants to simplify clusters. In addition, the study aims to examine whether
markedness—based on the sonority distance—has an effect on the participants’
pronunciation.

(Continues)



(Continued)

Conclusion Results showed that the participants tended to modify English coda clusters, using two
strategies: epenthesis and deletion. Markedness based on sonority distance did not
provide an explanation for participants’ performance. Coda clusters in which the
sonority distance is two were modified by all participants. On the other hand, some
clusters in which the sonority distance is less than two were pronounced correctly by
most of the participants, including nasal‐obstruent clusters and an obstruent‐
obstruent cluster.

Favorable No

Language Aljouf Arabic learning English

Stimulus #CVCC#

sC No

Method Visual

Task or measure Read aloud: % correct vs. repair type

Keywords Boundary, deletion, distance, epenthesis, errors, L2, markedness, nonce, position,
production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair

3. Author Alfaifi and Weinberger

Date 2016

Type Conference poster

Purpose Examine the nature of final coda clusters in Saudi Arabic, invoking a sonority distance
analysis. Do native speakers represent the categories of clusters categorically or in a
scalar fashion? And what method do speakers use to indicate these distinctions?

Conclusion When speakers modified coda clusters, they employed vowel epenthesis almost
exclusively. Saudi speakers tend to modify the coda clusters in the reversal category
significantly more often than the plateau types, and plateau types were treated
differently than conforming (rising) types. This shows that sonority distance is a
crucial factor in the representation of coda clusters in Saudi Arabic.

Favorable Yes

Language Saudi Arabic

Stimulus CVCC#

sC No

Method Not specified

Task or measure Pronounce: % correct vs. repair type

Keywords Boundary, contiguity, deletion, distance, epenthesis, markedness, plateau, position,
production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, reversal, rhyme, typology

4. Author Alqattan

Date 2015

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose Explore typical phonological development in the speech of children acquiring Kuwaiti‐
Arabic. The production accuracy of KA consonants was examined to explore the
influence of type and token frequencies on order of consonant acquisition and the
development of error patterns. Sonority was also used to predict the order of
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(Continued)

consonant acquisition cross‐linguistically. The findings were then compared with
those of other dialects of Arabic to identify within‐language variability and with
studies on English to address cross‐linguistic differences between Arabic and English
early phonological development.

Conclusion Results are partially consistent with accounts that argue for a significant role of input
frequency in determining rate and order of consonant acquisition within a language.
The development of KA error patterns also shows relative sensitivity to consonant
frequency. Sonority does not always help in the prediction of all Arabic consonants,
and the developmental error patterns and early word structures in Arabic and English
are significantly distinct.

Favorable Unclear

Language Kuwaiti Arabic

Stimulus .C(C)V, V(C)C.

sC No

Method Spontaneous audiovisual recordings

Task or measure % correct, type and token frequency of consonants, syllables, and word shapes

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, contiguity, deletion, distance, duration, epenthesis, errors,
frequency, lexicon, markedness, OT, plateau, position, production, pronunciation,
prosody, reduction, repair, reversal, sC, stress, typology

5. Author Arrabothu

Date 2015

Type MS thesis

Purpose Query‐by‐Example Spoken Term Detection (QbE‐STD) is a framework for searching a
speech database using spoken queries. This work develops an improved dynamic time
warping (DTW)‐based QbE‐STD by exploiting syllable boundary information. Novel
contributions are made in two areas: locating the syllable nuclei and then boundaries,
and using these boundaries to improve the accuracy of the DTW based QbE‐STD
system.

Conclusion The proposed method performs comparably against two other state of the art syllable
nuclei detection methods, requires no training, and is very fast. Results confirm that
the excitation source and formant peaks are good acoustic correlates of loudness of
speech, and are thus suitable for deriving an envelope‐based syllable nuclei detection
method. Two envelope‐based features (the energy of the excitation source around
the glottal closure instants and the amplitude of the highest resonant peak in the
frequency domain) were derived as complementary features for detecting syllable nuclei.

Favorable N/A

Language English

Stimulus All phonemes in connected speech samples

sC No

Method TIMIT and Switchboard speech corpora

Task or measure Performance (%) on recall, precision and F measures in accurately detecting syllable
nuclei and boundaries
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Keywords Acoustic, ASR, boundary, computational, corpus, duration, energy, errors, F0,
frequency, gradient, judgment, learning, lexicon, loudness, markedness, perception,
position, processing, production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, reading,
replication, salience, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, synthesis, typology, voice,
weight

6. Author Bakst and Katz

Date 2014

Type Manuscript

Purpose Test whether the acoustic characteristics of the uvular fricative translate into
“perceptual robustness” that can explain the phonotactics of [χ]. If the fricative is in
fact approximant‐like, then its occurrence after stops in complex onsets could be
explained through a licensing‐by‐cue approach. This fricative’s formant‐like
structures may provide place and manner cues to an adjacent consonant that are
recoverable by the listener. The cue‐bearing ability of [χ] in relation to other fricatives
is tested in a perception experiment.

Conclusion Listeners show more sensitivity to the presence of bursts before [f] than before [χ].
Although it is clear that [χ] does not pattern in the same way as [f], there are not
definitive conclusions about whether it functions more similar to [l] than to [f]. More
broadly, the results provide support for the role of cue robustness in phonotactics and
some measure of sonority, showing how the acoustics of these stop‐fricative sequences
map onto perceptual properties and provide a possible explanation for observed
phonotactic patterns.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #ləCCV#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure AX burst‐detection discrimination (same or different)

Keywords Acoustic, coarticulation, distance, duration, fricatives, gradient, judgment, liquids,
markedness, perception, POA, position, pronunciation, prosody, similarity, stops,
synthesis, typology

7. Author Bárkányi

Date 2011

Type Article

Purpose Phonotactic well‐formedness judgments are usually gradient, the theoretical
interpretation of which is controversial in the phonological literature. In this
study we present experimental evidence from Slovak that speakers do have
intuitions about unattested grammatical forms as well as attested marginal ones,
and these intuitions can be modeled fairly closely by gradient phonotactic
learners.

Conclusion Results suggest that in gradient phonotactic judgments the knowledge of the relative
probability of various combinations of natural classes plays a decisive role. We pay
special attention to sonority reversal clusters in Slovak and claim that these
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sequences, although attested in the language, are on the verge of grammaticality and
thus prone to change.

Favorable Unclear

Language Slovak

Stimulus #(C)(C)(C)CVCV#

sC No

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure Gradient well‐formedness judgment

Keywords Analogy, boundary, computational, corpus, distance, frequency, fricatives, gradient,
grammaticality, judgment, learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness, nasal, nonce, OT,
perception, plateau, position, processing, prosody, stochastic, reversal, sc, similarity,
stops, typology

8. Author Barlow

Date 1999

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Examine the asymmetrical pattern of consonant cluster acquisition and production in a
phonologically disordered male.

Conclusion Pretreatment, the subject pronounced all consonant clusters as singletons;
posttreatment he produced two‐element /s/ clusters correctly, but reduced three‐
element clusters to /s/ + stop clusters. All other clusters were reduced to the least
sonorous singleton obstruent. The data are explained by treating /s/ clusters as
adjuncts.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #(C)CV, #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming and spontaneous conversation: correct pronunciation vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, boundary, deletion, disorder, errors, fricatives, markedness,
name, OT, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, reversal, sC,
treatment, typology

9. Author Barlow

Date 2005

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Analyze children’s acquisition of both tautosyllabic and heterosyllabic clusters of
Spanish. In doing so, asymmetries in reduction strategies within and across children’s
grammars will be considered as they compare to findings cross‐linguistically. These
strategies will be accounted for within an OT framework.

Conclusion Cluster reduction is attributed to high ranking syllable markedness constraints which
outrank certain faithfulness constraints in children’s grammars. Deviations from the
sonority pattern are observed due to effects of markedness constraints against
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fricatives and dorsals, as well as faithfulness constraints pertaining to place or
manner. But the more general pattern that prevailed was based on sonority.

Favorable Yes

Language Spanish, Spanish‐English

Stimulus (VC).C(C)V

sC No

Method Visual (picture) and oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Repeat oral prompt and picture naming: correct pronunciation vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, bilingual, boundary, contact, deletion, disorder, distance, errors, fricatives,
markedness, name, OT, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody,
reduction, repair, treatment, typology, voice

10. Author Barlow, Pruitt and Keare

Date 2010

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Retrospective evaluation of phonological contexts in which /‐s/ was overtly marked or
zero‐marked in AAE‐speaking children. Predictions: zero‐s would occur most often in
context of abutting consonants; zero‐s would occur most often when preceded and/or
followed by an obstruent, due to a complex sonority profile.

Conclusion Zero‐s was more likely to occur when followed by sonorant consonants, contrary
to predictions. The zero‐s pattern exhibited by AAE‐speaking children shows a
strong effect of phonological complexity due to syllable contact across a word
boundary.

Favorable No

Language African‐American English

Stimulus VCs#(X)

sC Yes

Method Play‐based natural speech

Task or measure % of /s/ pronounced vs. omitted

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, contact, deletion, distance, fricatives, markedness, morphology,
position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, reversal, sC

11. Author Baroni

Date 2013; 2014

Type Conference presentation; article

Purpose Show that factors like markedness, sonority and Net Auditory Distance are not able to
exhaustively explain certain phonotactic phenomena. I bring experimental evidence
that the role of salience is apparent in the perception of plateau clusters, i.e.,
obstruent clusters, nasal clusters and liquid clusters. The hypothesis is that the more
salient a consonant, the more easily it will be perceived correctly as the first member
of an initial plateau cluster and as the last member of a final plateau cluster. A salience
scale is devised based on data from Italian and Dutch casual speech reductions,
attested plateau clusters in the world’s languages, and previous experimental studies.
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Conclusion Results with nonce words containing plateau clusters confirm the initial hypothesis for
nasal and liquid clusters but only partially for obstruent clusters. It is suggested that
the proposed salience scale has to be reformulated and that factors other than salience
have to be taken into account.

Favorable Unclear

Language Italian, Dutch

Stimulus #CCVCVC#, #CVCVCC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Recognition (type what you heard)

Keywords Acoustic, corpus, boundary, deletion, distance, errors, fricatives, liquids, markedness,
NAD, nasal, nonce, OCP, perception, plateau, POA, position, prosody, reduction,
salience, sc, stops, typology

12. Author Batais and Wiltshire

Date 2015

Type Conference presentation

Purpose In data consisting of syllabic adaptations of borrowed words produced by native
speakers of Indonesian, we find both deletion and epenthesis to resolve word‐final
clusters, while word‐initial clusters sometimes have epenthesis and sometimes are
tolerated intact. We show that Indonesian adaptations of Arabic and Dutch loanwords
not only obey the Indonesian limit on complex codas, but also reveal the presence of
two otherwise subtle constraints: bisyllabic minimal word size and falling sonority
across syllable boundaries, supporting the view of borrowing as phonological rather
than purely phonetic.

Conclusion By showing that several distinct adaptations are conditioned by the same markedness
constraints, the OT analysis corroborates the view that Indonesian syllabic
adaptation is a phonological process, not a purely phonetic operation relying solely
on acoustic saliency or perception. In particular, the different treatment of final
consonant clusters, with epenthesis in monosyllables vs. deletion in polysyllables, is
based not on the perceptibility of such clusters, but rather determined by a
phonological constraint on word‐size. While perceptibility factors certainly can play a
role in adaptations, these factors are not alone in determining the borrowed forms of
loans in Indonesian.

Favorable Yes

Language Indonesian

Stimulus #(s)CCV, VCC#

sC Yes

Method Oral prompt by researcher (loanwords from Dutch or Arabic)

Task or measure Repeat word: correct pronunciation vs. repair type

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, contact, deletion, distance, epenthesis, fricatives, L2, loan, OT,
markedness, perception, plateau, position, production, pronunciation, prosody,
reduction, repair, reversal, salience, sC, typology
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13. Author Bauer

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Present an analysis of the phonotactic structures of English occurring in The
Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary, paying attention to morphological
boundaries, the difference between stressed and unstressed syllables, the difference
between native and non‐native, and considering the distribution of vowels as well as
consonants.

Conclusion The phonotactic status of names turns out to be unlike the status of other
morphologically unanalysable words, and some new observations are made on
consonant clusters as well as vowel sequences. The phonotactic status of proper
names, often containing clusters which are largely restricted to occurring over
morpheme boundaries, and the difference between initial and final clusters in
signalling degrees of foreign‐ness are both results which arise from a consideration of
the data.

Favorable N/A

Language RP or BBC English

Stimulus (s)C(C)V(C)(C)(C)(C)

sC Yes

Method Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary

Task or measure Frequency counts of segments and clusters by type

Keywords Boundary, corpus, frequency, lexicon, loan, markedness, morphology, neologism,
onomastics, orthography, plateau, POS, position, pronunciation, prosody, sc,
segmentation, strength, stress, typology

14. Author Becker and Gouskova

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Propose a theory of morphophonological knowledge that partitions the lexicon into
uniform and productive sublexicons, each one having its own phonotactic grammar,
which the speaker uses as an inference mechanism to determine the relative
productivity of each sublexicon. We test this on the generalization of mid vowel
(“yer”) deletion in Russian nonce words.

Conclusion Results show that speakers encode source‐oriented generalizations about the shapes of
words that can undergo vowel deletion, as well as product‐oriented generalizations
about words that result from vowel deletion. A computational implementation
successfully learns the patterns of deletion and captures both source‐oriented and
product‐oriented generalizations.

Favorable N/A

Language Russian

Stimulus #(CV)CVC#, #(CV)CCVC#, #(CV)CVCC#

sC No

Method Visual
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Task or measure Naturalness rating (1‐5) as a possible word of Russian for nominative singular; binary
forced‐choice judgment (yes or no) for corresponding genitive

Keywords Acquisition, AI, analogy, bilingual, boundary, computational, contiguity, corpus,
deletion, distance, frequency, fricatives, grammaticality, judgment, learning, lexicon,
liquids, loan, markedness, morphology, nasal, neologism, nonce, orthography, OT,
plateau, POS, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading,
repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, similarity, stochastic, stops, stress, voice

15. Author Bell and Saka

Date 1983

Type Article

Purpose Analyze the acoustic characteristics of three reversed clusters of Pashto: /lm‐/, /wl‐/, and
/wr‐/.

Conclusion These are true clusters phonetically, and they do not differ as a class from comparable
preferred clusters in their voicing, intensity, and duration structures. The significance
of the results for sonority theories of syllable structure is discussed.

Favorable No

Language Pashto

Stimulus #CCVC#

sC No

Method Visual

Task or measure Pronounce wordlist: syllable count, voicing, intensity, and duration

Keywords Acoustic, appendix, boundary, distance, duration, gesture, judgment, kinematic, liquids,
loudness, markedness, metathesis, nasal, position, production, prominence,
pronunciation, prosody, reversal, segmentation, typology, voice

16. Author Ben‐David

Date 2006

Type Article

Purpose Examine the role of sonority in the acquisition of initial /s/‐clusters in Hebrew.

Conclusion No significant differences were found between the correct productions of different
subgroups among the /s/‐clusters. There were no differences in the correct
productions of #sC in relation to different C2s or between the productions of SSP‐
violating clusters and the SSP‐following clusters. The only distinction that did emerge
was the separate distribution of /s/+[‐continuant] versus /s/+[+continuant], a result
that supports previous findings for the role of continuity and sonority in the deletion
patterns of clusters.

Favorable Yes

Language Hebrew

Stimulus #CCV, #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)
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Task or measure Picture naming and sentence completion: % pronounced correctly vs. deletion of C1 or
C2

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, boundary, deletion, distance, errors, fricatives, markedness,
OCP, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair,
reversal, sC, stops, typology

17. Author Benor and Levy

Date 2006

Type Article

Purpose Why is it preferable to say salt and pepper over pepper and salt? Based on an analysis of
binomial tokens from online corpora, we examine a number of semantic, metrical,
and frequency constraints that contribute significantly to ordering preferences, which
exhibit a considerable amount of variation. We consider three frameworks in
modeling the data: traditional OT, stochastic OT, and logistic regression.

Conclusion Our best models—using logistic regression—predict 79.2% of the binomial tokens and
76.7% of types, and the remainder are predicted as less frequent—but not
ungrammatical—variants. The phonological factors that have traditionally been
considered important, such as sonority, are not confirmed.

Favorable No

Language English

Stimulus 411 binomial construction types (X and X) yielding 692 tokens

sC No

Method 3 corpora from Penn Treebank III

Task or measure Alignment accuracy (%) between corpus data and 20 semantic, pragmatic, metrical,
phonological, and word‐frequency constraints in predicting the ordering of binomials

Keywords Acquisition, analogy, anthropology, boundary, computational, contiguity, corpus,
culture, diachronic, duration, frequency, grammaticality, judgment, LC, learning,
lexicon, markedness, morphology, name, nonce, orthography, OT, perception, POA,
POS, position, processing, pronunciation, prosody, replication, reversal, rhyme, RT,
salience, similarity, stochastic, strength, stress, transpose, typology, universal, voice,
weight

18. Author Berent

Date 2008

Type Article

Purpose Are the phonological representations of printed and spoken words isomorphic? This
question is addressed by investigating restrictions on onsets: cross‐linguistic research
suggests that onsets of rising sonority are preferred to sonority plateaus, which, in
turn, are preferred to sonority falls. Of interest is whether these grammatical
preferences constrain the recognition of auditory and printed words by speakers of
English—a language in which such onsets are unattested.

Conclusion Results suggest that both hearers and readers are sensitive to the phonotactics of
unattested onsets. However, the phonotactic generalizations of hearers and readers
differ on their scope and source. Hearers differentiated all three types of onsets, and
their behavior implicated both grammatical and statistical constraints. In contrast,
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readers were able to differentiate only those structures similar to attested English
onsets from dissimilar structures, and their preferences reflected statistical knowledge
alone. These findings suggest that the phonological representations informing lexical
decision to spoken and printed words are not isomorphic.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CCVC#

sC No

Method Audio and visual

Task or measure Well‐formedness judgments (word vs. non‐word)

Keywords Boundary, distance, epenthesis, frequency, grammaticality, judgment, lexicon,
markedness, memory, modality, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, POA,
position, processing, prosody, reading, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, RT,
stochastic, universal

19. Author Berent, Balaban, Lennertz and Vaknin‐Nusbaum

Date 2010

Type Article

Purpose Domain‐specific systems are hypothetically specialized with respect to the outputs they
compute and the inputs they allow. Here, we examine whether these two conditions
for specialization are dissociable.

Conclusion English speakers did extend a putatively universal phonological restriction to inputs
identified as nonspeech. A subsequent comparison of English and Russian
participants indicates that the processing of nonspeech inputs is modulated by
linguistic experience. Striking, qualitative differences between English and Russian
participants suggest that they rely on linguistic principles, both universal and
language‐particular, rather than generic auditory processing strategies. Thus, the
computation of idiosyncratic linguistic outputs is apparently not restricted to speech
inputs. This conclusion presents various challenges to both domain‐specific and
domain‐general accounts of cognition.

Favorable Unclear

Language English, Russian

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Judgment of speech vs. nonspeech, syllable count

Keywords Acoustic, distance, duration, epenthesis, gradient, grammaticality, judgment,
markedness, modality, nonce, OT, perception, plateau, processing, prosody, repair,
replication, reversal, schwa, sign language, synthesis, typology, universal

20. Author Berent, Balaban and Vaknin‐Nusbaum

Date 2011

Type Article
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Purpose The identification of aural stimuli as speech is context‐dependent. Here, we
demonstrate that the discrimination of speech stimuli from their non‐speech
transforms is further modulated by their linguistic structure. We gauge the effect of
phonological structure on discrimination of well‐formedness in the restrictions on
English syllables.

Conclusion Non‐speech stimuli that conform to well‐formed structures are harder to discriminate
from speech than stimuli that conform to ill‐formed structures. Auxiliary experiments
rule out alternative acoustic explanations for this phenomenon. We show that
acoustic manipulations do not impair the classification of non‐speech stimuli whose
structure is well‐formed in English. Thus, non‐speech stimuli are harder to classify
only when they are well‐formed in the participants’ native language. We conclude
that the classification of non‐speech stimuli is modulated by their linguistic structure:
inputs that support well‐formed outputs are more readily classified as speech.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #m(ə)CVC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Judgment of speech vs. nonspeech

Keywords Acoustic, distance, duration, gradient, grammaticality, judgment, markedness,
modality, nasal, nonce, perception, position, processing, prosody, replication, reversal,
RT, schwa, synthesis, typology, universal

21. Author Berent, Brem, Zhao, Seligson, Pan, Epstein, Stern, Galaburda and Pascual‐Leone

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Does the language system encode abstract rules banning syllables like *lbog, or does
their dislike reflect the increased motor demands associated with speech production?
More generally, is linguistic knowledge fully embodied or could some linguistic
principles potentially be abstract? We gauge the sensitivity of English speakers to the
putative universal syllable hierarchy while undergoing transcranial magnetic
stimulation over the cortical motor representation of the left orbicularis oris muscle. If
syllable preferences reflect motor simulation, then worse‐formed syllables should
elicit more errors, engage more strongly motor brain areas, and elicit stronger effects
of TMS on these motor regions.

Conclusion Repetitive TMS pulses impaired participants’ global sensitivity to the number of
syllables, and functional MRI confirmed that the cortical stimulation site was
sensitive to the syllable hierarchy. Contrary to the motor account, however, ill‐formed
syllables were least likely to engage the lip sensorimotor area and they were least
impaired by TMS, suggesting that speech perception automatically triggers motor
action, but this effect is not causally linked to the computation of linguistic structure.
We conclude that the language and motor systems are intimately linked, yet distinct.
Language is designed to optimize motor action, but its knowledge includes principles
that are disembodied and potentially abstract.

Favorable Yes
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Language English

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#

sC No

Method Audio, fMRI, TMS to left OO muscle

Task or measure Syllable count

Keywords Aphasia, boundary, brain, Broca, disorder, distance, duration, embodiment, errors,
judgment, labial, loudness, markedness, MRI, nasal, nonce, perception, plateau, POA,
position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, replication, reversal, schwa,
synthesis, TMS, typology, universal

22. Author Berent, Dupuis and Brentari

Date 2013

Type Article

Purpose All spoken languages encode syllables and constrain their internal structure. But
whether these restrictions concern the design of the language system, broadly, or
speech, specifically, remains unknown. To address this question, we gauge the
structure of signed syllables in American Sign Language (ASL). Like spoken
languages, signed syllables must exhibit a single sonority/energy peak (i.e.,
movement). Four experiments examine whether this restriction is enforced by signers
and nonsigners.

Conclusion Deaf ASL signers selectively apply sonority restrictions to syllables (but not morphemes)
in novel ASL signs. Absent any experience with ASL, nonsigners used movement to
define syllable‐like units. Moreover, the restriction on syllable structure constrained
the capacity of nonsigners to learn from experience, selectively relying on movement
to define syllables and partly ignoring it in the identification of morpheme‐like units.
Remarkably, nonsigners failed to learn an unnatural rule that defines syllables by
handshape, suggesting they were unable to ignore movement in identifying syllables.
These findings indicate that signed and spoken syllables are subject to a shared
phonological restriction that constrains phonological learning in a new modality.
These conclusions suggest that the design of the phonological system is partly
amodal.

Favorable Yes

Language American Sign Language, English

Stimulus nonce signs (monosyllabic vs. disyllabic and monomorphemic vs. bimorphemic)

sC No

Method Visual

Task or measure Syllable (movement) count, morpheme count (with and without feedback)

Keywords Acquisition, bilingual, brain, deaf, energy, handshape, judgment, L2, learning, loudness,
markedness, modality, morphology, movement, nonce, perception, prime, processing,
prominence, prosody, salience, segmentation, sign language, universal

23. Author Berent, Harder and Lennertz

Date 2011

Type Article
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Purpose Examine whether children extend putatively universal sonority restrictions to onsets
unattested in their language.

Conclusion Results showed that, like adults, children’s ability to detect epenthetic distortions was
monotonically related to sonority distance, and their performance was inexplicable by
several statistical and phonetic factors. This suggests that sonority restrictions are
active in early childhood, and their scope is broad.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#

sC No

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure Identity judgment (same or different)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, deletion, distance,
duration, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gradient, homophony, judgment,
learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, modality, nasal, nonce, orthography,
OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation,
prosody, reading, repair, replication, reversal, RT, schwa, similarity, stochastic, stops,
typology, universal

24. Author Berent and Lennertz

Date 2010

Type Article

Purpose The source of universal restrictions on sound structure is contentious: do they reflect
abstract phonological knowledge, or properties of linguistic experience and auditory
perception? We address this by investigating restrictions on onset clusters: across
languages, onsets of small sonority distances are dispreferred. Previous research with
aural materials demonstrates that such preferences modulate the perception of
unattested onsets by English speakers: universally ill‐formed onsets are
systematically misperceived relative to well‐formed onsets. Here, we consider
whether the difficulty to process universally ill‐formed onsets extends to printed
materials.

Conclusion Yes they do, and results indicate that such difficulties reflect phonological, rather than
orthographic knowledge, going beyond the statistical properties of the lexicon. These
findings suggest that speakers have abstract, possibly universal, phonological
knowledge that is general with respect to input modality.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#

sC No

Method Visual, with different type case (lbif‐LEBIF)

Task or measure Identity judgment (same or different)

Keywords Distance, epenthesis, frequency, homophony, judgment, lexicon, markedness, memory,
modality, nonce, orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing,
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prosody, reading, repair, replication, reversal, RT, schwa, similarity, stochastic,
typology, universal

25. Author Berent, Lennertz and Balaban

Date 2011

Type Article

Purpose Certain ill‐formed phonological structures are systematically under‐represented across
languages and misidentified by human listeners. It is unclear whether this results
from grammatical phonological knowledge that actively recodes ill‐formed structures,
or from difficulty with their phonetic encoding. To examine this question, we gauge
the effect of two types of tasks on the identification of onset clusters that are
unattested in an individual’s language. One type calls attention to global phonological
structure by eliciting a syllable count (e.g., does medif include one syllable or two?). A
second set of tasks promotes attention to local phonetic detail by requiring the
detection of specific segments (e.g., does medif include an e?).

Conclusion When participants attend to global phonological structure, ill‐formed onsets are
misidentified relative to better‐formed ones. In contrast, when people attend to local
phonetic detail, they identify ill‐formed onsets as well as better‐formed ones, and they
are highly sensitive to non‐distinctive phonetic cues. These findings suggest that
misidentifications reflect active recoding based on broad phonological knowledge,
rather than passive failures to extract acoustic surface forms. Although the perceptual
interface could shape such knowledge, the relationship between language and
misidentification is a two‐way street.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Syllable count, detect schwa, detect specific consonants

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, coarticulation, distance, duration, errors, gradient, judgment,
loan, markedness, nasal, nonce, OT, perception, plateau, processing,
production, repair, replication, reversal, RT, schwa, similarity, synthesis, typology,
universal

26. Author Berent, Lennertz, Jun, Moreno and Smolensky

Date 2008

Type Article

Purpose Do speakers know universal restrictions on linguistic elements that are absent from
their language? We report an experimental test of this question. Our case study
concerns the universal restrictions on onset clusters. We demonstrate such
preferences among Korean speakers, whose language lacks initial C1C2 clusters
altogether. Our demonstration exploits speakers’ well known tendency to misperceive
ill‐formed clusters.

Conclusion Universally dispreferred onset clusters are more frequently misperceived than
universally preferred ones, indicating that Korean speakers consider the former
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cluster‐type more ill‐formed. The misperception of universally ill‐formed clusters is
unlikely to be due to a simple auditory failure. Likewise, the aversion of universally
dispreferred onsets by Korean speakers is not explained by English proficiency or by
several phonetic and phonological properties of Korean. We conclude that language
universals are neither relics of language change nor are they artifacts of generic
limitations on auditory perception and motor control—they reflect universal
linguistic knowledge, active in speakers’ brains.

Favorable Yes

Language Korean

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Syllable count and identity judgment (same or different)

Keywords Analogy, boundary, brain, distance, epenthesis, frequency, judgment, L2, markedness,
nonce, OT, perception, plateau, position, processing, prosody, repair, replication,
reversal, RT, schwa, typology, universal

27. Author Berent, Lennertz and Rosselli

Date 2012

Type Article

Purpose Do speakers possess universal linguistic restrictions on the sound structure of their
language? We examine this question by investigating the restrictions on onset clusters
(e.g., bl in block). Cross‐linguistic comparisons suggest that certain onset clusters are
universally preferred: onsets like bn are preferred to bd, which, in turn, are preferred
to lb. In four experiments, we demonstrate that such preferences constrain onset
identification by Spanish speakers.

Conclusion The worst formed the onset, the more likely its misidentification. Onset structure,
however, determines not only the rate of disyllabic recoding but also its type. While
better‐formed onsets of rising sonority are repaired epenthetically (e.g., bnif→benif),
worse‐formed onsets are recoded prothetically (e.g., lbif→elbif), and the choice of
repair (epenthesis vs. prothesis) is modulated by linguistic experience. These findings
suggest that speakers possess broad linguistic restrictions that extend to structures
unattested in their language, but the response to such putatively universal pressures is
experience‐dependent.

Favorable Yes

Language Spanish, Spanish‐English

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#, #(ə)CCVC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Syllable count, identity judgment (same or different), transcribe (write
orthographically)

Keywords Acquisition, bilingual, contact, contiguity, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency,
fricatives, judgment, L2, learning, loan, loudness, markedness, nonce, OT, perception,
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plateau, processing, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, RT, sC, schwa, stops,
typology, universal

28. Author Berent, Lennertz and Smolensky

Date 2011

Type Chapter

Purpose Examine universal restrictions on the structure of onset clusters by showing that the
typological preference for blif‐type syllables is synchronically active and it extends
even to syllables that are unattested in one’s language: marked syllables are
systematically misperceived relative to less marked syllables. We also describe two
novel experiments demonstrating that the misperception of marked syllables reflects
preferences that are internal to the faculty of language.

Conclusion Such preferences are not explained by the properties of the lexicon nor are they
byproducts of domain‐general mechanisms of perception and articulation. The results
reported in this chapter suggest that universal markedness restrictions are
synchronically active in the grammars of all speakers, and are causally linked to
perceptibility. But contrary to the proposal of evolutionary phonology, perceptibility
can be a consequence of grammatical markedness, not necessarily its cause.

Favorable Yes

Language English, Russian

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Syllable count and identity judgment (same or different)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, analogy, aphasia, boundary, brain, contact, diachronic, disorder,
distance, duration, epenthesis, errors, F0, frequency, judgment, L2, learning, lexicon,
liquids, loudness, ludling, markedness, memory, modality, nasal, nonce, orthography,
perception, plateau, position, prime, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody,
reading, repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, RT, sC, schwa, segmentation, similarity,
stress, typology, universal, voice

29. Author Berent, Lennertz, Smolensky and Vaknin‐Nusbaum

Date 2009

Type Article

Purpose OT explains typological markedness implications by proposing that all speakers possess
universal constraints penalizing marked structures, irrespective of the evidence
provided by their language. The account of phonological perception sketched here
entails that markedness constraints reveal their presence by inducing perceptual
repairs to structures ungrammatical in the hearer’s language. As onset clusters of
falling sonority are typologically marked relative to those of rising sonority, we
examine English speakers’ perception of nasal‐initial clusters, which are lacking in
English.

Conclusion We find greater accuracy for rising‐sonority clusters, evidencing knowledge of
markedness constraints favouring such onset clusters. The misperception of sonority
falls cannot be accounted for by stimulus artefacts (the materials are perceived
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accurately by speakers of Russian, a language allowing nasal‐initial clusters) nor by
phonetic failure (English speakers misperceive falls even with printed materials) nor
by putative relations of such onsets to the statistics of the English lexicon.

Favorable Yes

Language English, Russian

Stimulus #N(V)CVC#

sC No

Method Audio, visual

Task or measure Syllable count, identity judgment (same or different), transcribe (write orthographically)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, analogy, boundary, computational, distance, duration, frequency,
judgment, learning, lexicon, markedness, memory, modality, nasal, nonce, OCP,
orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, production, prosody,
reading, repair, replication, reversal, RT, schwa, stochastic, synthesis, typology,
universal

30. Author Berent, Pan, Zhao, Epstein, Bennett, Deshpande, Seethamraju and Stern

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose It is well known that natural languages share certain aspects of their design. But
whether language universals are myths or mentally active constraints—linguistic or
otherwise—remains controversial. To address this, we used fMRI to investigate brain
response to four syllable types, arrayed on their linguistic well‐formedness.

Conclusion Syllable structure monotonically modulated hemodynamic response in Broca’s area, and
its pattern mirrored participants’ behavioral preferences. In contrast, ill‐formed
syllables did not systematically tax sensorimotor regions—while such syllables
engaged primary auditory cortex, they tended to deactivate (rather than engage)
articulatory motor regions. The convergence between the cross‐linguistic preferences
and English participants’ hemodynamic and behavioral responses is remarkable given
that most of these syllables are unattested in their language. We conclude that human
brains encode broad restrictions on syllable structure (sonority).

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#

sC No

Method Audio and fMRI

Task or measure Syllable count

Keywords Boundary, brain, Broca, distance, errors, frequency, gyrus, judgment, labial, lexicon,
loudness, markedness, MRI, nonce, perception, plateau, position, processing,
production, prosody, replication, reversal, schwa, similarity, typology, universal,
Wernicke

31. Author Berent, Steriade, Lennertz and Vaknin

Date 2007
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Type Article

Purpose Are speakers equipped with preferences concerning grammatical structures that are
absent in their language? We examine this question by investigating the sensitivity of
English speakers to the sonority of onset clusters which are universally preferred.

Conclusion Monosyllabic auditory nonwords with onsets that are universally dispreferred are more
likely to be classified as disyllabic and misperceived as identical to their disyllabic
counterparts compared to onsets that are relatively preferred across languages.
Consequently, dispreferred onsets benefit from priming by their epenthetic
counterpart as much as they benefit from identity priming. A similar pattern of
misperception was observed among speakers of Russian, where clusters of this type
occur. But unlike English speakers, Russian speakers perceived these clusters
accurately on most trials, suggesting that the perceptual illusions of English speakers
are partly due to their linguistic experience, rather than phonetic confusion alone. But
English speakers do perceive such onsets accurately under conditions that encourage
precise phonetic encoding. The perceptual illusions of English speakers are also
irreducible to several statistical properties of the English lexicon, so the systematic
misperception of universally dispreferred onsets might reflect their ill‐formedness in
the grammars of all speakers, irrespective of linguistic experience.

Favorable Yes

Language English, Russian

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Syllable count, identity judgment (same or different), well‐formedness judgment (word
vs. non‐word)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, distance, duration, epenthesis, frequency,
grammaticality, judgment, learning, lexicon, markedness, nonce, OT, perception,
plateau, POA, position, prime, processing, prosody, repair, replication, reversal, RT,
schwa, typology, universal

32. Author Berent, Vaknin‐Nusbaum, Balaban and Galaburda

Date 2013

Type Article

Purpose Dyslexia is commonly attributed to a phonological deficit, but whether it effectively
compromises the phonological grammar or lower level systems is rarely explored. To
address this question, we gauge the sensitivity of dyslexics to grammatical
phonological restrictions on spoken onset clusters.

Conclusion Dyslexic participants are fully sensitive to these phonological restrictions, and they
extend them irrespective of whether the onsets are attested in their language or
unattested. Dyslexics, however, showed reduced sensitivity to phonetic contrasts.
Together, these results suggest that the known difficulties of dyslexics in speech
processing could emanate not from the phonological grammar, but rather from
lower level impairments to acoustic/phonetic encoding, lexical storage, and
retrieval.

Favorable Yes
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Language Hebrew

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#, #N(V)CVC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Syllable count

Keywords Acoustic, analogy, boundary, brain, coarticulation, computational, contact, disorder,
distance, duration, dyslexia, epenthesis, frequency, gradient, judgment, learning,
lexicon, markedness, modality, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau,
position, processing, production, prosody, reading, repair, replication, reversal, RT,
schwa, similarity, typology, universal

33. Author Berg

Date 2001

Type Article

Purpose In many languages, the syllabification of intervocalic consonants is governed by onset
maximization. Icelandic, however, has been repeatedly argued to follow a coda
maximization strategy even though opinion remains divided on this claim. This paper
addresses this issue from the psycholinguistic perspective.

Conclusion Results strongly indicate that the proper syllabification in Icelandic is onset
maximization. Clusters with a maximum sonority difference between their
constituents were found to tend towards tautosyllabicity, whereas those with a smaller
sonority difference gravitate towards heterosyllabicity.

Favorable Yes

Language Icelandic

Stimulus #CV(C)(C)Ca#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Permutation (reverse parts): σ1σ2→σ2σ1; reduplication (repeat word and copy first
part): σ1σ2→σ1σ1σ2

Keywords Analogy, boundary, contact, contiguity, deletion, distance, duration, energy, errors,
frequency, fricatives, grammaticality, judgment, lexicon, liquids, ludling, markedness,
metathesis, modality, morphology, movement, nasal, nonce, orthography, plateau,
POS, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, repair,
replication, reversal, segmentation, stops, strength, stress, transpose, typology,
universal, voice

34. Author Bigi and Klessa

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose An approach to automatic detection of syllable boundaries for Polish speech based on a
phonetized text input.

Conclusion Describes and verifies an existing rule set for Polish, using it for automatic insertion of
syllable boundaries with SPPAS, a free multiplatform tool.
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Favorable N/A

Language Polish

Stimulus V(C)(C)(C)CCV

sC No

Method Conversational speech recordings from the Paralingua corpus

Task or measure Success rate in automatically placing syllable boundaries

Keywords Acoustic, appendix, ASR, boundary, computational, contact, contiguity, corpus,
deletion, distance, duration, errors, frequency, fricatives, judgment, lexicon, liquids,
markedness, nasal, orthography, plateau, position, processing, pronunciation,
prosody, rate, reduction, reversal, sC, segmentation, stochastic, stops, typology

35. Author Bombien, Mooshammer and Hoole

Date 2013

Type Article

Purpose Intra‐gestural and inter‐gestural coordination in German word‐initial consonant
clusters /kl, kn, ks, pl, ps/ is investigated in four speakers by means of EMA as a
function of segmental make‐up and prosodic variation, i.e. prosodic boundary
strength and lexical stress.

Conclusion Segmental make‐up is shown to determine the extent of articulatory overlap of the
clusters, with /kl/ exhibiting the highest degree, followed by /pl/, /ps/, /ks/ and finally
/kn/. Prosodic variation does not alter this order. However, overlap is shown to be
affected by lexical stress in /kl/ and /ps/ and by boundary strength in /pC/ clusters.
This indicates that boundary effects on coordination are stronger for clusters with
little inter‐articulator dependence. The results also show that the extent to which
prosodic factors affect articulation interacts with the position of the affected segment
in the sound sequence: in general, boundary strength strongly affects C1 while lexical
stress influences C2. This indicates that prosodic effects are strongest at their source (i.e.
the boundary or the stressed nucleus) and decrease in strength with distance from their
source. However, prosodic lengthening effects can reach the more distal consonant in
clusters with a high degree of overlap and high inter‐articulator dependence.

Favorable Unclear

Language German

Stimulus #CCV

sC No

Method Visual, EMA

Task or measure Lip and tongue trajectories (plateau duration, latency and lag)

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, coarticulation, distance, duration, EMA, EPG, gesture, kinematic,
labial, liquids, movement, nasal, perception, plateau, POA, production, prominence,
pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication, reversal, segmentation, strength, stress,
voice

36. Author Bombien, Mooshammer, Hoole and Kühnert

Date 2010

Type Article
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Purpose Investigate the effects of segmental composition and prosodic variation, namely
boundary strength and lexical stress, on the production of word‐initial clusters in
German. The internal structure of the clusters /kl, kn, ks, sk/ is analyzed by means of
EPG recordings from seven speakers.

Conclusion Derived temporal and spatial parameters indicate that /kn/ is consistently produced
with a lag between the consonants and /kl/ with considerable overlap. This
categorical difference is also stable across stress and boundary conditions and is
attributed to manner‐based and perceptual recoverability constraints. No clear pattern
emerges for /sk/ and /ks/. Therefore, stability of temporal organization across
prosodic conditions is only tested for /kl/ and /kn/. Temporally, boundary level affects
the duration of the adjacent consonant and the overlap within the clusters /kn/ and
/kl/, whereas spatially /k/ is affected only in /kn/ but not in /kl/. Stress effects are
not restricted to the nucleus but also affect the internal organization of the clusters.
The interplay between segmental and prosodic timing effects indicates that the
internal structure of clusters shows linguistically crucial and highly constrained
timing patterns which can only vary within certain limits.

Favorable Unclear

Language German

Stimulus #CCV, #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual, EPG

Task or measure Contact duration and overlap

Keywords Acoustic, air pressure, boundary, coarticulation, distance, duration, EMA, EPG,
frequency, gesture, kinematic, labial, liquids, nasal, perception, plateau, POA,
production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication, reversal, sc,
segmentation, stochastic, strength, stress, voice

37. Author Boyd

Date 2006

Type Article

Purpose Argue against the claim that a structural distinction is the necessary source of
the divergent patterns of behavior attested in /s/‐ and non‐/s/ consonant
sequences.

Conclusion Analyses of the data that do not assume a structural distinction are simpler, and either
have more explanatory power, or generate more accurate predictions, with less
stipulation. Assumes all sC clusters are tautosyllabic onsets.

Favorable No

Language English

Stimulus #C(C)V, #sC(C)V

sC Yes

Method Computational learning simulation

Task or measure Accuracy in ranking the relevant OT constraints to produce the correct grammars,
mimicking acquisitional stages
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Keywords Acquisition, AI, appendix, boundary, computational, contiguity, deletion, disorder,
distance, errors, frequency, fricatives, learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness,
morphology, nasal, nonce, OT, plateau, POS, position, processing, pronunciation,
prosody, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, sC, segmentation, stochastic, stops,
typology, voice, weight

38. Author Bray

Date 2001

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose Determine if there are acoustic correlates to sonority and if perceptual cues should play
a role in phonological theory, specifically in OT. Does consonant sonority correlate
with greater proportional duration, amplitude and perceptibility, and does this vary
with position and speaking rate?

Conclusion The difficulties in perception could be predicted through salience constraints that
capture how greater amplitude and length allow a segment to be better heard in word‐
final clusters. OT constraints based on salience are needed to explain the allowable
consonant clusters in language. Perceptibility plays a role in the phenomena often
explained by sonority.

Favorable Unclear

Language English, Russian

Stimulus #CVC(C)#

sC No

Method Visual; audio (listen to words with noise)

Task or measure Pronounce wordlist at 3 speaking rates: duration and amplitude; identify word (multiple
choice)

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, contact, deletion, distance, duration, judgment, liquids, loudness,
movement, nasal, nonce, orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position,
processing, production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, rate, rhyme, salience,
segmentation, stress, typology, voice

39. Author Breen, Kingston and Sanders

Date 2013

Type Article

Purpose In addition to assimilated native‐language categories, are veridical representations of
nonnative sound patterns also stored? Are the perceptual representations of illegal
syllables different from those of accidental gaps?

Conclusion The data support a model of speech perception in which veridical representations of
phoneme sequences are not only generated during processing, but also are
maintained in a manner that affects perceptual processing of subsequent speech
sounds.

Favorable N/A

Language English

Stimulus #CCV# (with different intonations)
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sC No

Method Audio, EEG

Task or measure Similarity rating (1‐4), ERP

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, brain, coarticulation, deletion, distance, duration, EEG, epenthesis,
ERP, errors, frequency, gradient, judgment, lexicon, liquids, loan, loudness, markedness,
memory, MMN, nonce, P3, perception, POA, position, prime, processing, production,
pronunciation, repair, replication, RT, similarity, synthesis, typology, voice

40. Author Brosseau‐Lapré and Rvachew

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose Twenty‐four French‐speaking children with developmental phonological disorders were
matched on percentage of consonants correct conversation, age, and receptive
vocabulary measures to English‐speaking children with DPD in order to describe how
speech errors are manifested differently in these two languages. The participants’
productions of consonants on a single‐word test of articulation were compared in
terms of feature‐match ratios for the production of target consonants, and type of
errors produced.

Conclusion The French‐speaking children had significantly lower match ratios for the major sound
class features [+cons] and [+son]. The French‐speaking children also obtained
significantly lower match ratios for [+voice]. The most frequent type of errors
produced by the French‐speaking children was syllable structure errors, followed by
segment errors, and a few distortion errors. On the other hand, the English‐speaking
children made more segment than syllable structure and distortion errors. The results
of the study highlight the need to use test instruments with French‐speaking children
that reflect the phonological characteristics of French at multiple levels of the
phonological hierarchy.

Favorable N/A

Language (Québec) French, English

Stimulus Initial, medial, and final consonants, including clusters

sC No

Method Elicited conversation and oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure % correct productions vs. error types

Keywords Acquisition, apraxia, bilingual, deletion, disorder, errors, frequency, learning, POA,
production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, replication, similarity, stress,
treatment, typology, voice

41. Author Brunner, Geng, Sotiropoulou and Gafos

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose Previous studies suggest that there are special timing relations in syllable onsets. The
consonants are assumed to be timed, on the one hand, with the vocalic nucleus and,
on the other hand, with each other. These competing timing relations result in the
C‐center effect. However, the C‐center effect has not consistently been found in
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languages with complex onsets. Moreover, it has occasionally been found in languages
disallowing complex onsets. The present study investigates onset timing in German
while discussing alternative explanations (not related to bonding) for the timing
patterns observed. Six German speakers were recorded via EMA.

Conclusion The corpus contained items with four clusters (/sk/, /kv/, /gl/, and /pl/). The
clusters occur in word‐initial position, word‐medial position, and across a word
boundary preceding different vowels. The results suggest that segmental
properties (i.e., oral‐laryngeal coordination, coarticulatory resistance) determine
the observed timing patterns, and specifically the absence or presence of the C‐center
effect.

Favorable Unclear

Language German

Stimulus #CCV, VCCV, VC#CV

sC Yes

Method Visual, EMA

Task or measure Pronounce wordlist: duration, overlap, and trajectories

Keywords Acoustic, air pressure, ASR, boundary, c‐center, coarticulation, contact, distance,
duration, EMA, frequency, gesture, kinematic, labial, liquids, loudness, movement,
nonce, orthography, OT, POA, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication,
reversal, sC, segmentation, strength, stress, voice

42. Author Burgos, Cucchiarini, van Hout and Strik

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose Recordings of extemporaneous speech produced by twenty‐three Spanish learners of
Dutch L2 were analyzed to get insight into their pronunciation difficulties. The
ultimate aim of this research is to obtain information that can be used to develop
advanced computer‐based pronunciation training programs for this fixed language
pair (Spanish L1, Dutch L2). Our research has produced a detailed overview of vowel
and consonant errors. From this overview we have identified the most frequent errors
and their possible sources.

Conclusion Among Spanish learners of Dutch L2, vowel errors are more frequent, persistent and
variable than consonant mispronunciations. Spanish learners appear to have
problems with contrasts in vowel length and vowel height, and in producing front
rounded vowels. Consonant mispronunciations are found primarily in clusters, which
are responsible for a considerable number of insertions, substitutions and deletions.
Mispronunciations due to orthographic interference are observed for both vowels and
consonants.

Favorable N/A

Language Spanish learning Dutch

Stimulus All Dutch phonemes and diphthongs, including many consonant clusters

sC No

Method Recordings of extemporaneous speech (~30 minutes per person)
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Task or measure % correctly pronounced segments vs. error types

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, ASR, bilingual, CAPT, corpus, deletion, duration, epenthesis,
errors, frequency, L2, learning, orthography, perception, POA, processing,
production, pronunciation, reduction, repair, reversal, sC, schwa, segmentation,
similarity, teaching, treatment, typology

43. Author Bürki, Pellet Cheneval and Laganaro

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose The transformation of an abstract phonological code into articulation has been
hypothesized to involve the retrieval of stored syllable‐sized motor plans. Accordingly,
gestural scores for frequently used syllables are retrieved from memory whereas
gestural scores for novel and possibly low frequency syllables are assembled on‐line.
The present study was designed to test this hypothesis. Participants produced
disyllabic pseudowords with high frequency, low frequency and non‐existent (novel)
initial syllables.

Conclusion ERPs diverged in waveform amplitudes and global topographic patterns between
high frequency and low frequency/novel syllables around 170 ms before the onset
of articulation. These differences indicate the recruitment of different brain
networks during the production of frequent vs. infrequent/novel syllables, in line
with the hypothesis that speakers store syllabic‐sized motor programs for frequent
syllables but assemble these motor plans on‐line for low frequency and novel
syllables.

Favorable Yes

Language French

Stimulus #C(C)V(C)CV#

sC No

Method Visual, EEG

Task or measure Phoneme completion (fill in blank with missing grapheme and say aloud, with and
without a delay), and lexical decision (word or nonword judgment): pronunciation
accuracy vs. error type, RT, ERP

Keywords Boundary, brain, contact, deletion, distance, duration, EEG, epenthesis, ERP, errors,
frequency, fricatives, gesture, grammaticality, gyrus, judgment, learning, lexicon,
liquids, loudness, markedness, memory, modality, MRI, name, nasal, nonce,
orthography, perception, plateau, position, prime, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication, RT, segmentation, stops, typology

44. Author Calderone, Celata, Korecky‐Kröll and Dressler

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose Test the Strong Morphonotactic Hypothesis from a computational point of view: does
the corpus‐based model of neural network activation (PHACTS) trained on a German
corpus produce different representations for homophonous phonological sequences
that either contain or do not contain a morphological boundary?
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Conclusion The study successfully provides a psycholinguistically plausible simulation of how the
cognitive representation of (mor)phonotactic clusters emerges from corpus
information about the phonotactics of a given language.

Favorable N/A

Language German

Stimulus VCst#

sC Yes

Method German CELEX database, with phonemes classed by 18 binary features

Task or measure Bigram transition probabilities (including word boundary)

Keywords Acquisition, AI, analogy, boundary, computational, corpus, deletion, diachronic,
distance, frequency, homophony, judgment, learning, lexicon, ludling, markedness,
memory, morphology, nonce, position, processing, prosody, reduction, RT, sC,
similarity, stochastic, typology

45. Author Cardoso

Date 2008

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Investigate the effects of markedness and input frequency in the variable acquisition of
sC onset clusters in the speech of Brazilian Portuguese (BP) speakers learning English
as a second/foreign language (ESL) in a classroom environment. The study focuses on
the development of the homorganic /st/, /sn/, and /sl/ sequences, which syllabify
variably either via prothesis, a typical BP transfer phenomenon that inserts an [i]
before these illicit clusters, or via its target L2 pronunciation.

Conclusion Learners are more likely to produce target‐like sC sequences in higher proficiency levels
and, more importantly, when the clusters are of the /sl/ or /sn/ type. In contrast, /st/
clusters had no significant effect on the production of sC forms, indicating that the
sequence is only acquired at a later stage in the acquisition of sC structure. These
results conform to the predictions of the Sonority Cycle and support the hypothesis
that it is markedness on sonority sequencing, not input frequency, that determines the
order of acquisition of sC clusters in second language speech.

Favorable Yes

Language Portuguese learning English

Stimulus #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture) and spontaneous speech (informal questions and answers)

Task or measure Picture naming: % clusters pronounced correctly vs. with prothesis

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, corpus, deletion, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency,
fricatives, L2, learning, lexicon, loan, loudness, markedness, name, OCP, plateau,
POA, production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, repair, replication, reversal,
sC, stochastic, stress, teaching, typology, universal, voice

46. Author Carlisle

Date 2006
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Type Chapter

Purpose Examine the production of di‐ and tri‐consonantal onsets testing the Sonority Cycle: do
sonority constraints predict L2 acquisition order of clusters?

Conclusion Yes: less marked onsets are correctly produced more frequently than are more marked
onsets (sl > sn > st).

Favorable Yes

Language Spanish learning English, Portuguese learning English

Stimulus #sC(C)V

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Read aloud: % clusters pronounced correctly

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency,
fricatives, L2, learning, loan, markedness, OT, plateau, position, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, repair, reversal, sC, typology, universal

47. Author Carlson, Goldrick, Blasingame and Fink

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose In two experiments conducted with Spanish‐sounding nonwords, we test whether
knowledge of English, which has no restriction against #sC, weakens the
common pattern of perceptual repair via an illusory initial /e/ in fluent Spanish–
English bilinguals, and whether the effects of English depend on language
dominance.

Conclusion In both tasks, bilinguals exhibited weaker perceptual repair effects relative to Spanish
monolinguals. This was true even for bilinguals dominant in Spanish, though the
weakening was more pronounced for English‐dominant bilinguals. These results
show that conflicting phonotactic systems can jointly influence bilinguals’ perceptual
repair of the acoustic signal in the more restrictive language, even when it is the
bilingual’s dominant language, suggesting a degree of integration and mutual
influence of knowledge between both their languages.

Favorable N/A

Language Spanish‐English

Stimulus #esCíd#, #asCíd#

sC Yes

Method Audio

Task or measure Vowel detection (/e/ or /a/) and AX discrimination (same or different)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, corpus, culture, distance,
duration, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gradient, homophony,
judgment, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids, loan, markedness, name, nasal, nonce,
orthography, perception, plateau, position, prime, processing, prosody, repair,
replication, reversal, RT, sC, segmentation, similarity, stops, stress, synthesis,
typology, voice
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48. Author Cassandro, Collet, Duarte, Galves and Garcia

Date 2007

Type Article

Purpose We study families of bounded real valued tied quantized chains. The chains are tied
together by the assumption that there is a universal partition of the range, such that
the distribution of the chains, conditioned on each interval of the partition, is
independent of the chain. We define a new class of cross estimators for the cut‐points
separating these intervals and prove their asymptotic consistency. We apply our
results to model the sonority time evolution of different languages using a linguistic
corpus with 1667 sentences from eight different languages.

Conclusion A model with four universal cut‐points is in good agreement with the data. The new
notion of family of tied quantized chains should be relevant for modeling other
situations in which different stochastic agents express themselves using the same type
of interface.

Favorable Yes

Language Dutch, Catalan, English, French, Italian, Japanese, Polish and Spanish

Stimulus Audio recordings of 1667 sentences read aloud

sC No

Method Acoustic samples

Task or measure Index of local regularity (relative entropy)

Keywords Acoustic, air pressure, ASR, computational, corpus, duration, judgment, learning,
processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, replication,
segmentation, stochastic, synthesis, typology, universal

49. Author Cépeda and Becker

Date 2016

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Describe the statistical distribution of non‐initial laryngealized plosives in Southern
Aymara, and account for them with a stringent constraint family for the sonority
hierarchy in root‐initial segments + a positional constraint demanding leftward
orientation for laryngeal features. Comparison with a MaxEnt model, whose
constraints do not necessarily target the sonority hierarchy.

Conclusion A MaxEnt model using the conjunction of these constraints generates half of
the sonority curve, and the unconjoined positional constraint completes the
model.

Favorable Yes

Language Aymara

Stimulus #CV(C)CV

sC No

Method Computational learning simulation with 16,866 real and nonce disyllabic roots

Task or measure Match up rate with distribution of sonority among initial segments in the lexical
statistics
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Keywords Acquisition, AI, boundary, computational, corpus, errors, frequency, fricatives, gradient,
LC, learning, lexicon, liquids, loan, markedness, nasal, nonce, position, position,
processing, prosody, replication, stochastic, stops, typology, voice, weight

50. Author Chambless

Date 2004

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Investigate differential acquisition of English consonant clusters by type and position
using two proper name repetition tasks.

Conclusion Results evidence a stage in which medial clusters are permitted but initial clusters are
disallowed and a subsequent preference for stop + liquid clusters over s + stop
clusters in initial position as children’s grammars approach those of adults. Group and
individual results support the OT assumption that phonology is acquired by reranking
of universal constraints involving the demotion of specific markedness constraints.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #sCV, VsCV, #CCV, VCCV

sC Yes

Method Oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Repeat (say aloud) made‐up proper name: faithful production of target cluster vs. C
deletion

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, boundary, contact, contiguity, deletion, distance, errors,
frequency, fricatives, learning, liquids, markedness, name, nasal, nonce, onomastics,
OT, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair,
replication, reversal, sC, stops, stress, typology, universal, voice

51. Author Chen

Date 2011

Type Article

Purpose Examine the status of a cohesive CV unit as an example of either an all‐inclusive body
unit or the universally preferred core syllable under a developmental account, with
two experiments examining the subsyllabic division behaviors of Chinese‐speaking
children learning English as a foreign language.

Conclusion Results failed to support a subsyllabic preference for either onsets + rimes or
bodies + codas, suggesting that Chinese‐speaking EFL children process an English
syllable as a linear combination of an intact core syllable (i.e., CV) plus its appendices.

Favorable Yes

Language Mandarin or Taiwanese learning English

Stimulus #C(C)V(C)C#

sC No

Method Audio, and verbal prompts by researchers

Task or measure Phoneme deletion, phoneme isolation and multiple choice phoneme awareness: repeat
(pronounce aloud), then delete a certain segment X (say again without X) and identify
a certain segment X
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Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, c‐center, coarticulation, contiguity, deletion,
diachronic, distance, duration, errors, frequency, fricatives, gesture, judgment, L2,
learning, lexicon, liquids, ludling, markedness, memory, morphology, nasal, nonce,
orthography, perception, plateau, position, processing, production, pronunciation,
prosody, reading, replication, reversal, rhyme, sC, segmentation, similarity, stochastic,
stops, typology, universal, voice

52. Author Cheng and Zhang

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Investigate how syllable structure differences between L1 and L2 affect L2 consonant
perception and production in onsets and codas. The participants were Mandarin‐
speaking college students who studied English as a second language.

Conclusion A strong effect of language experience at the syllable level, together with acoustic,
phonetic, and phonemic properties of individual consonants in influencing positional
asymmetry in L2 segmental perception and production. Significant correlations
between perception and accentedness ratings were found for onsets but not codas.

Favorable Yes

Language Mandarin learning English

Stimulus #CVC#

sC No

Method Audiovisual, visual

Task or measure Phoneme identification (indicate which consonant you hear), pronunciation (read word
on screen and say aloud): naturalness rating by English‐speaking judge

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, boundary, brain, culture, disorder, duration, errors,
frequency, fricatives, judgment, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids, loan, loudness,
markedness, memory, nasal, perception, POA, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, repair, replication, salience, stochastic, stops,
strength, typology, universal, voice, weight

53. Author Chin and Finnegan

Date 2002

Type Article

Purpose Production of 19 word‐initial two‐segment consonant clusters was examined in 12
children who have used cochlear implants for at least 5 years, including 6 children
who used oral communication and 6 who used total communication.

Conclusion Results showed that 48% of the clusters were correctly produced by the children (75%
correct for oral communication users and 21% correct for total communication
users). Incorrect productions were limited to realizations with one or two segments,
null onsets not being produced by any of the children. One‐segment realizations
exhibiting simple reduction generally retained the less sonorous element of the target
cluster, with the exception that some total communication users retained the more
sonorous element if the less sonorous segment was a velar stop. Two‐segment
realizations, in which one or both segments could be incorrect, generally reflected
the singleton realization patterns of the constituent elements. Approximately 7% of
target clusters were realized with epenthetic vowels, indicating awareness of multiple
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segments but lack of ability to implement the phonotactic requirements of a
cluster. These results indicate that children with cochlear implants use similar
strategies to children with normal hearing in their realization of word‐initial
consonant clusters.

Favorable Yes

Language English (children using cochlear implants for at least 5 years)

Stimulus #CCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, boundary, cochlea, contiguity, corpus, deaf, deletion, diachronic,
disorder, distance, epenthesis, errors, F0, frequency, learning, lexicon, loudness,
markedness, name, plateau, POA, production, pronunciation, reduction, repair,
replication, reversal, sC, schwa, stress, treatment, typology

54. Author Cho, Lee and Kim

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose This acoustic study investigates effects of boundary and prominence on the
temporal structure of s#CV and #sCV in English, and on the phonetic
implementation of the allophonic rule whereby a voiceless stop after /s/ becomes
unaspirated.

Conclusion Results obtained with acoustic temporal measures for /sCV/ sequences showed that the
segments at the source of prosodic strengthening (i.e., /s/ in #sCV for boundary
marking and the nucleus vowel for prominence marking) were expanded in both
absolute and relational terms, whereas other durational components distant from the
source (e.g., stop closure duration in #sCV) showed temporal expansion only in the
absolute measure. This suggests that speakers make an extra effort to expand the very
first segment and the nucleus vowel more than the rest of the sequence in order to
signal the pivotal loci of the boundary vs. the prominence information. The
potentially ambiguous s#CV and #sCV sequences were never found to be neutralized
even in the phrase‐internal condition, cuing the underlying syllable structures with
fine phonetic detail. Most crucially, an already short lag VOT in #sCV (due to the
allophonic rule) was shortened further under prosodic strengthening, which was
interpreted as enhancement of the phonetic feature {voiceless unaspirated}. It was
proposed that prosodic strengthening makes crucial reference to the phonetic feature
system of the language and operates on a phonetic feature, including the one derived
by a language‐specific allophonic rule.

Favorable N/A

Language English

Stimulus #s{p,t,k}VC(C)#, #CVs#{p,t,k}VC(C)#

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Read (pronounce) sentences with contrastive focus: duration and VOT
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Keywords Acoustic, air pressure, appendix, boundary, coarticulation, duration, EMA,
enhancement, fricatives, gesture, kinematic, morphology, perception, plateau, POA,
processing, production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reversal, salience,
sC, segmentation, stops, strength, stress, voice

55. Author Choi

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Investigate the phonological acquisition of #sC clusters by Korean learners of English
who varied in their levels of proficiency.

Conclusion Sonority of C2 affected accuracy of pronunciation for some natural classes but not
others. Level of proficiency in English and size of onset cluster (2 vs. 3) yielded
stronger and more consistent effects.

Favorable Unclear

Language Korean learning English

Stimulus #sC(C)V

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Pronunciation (read word aloud): rate of prothesis and total duration of /s/, naturalness
rating by English speaking judges

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, deletion, distance,
duration, energy, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, grammaticality, judgment,
L2, learning, liquids, loudness, markedness, nasal, perception, plateau, POA, position,
production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, repair, reversal, sC, schwa,
segmentation, similarity, stops, teaching, treatment, typology, universal, voice

56. Author Cholin, Schiller and Levelt

Date 2004

Type Article

Purpose Models of speech production assume that syllables play a functional role in the
process of word‐form encoding in speech production. In this study, we investigate
this claim and specifically provide evidence about the level at which syllables come
into play. We report two studies using an odd‐man‐out variant of the implicit
priming paradigm to examine the role of the syllable during the process of word
formation.

Conclusion This modified version of the implicit priming paradigm can trace the emergence of
syllabic structure during spoken word generation. Comparing these results to prior
syllable priming studies, we conclude that syllables emerge at the interface between
phonological and phonetic encoding. The results are discussed in terms of the
WEAVER++ model of lexical access.

Favorable N/A

Language Dutch

Stimulus #CCV(V)
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sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Odd‐man‐out verbal response to visual prompt (which one different): voice onset
latencies among correct responses

Keywords Analogy, aphasia, brain, Broca, coarticulation, computational, corpus, disorder,
distance, errors, frequency, judgment, lexicon, memory, morphology, name,
orthography, perception, POS, prime, processing, production, pronunciation,
prosody, rate, reading, replication, reversal, RT, sc, similarity, stochastic, stress,
typology

57. Author Cohen‐Goldberg, Cholin, Miozzo and Rapp

Date 2013

Type Article

Purpose Morphological and phonological processes are tightly interrelated in spoken production.
During processing, morphological processes must combine the phonological content
of individual morphemes to produce a phonological representation that is suitable for
driving phonological processing. Further, morpheme assembly frequently causes
changes in a word’s phonological wellformedness that must be addressed by the
phonology. We report the case of an aphasic individual who exhibits an impairment at
the morpho‐phonological interface. WRG was tested on his ability to produce
phonologically complex sequences (specifically, coda clusters of varying sonority) in
heteromorphemic and tautomorphemic environments.

Conclusion WRG made phonological errors that reduced coda sonority complexity in
multimorphemic words (e.g., passed→[pastɪd]) but not in monomorphemic words
(e.g., past). WRG also made similar insertion errors to repair stress clash in
multimorphemic environments, confirming his sensitivity to cross‐morpheme
wellformedness. We propose that this pattern of performance is the result of an
intact phonological grammar acting over the phonological content of morphemic
representations that were weakly joined because of brain damage. WRG may
constitute the first case of a morpho‐phonological impairment—these results suggest
that the processes that combine morphemes constitute a crucial component of
morpho‐phonological processing.

Favorable Yes

Language English aphasic (German first language until age 8)

Stimulus VCC#, VsC#

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming, read (pronounce) words, and sentence completion: % correct vs. error
type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, analogy, aphasia, boundary, brain, deletion, disorder, distance,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, gesture, grammaticality, lexicon, markedness, memory,
morphology, name, nonce, orthography, POS, processing, production, pronunciation,
prosody, rate, reading, reduction, repair, RT, sC, similarity, strength, stress, stroke,
typology
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58. Author Content, Kearns and Frauenfelder

Date 2001

Type Article

Purpose Investigate the explicit syllabification of CVCV words in French.

Conclusion In a first syllable‐reversal experiment, most responses corresponded to the expected
canonical CV.CV segmentation, but a small proportion included the intervocalic
consonant in both the first and second syllables, a result previously interpreted for
English as indicating ambisyllabicity. Two further partial‐repetition experiments
showed that listeners systematically include the consonant in the onset of the second
syllable, but also often include it in the offset of the first syllable. In addition, the
assignment of the intervocalic consonant to the first and second syllables was
differentially sensitive to the sonority of the consonant and to its spelling. We argue
that the findings are inconsistent with the traditionally held boundary conception and
instead support the view that distinct processes are involved in locating the onsets and
the offsets of syllables. Onset determination is both more reliable and more dominant.
Finally, we propose that syllable onsets serve as alignment points for the lexical search
process in continuous spoken word recognition.

Favorable Yes

Language French

Stimulus #CVCV(C)#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Reverse syllables: intervocalic C placed in 1st vs. 2nd syllable, or both (ambisyllabic)

Keywords Acoustic, aphasia, boundary, coarticulation, disorder, distance, duration, errors,
frequency, judgment, lexicon, liquids, ludling, markedness, memory, nasal, nonce,
orthography, perception, position, processing, production, prominence,
pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, reduction, replication, RT, segmentation, stress,
typology, universal, weight

59. Author Cooper‐Leavitt and Ridouane

Date 2016

Type Conference presentation

Purpose In the Tashlhiyt “of‐course” response, vowel lengthening plays an important pragmatic
and prosodic role. What is lengthened in items where final syllables are composed of
consonants only? And what are the parameters that account for this lengthening?

Conclusion The location of lengthening is determined by a number of factors, leading to a
probabilistic distribution: CV(C) = CC+sonC > CC+son > CC‐son(C). A less fine‐
grained sonority scale is sufficient to account for this: vowels > sonorant consonants >
obstruents. In cases where final syllables displayed a schwa, these schwas did not
attract lengthening as consistently as full vowels did.

Favorable Yes

Language Tashlhiyt Berber

Stimulus #iC.CX(t)#, where X = nuclear (syllabic) V or C
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sC No

Method Audio recordings of speakers asking themselves a yes‐no question and then answering it
with “Of course…”

Task or measure Relative duration of nucleus in lengthened syllables

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, contact, contiguity, distance, duration, F0, fricatives, gesture,
gradient, liquids, loudness, markedness, mora, movement, nasal, position,
production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication, rhyme, salience,
schwa, segmentation, stochastic, stops, stress, voice, weight

60. Author Cros, Demolin, Flesia and Galves

Date 2005

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose We address the question of the relationship between two time series associated to the
speech signal. The first one is the sonority function as an index of the local regularity
of the speech signal. The second time series is the intra‐oral pressure during the
production of speech. We argue that the joint evolution of both time series can be well
described by a simple probabilistic model, whereby sonority is inversely correlated
with pressure.

Conclusion We show that our model is in good agreement with the results obtained, except for
glottal stops.

Favorable Yes

Language French, Kinyarwanda

Stimulus 26‐27 recorded sentences

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure % of data points that behave according to models

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, air pressure, ASR, computational, corpus, duration, errors,
judgment, liquids, loudness, processing, production, prominence, pronunciation,
prosody, rate, replication, segmentation, stochastic, typology, voice

61. Author Dadbakhsh and Jabbari

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Present an OT account of syllable codas in French by learners whose first and second
languages are Persian and English, respectively. Also investigates transfer at the L3
initial state, testing between three hypotheses: Full Transfer/ Full Access (the main L1
transfer effect), L2 Status Factor (the main L2 transfer effect), and Cumulative
Enhancement Model (all previously known languages’ positive or neutral transfer
effect).

Conclusion Results provided a major role for the L2 status factor, while casting doubt on the
tenability of several aspects of the CEM and providing no support for the FT/FA
hypothesis. These rankings, especially the latter one, supported the L2 constraint
hierarchy, in accordance with the results of cross‐linguistic effect, providing a major
role for the L2 status factor.
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Favorable Unclear

Language Persian(L1)‐English(L2) bilinguals learning French

Stimulus VCC#

sC Yes

Method Visual; audio

Task or measure Read (say word) aloud: accuracy rate vs. error type; forced‐choice judgment (which of 4
written words is the one you heard)

Keywords Acquisition, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, deletion, distance, epenthesis, errors,
fricatives, gradient, judgment, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness, nasal,
orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, sC,
schwa, similarity, stops, typology, voice

62. Author Daland, Hayes, White, Garellek, Davis and Norrmann

Date 2011

Type Article

Purpose Sonority projection refers to behavioral distinctions speakers make between unattested
phonological sequences on the basis of sonority. For example, among onset clusters,
the well‐formedness relation [bn]>[lb] is observed in speech perception, speech
production and non‐word acceptability. We evaluate the extent to which sonority
projection is predicted by existing computational models of phonotactics.

Conclusion A model based only on lexical statistics can explain sonority projection in English
without a pre‐existing sonority sequencing principle. To do this, a model must possess
a featural system supporting sonority‐based generalizations, and a context
representation including syllabification or equivalent information.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CCVCVC#

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Acceptability rating (1‐6); forced‐choice comparison rating

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, analogy, bilingual, boundary, computational, corpus, deletion,
diachronic, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, gesture, gradient, judgment,
learning, lexicon, markedness, morphology, nonce, OCP, orthography, OT,
perception, plateau, POA, processing, production, reading, replication, reversal,
rhyme, sC, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stress, typology, universal

63. Author Davidson

Date 2010

Type Article

Purpose Speakers do not produce all non‐native phonotactic sequences with equal accuracy.
Several reasons for this have been proposed, including markedness, analogical
extension from permitted sequences, and language‐independent phonetic factors. In
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this study, evidence from the production of unattested obstruent‐initial onset clusters
by English and Catalan speakers tests the viability of these explanations. Variables
manipulated include the manner, place, and voicing of the consonant clusters, and
the input modality of the stimuli—whether speakers were presented the stimuli in an
audio+text condition, or in an audio‐only condition.

Conclusion None of the linguistic factors interacted with language background; all speakers
were less accurate on stop‐initial sequences than fricative‐initial ones, and on
voiced sequences than voiceless sequences. The fact that the particular accuracy
patterns are independent of language background is incompatible with an
analogy‐based explanation, and is better accounted for by language‐independent
phonetic factors. However, the role of the native language phonology is reflected
in the preferred repair types, which vary by native language. Finally, while the
presence of text improves performance, the patterns of accuracy are still largely
the same for both audio+text and audio‐only input, suggesting that the
underlying mechanisms responsible for speech production are independent of
input modality.

Favorable No

Language Catalan (all fluent in Spanish as L2), English

Stimulus #C(ə)CVCV#

sC Yes

Method Audio, audiovisual

Task or measure Repeat word: % correct vs. error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, air pressure, analogy, bilingual, coarticulation, cochlea,
computational, deletion, disorder, distance, duration, epenthesis, errors, frequency,
fricatives, gesture, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids, loan, loudness, markedness,
metathesis, modality, morphology, nasal, nonce, orthography, OT, perception,
plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction,
repair, replication, reversal, sC, schwa, segmentation, similarity, stops, typology,
ultrasound, universal, voice

64. Author Davidson and Shaw

Date 2012

Type Article

Purpose Listeners have difficulty discriminating between non‐native CC sequences and licit
alternatives. Some have argued that the difficulty in distinguishing these illicit‐licit
pairs is due to a perceptual illusion caused by the phonological system, which
prevents listeners from accurately perceiving a phonotactically unattested consonant
cluster. In this study, we explore this and other sources of perceptual illusion by
presenting English listeners with nonnative word‐initial clusters paired with various
modifications, including epenthesis, deletion, C1 change, and prothesis, in both AX
and ABX discrimination tasks.

Conclusion For English listeners, fricative‐initial sequences are most often confused with prothesis,
stop‐nasal sequences with deletion or change of the first consonant, and stop‐stop
sequences with vowel insertion. The pattern of results across tasks indicates that in
addition to interference from the phonological system, sources of perceptual illusion
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include language‐specific phonetic knowledge, the acoustic similarity of the stimulus
items, the task itself, and the number of modifications to illicit sequences used in the
experiment.

Favorable No

Language English

Stimulus #CCáCV#, #sCáCV#

sC Yes

Method Audio

Task or measure AX or ABX discrimination (same or different)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, deletion, distance, duration,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, gesture, gradient, judgment, L2, learning, lexicon,
liquids, loan, loudness, markedness, memory, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception,
plateau, POA, prime, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction,
repair, replication, reversal, RT, sC, schwa, segmentation, similarity, stress, typology,
voice

65. Author Davidson and Wilson

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Compare the effects of two acoustic environments—a sound booth and a classroom—on
English speakers’ ability to process and produce unfamiliar consonant sequences in
an immediate shadowing task. A number of acoustic–phonetic properties were
manipulated to create variants of word‐initial obstruent–obstruent and obstruent–
nasal clusters.

Conclusion The acoustic manipulations significantly affected English speakers’ correct productions
and detailed error patterns in both the sound booth and the classroom, suggesting that
the relevant acoustic detail is not substantially degraded by classroom acoustics.
However, differences in the response patterns in the two environments indicate that
the classroom setting does affect how speakers interpret nonnative phonetic detail for
the purpose of determining their production targets.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus #CCáCV#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Immediate shadowing in sound booth vs. classroom setting: accuracy rate vs.
error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, deletion, distance, duration,
epenthesis, errors, fricatives, gradient, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness,
markedness, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, POA, position,
processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, replication,
reversal, RT, sC, schwa, segmentation, similarity, stops, stress, synthesis, teaching,
tone, typology, voice
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66. Author De Graaff, Hasselman, Verhoeven and Bosman

Date 2011

Type Article

Purpose Evaluate the relative difficulty of four tasks manipulating phonemic awareness among
kindergartners: blending, isolation, segmentation, and deletion. The roles of phoneme
position and class (sonority) were also taken into account.

Conclusion Children performed better on phoneme blending and phoneme isolation compared to
phoneme segmentation and phoneme deletion. However, performance between and
within phoneme tasks appeared also to be dependent on position. Phoneme class
exerted effects within the initial and final position of the four different tasks. The
effect of plosives and fricatives compared to that of nasals and liquids on performance
was particularly striking. Our findings were explained in terms of sonority and degree
of coarticulation in pre‐vocalic and post‐vocalic plosives.

Favorable Yes

Language Dutch

Stimulus #CVC#

sC No

Method Visual, oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Read aloud, repeat, and answer question; phoneme manipulation (blend, isolate,
segment, delete)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, boundary, coarticulation, deletion, epenthesis, errors,
judgment, L2, learning, liquids, ludling, markedness, movement, name, nasal,
nonce, orthography, perception, position, production, pronunciation, prosody,
reading, replication, rhyme, segmentation, stops, teaching, treatment, typology,
universal

67. Author de Lacy and Kingston

Date 2013

Type Article

Purpose Show that synchronic cognitive constraints are responsible for some restrictions on
human speech sound patterns; not all markedness asymmetries can be ascribed to
performance‐based mechanisms of diachronic change. We identify evidence for
synchronic constraints in sound patterns that are desirable from a performance
perspective yet are not attested. We also discuss recent experiments that provide
evidence for psychologically and even neurophysiologically active restrictions; these
patterns can be distinguished from statistical generalizations across the lexicon. We
also argue that there is evidence that language learning and adult well‐formedness
judgments are determined by innate predispositions. Finally, we examine the
methodology behind choosing a synchronic or diachronic account for a particular
sound pattern when both potentially offer an explanation.

Conclusion Learned constraints may fail to capture sonority effects on clusters, even when invoking
features. Experience with English must be supplemented to account for speakers’
graded judgments of non‐occurring clusters.

Favorable Yes
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Language English

Stimulus #C(C(C))V, #CəCV

sC No

Method IPhOD corpus

Task or measure Observed/expected frequencies in automated learning simulation

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, airflow, analogy, boundary, brain, coarticulation, computational,
corpus, diachronic, distance, duration, epenthesis, ERP, errors, euphony, F0,
frequency, gradient, grammaticality, judgment, L2, learning, lenition, lexicon, liquids,
loan, loudness, markedness, MMN, mora, morphology, nasal, nonce, OCP, OT,
perception, plateau, POA, prime, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody,
repair, replication, reversal, RT, schwa, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stress,
tone, typology, universal, voice, weight

68. Author Den Ouden and Bastiaanse

Date 2003

Type Chapter

Purpose Test whether syllable structure has a phonetic (articulatory) basis. Specifically,
nonfluent aphasics have a phonetic deficit; fluent aphasics have a phonological
deficit.

Conclusion Given the relative similarity of error types in both groups, markedness effects (sonority)
are observed in articulatory production as well as at an abstract phonological level.

Favorable Yes

Language Dutch

Stimulus #(s)C(C)V(C)(C)C#

sC Yes

Method Oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Repeat word: % of consonant deletions

Keywords Acquisition, aphasia, appendix, apraxia, boundary, brain, Broca, contiguity, deletion,
disorder, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, GP, learning, lexicon,
liquids, markedness, nasal, neologism, nonce, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position,
processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, reversal, rhyme,
sC, stops, stress, stroke, transpose, treatment, typology, universal, voice, Wernicke

69. Author Deschamps, Baum and Gracco

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose The supramarginal gyrus (SMG) is activated for phonological processing during both
language and verbal working memory tasks. Using rTMS, we investigated whether the
contribution of the SMG to phonological processing is domain specific (specific to
phonology) or more domain general (specific to verbal working memory). A measure
of phonological complexity was developed based on sonority differences and subjects
were tested after low frequency rTMS on a same/different judgment task and an n‐
back verbal memory task. It was reasoned that if the phonological processing in the
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SMG is more domain general, i.e., related to verbal working memory demands,
performance would be more affected by the rTMS during the n‐back task than during
the same/different judgment task. Two auditory experiments were conducted.

Conclusion The first experiment demonstrated that under conditions where working memory
demands are minimized (i.e. same/different judgment), repetitive stimulation had no
effect on performance although performance varied as a function of phonological
complexity. The second experiment demonstrated that during a verbal working
memory task (n‐back task), where phonological complexity was also manipulated,
subjects were less accurate and slower at performing the task after stimulation but the
effect of phonology was not affected. The results confirm that the SMG is involved in
verbal working memory but not in the encoding of sonority differences.

Favorable Yes

Language (Canadian) English

Stimulus #CCV

sC No

Method Audio (with degradation); MRI and rTMS (real and sham)

Task or measure Binary judgment (same or different) and n‐back working memory test: % correct
responses

Keywords Acoustic, analogy, brain, distance, duration, errors, frequency, gyrus, homophony,
judgment, lexicon, loudness, markedness, memory, modality, movement, MRI, nonce,
orthography, perception, POS, processing, production, prosody, replication, rhyme,
RT, salience, similarity, stress, TMS

70. Author Deschamps, Baum and Gracco

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Previous research has associated the inferior frontal and posterior temporal brain
regions with a number of phonological processes. In order to identify how these
specific brain regions contribute to phonological processing, we manipulated
subsyllabic phonological complexity and stimulus modality during speech perception
using fMRI.

Conclusion Few regions in the whole‐brain results revealed neural processing differences associated
with phonological complexity independent of modality of presentation. Sonority alone
is insufficient to activate brain areas associated with phonological processing of
pseudowords, as measured by fMRI. In the visual modality, there was a stronger
association between sonority differences and speech processing, most likely due to an
obligatory decoding of orthographic features into phonological forms.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus #CCV

sC Yes

Method Audio, visual, MRI

Task or measure Passive listening and passive reading
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Keywords Acquisition, boundary, brain, contiguity, corpus, disorder, distance, duration, dyslexia,
EEG, energy, frequency, fricatives, gyrus, judgment, L2, lexicon, liquids, markedness,
memory, modality, movement, MRI, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau,
position, processing, prosody, reading, replication, reversal, sC, segmentation,
similarity, stochastic, stops, stress, tone

71. Author Detey and Nespoulous

Date 2008

Type Article

Purpose Describe the case of Japanese learners of French, with particular emphasis on the
syllabic/moraic dimension of their interphonology development. We concentrate on
French biconsonantal clusters of the Obstruent + Liquid (/r/ and /l/) and /s/
+ Plosive type. 62 Japanese university students in Japan perform a task of syllabic
segmentation of non‐words presented in three conditions: auditory, visual and
synchronous audiovisual.

Conclusion The results suggest a possible influence of orthography on L2 syllabic representations, as
the audiovisual and visual conditions trigger more epentheses than the auditory
condition. Six arguments are combined to account for these results: working memory,
metaphonological awareness, loanword sociophonology, phonetics versus phonology,
perceptual constraints and attentional resources. In light of this preliminary study, we
conclude that the orthographic factor should not be neglected in L2 speech perception
studies, loanword phonology and interphonology research.

Favorable Yes

Language Japanese learning French

Stimulus CC and sC in initial, medial, and final positions

sC Yes

Method Audio, visual, audiovisual

Task or measure Syllable count and discrepancy detection: % of epenthetic responses

Keywords Acquisition, analogy, anthropology, bilingual, deletion, distance, epenthesis, errors,
frequency, fricatives, judgment, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids, loan, markedness,
memory, modality, mora, morphology, nasal, nonce, orthography, OT, perception,
plateau, prime, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, repair,
replication, reversal, rhyme, sC, segmentation, similarity, typology, voice

72. Author Dümig, Konradi and Leuninger

Date 2016

Type Manuscript

Purpose Repetition data were collected from aphasic patients with differing symptoms. All of the
test items were monosyllabic and controlled for their phonological markedness,
calculated by the sonority dispersion ranks of demisyllables.

Conclusion Two types of results were significant: only a small number of errors occurred overall and
only errors in three member demisyllables exhibited reduced markedness. We explain
this last result by a combination of the mechanism of associating segments to the
timing tier of syllables and buffer problems by the default operation of a random
generator.
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Favorable Yes

Language German

Stimulus #C(C)V(C)C#, #sCVC(C)#

sC Yes

Method Oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Repeat (say word aloud, in isolation): accurate production vs. error type

Keywords Aphasia, appendix, bilingual, boundary, brain, contiguity, deletion, disorder, distance,
errors, fricatives, lexicon, liquids, markedness, memory, nasal, neologism, plateau,
POA, POS, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reduction,
repair, replication, reversal, sC, stops, stroke, typology, voice, Wernicke

73. Author Dziubalska‐Kołaczyk

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose Present a model of phonotactic grammar in which wellformedness of consonant clusters
is measured by Net Auditory Distance, a net reflection of the differences between
segments in terms of manner and place of articulation. It is calculated according to the
principle which states that a cluster is preferred if it satisfies a pattern of distances
specified by the universal phonotactic preference relevant for its position in a word.
Every position of a cluster in a word is defined by a respective well‐formedness
preference. The NAD principle makes finer predictions than the sonority sequencing
generalization.

Conclusion Phonology alone does not fully account for clusters. Inflection, word‐formation and
compounding contribute to the creation of consonant clusters to an extent relative to a
morphological type of a language. Therefore, a phonotactic grammar operates on
basic, non‐derived, lexical forms, while morphonotactics takes care of the remaining,
morphologically complex, forms. Interaction between phonotactics and
morphonotactics provides a richer insight into the understanding of cluster
complexity than sonority does.

Favorable No

Language Polish

Stimulus CC(C) in initial, medial, and final positions

sC Yes

Method Polish dictionary, paradigms, and corpus

Task or measure Frequency counts

Keywords Acoustic, appendix, boundary, coarticulation, computational, corpus, deletion,
diachronic, distance, epenthesis, frequency, gesture, learning, lexicon, loudness,
markedness, morphology, NAD, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing,
production, pronunciation, prosody, reversal, salience, sC, segmentation, stochastic,
typology, universal, voice

74. Author Dziubalska‐Kołaczyk

Date 2015
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Type Article

Purpose Phonological theories generally assume that unmarked clusters would demonstrate
similar behavior in language use, language acquisition and language production. In
particular, they are expected to be more frequent, acquired earlier and easier to
produce than the marked ones. It seems, however, that the frequent, early and easy
clusters are nonidentical sets. Additionally, morphonotactic clusters, which are by
default more prone to be marked, behave differently than the marked phonotactic
clusters, in particular, they are acquired earlier. In the paper, I will draw from recent
research in order to discuss the difficulty in avoiding circularity in characterizing
markedness as well as the omnipresent methodological bias connected with the
choice of data, both experimental and collected, used to support claims concerning
phonotactics.

Conclusion We have shown a better implicational relation between the unmarked and frequent
clusters than between the unmarked and first acquired ones. Additionally, unmarked
implies frequent in a dictionary better than in a corpus. Generally, markedness
predictions based on NAD appear to work better for the system (lexicon) and its use
(dictionary and corpus) than for its acquisition.

Favorable No

Language Polish

Stimulus CC(C) in initial, medial, and final positions

sC Yes

Method Polish dictionary, paradigms, and corpus

Task or measure Frequency counts

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, boundary, coarticulation, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
diachronic, disorder, distance, epenthesis, F0, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient,
learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, morphology, NAD, name, plateau,
POA, POS, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reduction, replication,
reversal, sC, segmentation, stochastic, stops, strength, typology, voice

75. Author Eddington, Treiman and Elzinga

Date 2013a; 2013b

Type Article; article

Purpose Examine what factors influence syllabification in English and how strongly they
influence it: 4,990 bi‐syllabic English words were syllabified by about 22 native
speakers who choose between different slash divisions (e.g. photon: FOW/TAHN,
FOWT/AHN).

Conclusion Consonants were drawn to stressed syllables, and more sonorant consonants were more
often placed in the coda. A model in which syllables are made to be as word‐like as
possible is supported; syllables were often created that begin and end in the same
phonemes that are legal word‐initially and finally, and syllabifications tended to
follow morpheme boundaries. #sC clusters differ from other two consonant clusters
that are legal word‐initially; the former tend to be divided between syllables while the
latter are placed in the onset.

Favorable Yes
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Language English

Stimulus VC(C)(C)(C)V, VsCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (internet)

Task or measure Syllabify words presented in a quasi‐phonemic ARPAbet transcription, e.g. victim:
VI/KTUHM vs. VIK/TUHM vs. VIKT/UHM vs. not sure

Keywords Acoustic, analogy, appendix, boundary, contact, corpus, distance, duration, errors,
frequency, fricatives, homophony, judgment, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness,
modality, morphology, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, position,
processing, pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication, reversal, rhyme, sC, schwa,
segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, stress, typology, universal, voice

76. Author Ember and Ember

Date 2007

Type Article

Purpose Previous cross‐cultural research has linked two features of language to warm climates—
a higher proportion of consonant‐vowel syllables and a higher proportion of sonorous
(more audible) sounds. The underlying theory is that people in warmer climates
communicate at a distance more often than people in colder climates, and it is
adaptive to use syllables and sounds that are more easily heard and recognized at a
distance. However, there is considerable variability in warm as opposed to cold
climates, which needs to be explained.

Conclusion We show that additional factors increase the predictability of sonority: more specific
features of the environment such as type of plant cover and degree of mountainous
terrain. And, consistent with previous research on folk‐song style, measures of sexual
restrictiveness also predict low sonority.

Favorable Yes

Language PSF sample of 60 languages/societies

Stimulus sonority = C/V ratio

sC No

Method Samples of up to 200 words per language

Task or measure Correlation between sonority and number of cold months, denseness of plant cover,
degree of hilly terrain, and frequency of non‐marital sex

Keywords Anthropology, climate, corpus, culture, diachronic, distance, duration, F0, frequency,
loudness, nasal, prosody, rate, replication, salience, sexual attitude, stress, typology

77. Author Engstrand and Ericsdotter

Date 1999

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose The sonority hierarchy fails to account for commonly observed syllable structures such
as initial [spV], [stV] and [skV] and their final mirror images [Vps], [Vts] and [Vks]. It
is likely, however, that stop place of articulation is signaled quite efficiently in these
sequences since acoustic place information is present both before and after the stop,
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i.e., both in [s] and in the vowel. These structures may thus have a perceptual
advantage over those predicted by the sonority principle.

Conclusion This was corroborated by the present experiment which indicated that listeners are able
to reliably perceive stop place of articulation on the sole basis of an adjacent [s]. It was
thus concluded that the observed violation of the sonority principle may have a
perceptual basis.

Favorable No

Language Swedish, Spanish, Italian, Icelandic, Estonian

Stimulus #sCaj#, #jaCs#

sC Yes

Method Audio

Task or measure Identify place of articulation of C adjacent to /s/: % correct

Keywords Acoustic, appendix, boundary, contiguity, duration, frequency, fricatives, judgment,
loudness, nonce, perception, plateau, POA, processing, production, pronunciation,
reversal, sC, segmentation, stops, synthesis, typology

78. Author Enochson

Date 2014a; 2014b

Type Conference proceedings; conference proceedings

Purpose Examine the production of onset sC clusters and CC clusters by L2 English learners
whose L1s do not have onset clusters. Specifically, the study researches the role that
sonority distance plays in L2 learners’ modification strategies.

Conclusion L2 English learners treat sC clusters differently from CC clusters. Sonority distance does
not correlate with correct production of CC clusters; however, sonority distance is
negatively correlated with correct production of sC clusters. The study assumes that
the /s/ in an sC sequence is outside the onset. Consequently, sequences such as [st]
are more harmonic than sequences such as [sw] in terms of syllable contact. The
results of this study show the same pattern—[st] is likely to be produced correctly,
while [sw] is likely to be modified using internal vowel epenthesis.

Favorable Yes

Language Mandarin, Cantonese or Japanese learning English

Stimulus #CCVC#

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Read (pronounce) wordlist: % correct vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contact, deletion, disorder, distance,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, L2, learning, liquids, loan, markedness, nasal,
OCP, perception, plateau, POA, production, pronunciation, prosody, repair,
replication, reversal, sC, stops, typology, universal, voice

79. Author Escartín Ortiz

Date 2005

Type MA thesis
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Purpose Investigate the variable phonology that characterizes the grammar of learner speech
(interlanguage) in the context of data produced by native speakers of Spanish in a
classroom environment. Specifically, the study follows the development of English sC
clusters across three levels of proficiency. Because these clusters are absent in Spanish,
learners syllabify these constituents with a preceding epenthetic [e].

Conclusion Results indicate that sC clusters occur more frequently in the following contexts: (1)
when the preceding segment is a vowel; (2) in /s/ plus nasal sequences; (3) in more
formal stylistic environments; and (4) in higher proficiency levels. The analysis of the
variable data is couched within a stochastic version of OT because it allows the
encoding of variability and its frequency effects within a language by means of a single
grammar. Moreover, this study promotes a multidisciplinary and integrative approach
that combines theoretical and methodological tools from three linguistic disciplines:
sociolinguistics, second language acquisition and formal phonology, in an attempt to
develop a socially realistic linguistics.

Favorable Yes

Language Spanish learning English

Stimulus #sCV or C#sCV or V#sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual; informal spoken interview (Q and A)

Task or measure Read (pronounce) sentences and grammaticality judgment: % of V epenthesis

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, computational, contact, corpus,
deletion, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gradient, grammaticality,
judgment, L2, learning, liquids, loan, loudness, markedness, modality, nasal,
orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation,
prosody, rate, reading, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, sC,
segmentation, stochastic, stress, teaching, treatment, typology, universal

80. Author Ettlinger, Finn and Hudson Kam

Date 2012

Type Article

Purpose If learners use TPs alone, there should be no difference in their ability to segment words
that adhere to the SSP versus those that violate it. However, if participants segment
words that adhere to the SSP according to TPs but words that violate the SSP in
conflict with TPs, this suggests that the SSP plays a role in language learning.

Conclusion Learners’ word segmentation is affected by the SSP. Words beginning in SSP‐adhering
onset clusters are segmented according to TPs, whereas SSP‐violating clusters were
not. When learners are exposed to a segmented stimulus, they accept both SSP‐
adhering and SSP‐violating words, suggesting that the combination of TP and pauses
cuing segmentation overrides the SSP bias.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CCV‐CV#

sC No

Method Audio (artificial language stream, with and without pauses)
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Task or measure forced choice wordhood (segmentation), based on transitional probabilities

Keywords acoustic, acquisition, AI, analogy, appendix, ASR, boundary, coarticulation, corpus,
diachronic, distance, duration, epenthesis, errors, frequency, gesture, judgment,
learning, lexicon, loudness, markedness, modality, nonce, perception, plateau, POA,
position, processing, production, prosody, rate, repair, reversal, sC, segmentation,
similarity, stochastic, stress, typology, universal, voice

81. Author Fallows

Date 1981

Type Article

Purpose Contribute empirical evidence about the nature of the syllable from native speakers’
syllabifications, and relate this evidence to theories of the syllable.

Conclusion Onsets tend to be maximized, but stressed syllables follow phonotactic principles more
strongly than unstressed ones. Lax vowels prefer to be in closed syllables.
Ambisyllabicity is not strongly supported.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #(C)(C)VC(C)(C)V(C)#

sC Yes

Method Oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Repeat word (say aloud), doubling either the first or the second part, e.g.
chipmunk→chipchipmunk, or pausing between the two parts

Keywords Acquisition, analogy, boundary, contact, contiguity, diachronic, distance, duration,
frequency, fricatives, judgment, lexicon, liquids, ludling, markedness, morphology,
movement, nasal, orthography, plateau, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication, sC, segmentation, stops, strength, stress,
transpose, typology, universal

82. Author Fant, Kruckenberg and Liljencrants

Date 2000

Type Article

Purpose Discuss some of the relations of prosodic parameters to the speech production process,
e.g., how speech intensity is related to the vocal tract filter and the voice source and
the underlying aerodynamics. A specific problem of phonetic interest is the role of
subglottal pressure and fundamental frequency as intensity determinants and their
covariation in speech. Our speech analysis displays, incorporating perceptually
scaled syllable prominence, are suitable for multilevel studies of speech parameters.
A new intensity parameter, SPLH, related to sonority is introduced.

Conclusion In combination with the standard sound pressure level, SPLH provides information on
the voice source spectral slope. In Swedish, high long stressed vowels approach a
semi‐closed target, and thus a sonority minimum, which suggests a motor component
in prominence perception.

Favorable Yes

Language Swedish
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Stimulus One minute prose reading of text

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure R is a rating of perceived syllable or word prominence, based on a continuous interval
scale from 0‐30

Keywords Acoustic, air pressure, airflow, deletion, duration, F0, judgment, loudness, movement,
nasal, p‐center, perception, POS, production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody,
rate, reading, reduction, salience, segmentation, strength, stress, synthesis, tone,
voice

83. Author Fargier and Laganaro

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Running a concurrent task while speaking clearly interferes with speech planning, but
whether verbal vs. non‐verbal tasks interfere with the same processes is virtually
unknown. We investigate the neural dynamics of dual‐task interference on word
production using ERPs with either tones or syllables as concurrent stimuli
(distractors). Participants produced words from pictures in three conditions: without
distractors, while passively listening to distractors, and during a distractor detection
task.

Conclusion Production latencies increased for tasks with higher attentional demand and were
longer for syllables relative to tones. ERP analyses revealed common modulations by
dual‐task for verbal and non‐verbal stimuli around 240 ms, likely corresponding to
lexical selection. Modulations starting around 350 ms prior to vocal onset were only
observed when verbal stimuli were involved. These later modulations, likely reflecting
interference with phonological‐phonetic encoding, were observed only when overlap
between tasks was maximal and the same underlying neural circuits were engaged
(cross‐talk).

Favorable Unclear

Language French

Stimulus #CV#

sC No

Method Audiovisual (picture), EEG

Task or measure Picture naming (say aloud) only (single task or ST), picture naming while ignoring
auditory stimuli (passive dual‐task or pDT), and picture naming during an auditory
stimulus detection (go or no go) task (active dual‐task or aDT), ERP

Keywords Acoustic, brain, corpus, duration, EEG, energy, ERP, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives,
judgment, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, modality, name, nasal, nonce,
perception, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication, RT,
stops, synthesis, tone, voice

84. Author Fought, Munroe, Fought and Good

Date 2004

Type Article
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Purpose Quantify mean sonority among indigenous languages spoken in tropical vs. subtropical
climates in lexical and text samples.

Conclusion In a world sample (N = 60), the indigenous languages of tropical and subtropical
climates in contrast to the languages spoken in temperate and cold zones
manifested high levels of sonority. High sonority in phonetic segments, as found
for example in vowels (versus consonants), increases the carrying power of
speech sounds and, hence, audibility at a distance. We assume that in the course
of daily activities, the speakers in warm/hot climates (a) are often outdoors due
to equable ambient temperatures, (b) thereby frequently transmit messages
distally, and (c) transmit such messages relatively intelligibly due to the acoustic
and functional advantages of high sonority. Our conceptual model is similar to
that of population biology, where there are well‐known correlations
between climate and somatic variables, and where it is assumed that
communicative modalities and behaviors are selected or designed for success in
specific habitats.

Favorable Yes

Language PSF sample of 60 languages/societies + 33 others

Stimulus Sonority = relative acoustic phonetic power (audibility) averaged across segments per
word

sC No

Method Samples of up to 200 words per language

Task or measure Correlation between sonority and number of cold months per year

Keywords Acoustic, anthropology, climate, corpus, culture, diachronic, distance, duration, energy,
F0, frequency, loudness, markedness, modality, movement, perception, production,
prominence, pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication, rhyme, salience, segmentation,
strength, stress, synthesis, tone, typology

85. Author Frisch

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose A preliminary study examining sonority sequencing for consonant clusters within
individual languages, and within the lexicons of individual languages, for consistent
statistical patterns.

Conclusion In all 93 cluster data sets from the 47 languages sampled, sonority modulation is obeyed
in 72% of adjacent cell comparisons across onset, medial, and coda positions, so there
is preliminary support for the hypothesis: quantitative sonority constraints on
consonant clusters are found reflecting potential functional motivations for sonority
in both production and perception. The prediction is that functionally motivated
phonotactic patterns in sonority constraints should be found, at least statistically,
everywhere we look.

Favorable Yes

Language Sample of 47 languages

Stimulus CC clusters in initial, medial, and final positions

sC Yes
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Method Dictionaries, grammars, lexicons, databases, etc.

Task or measure Frequency counts of attested cluster types and tokens (lexically)

Keywords Acquisition, bilingual, boundary, computational, contact, contiguity, corpus, distance,
frequency, fricatives, judgment, learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness,
morphology, movement, nasal, nonce, OCP, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position,
processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, replication, reversal, sC, similarity,
stochastic, stops, typology, universal

86. Author Fullwood

Date 2014

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Argue for the sonority contour faithfulness‐based approach over the markedness
approach in accounting for sonority‐driven epenthesis in Irish and Chaha. I
propose an alternative metric, sonority angle, which makes concrete predictions as
to the hierarchy of susceptibility of consonant clusters to epenthesis, differing from
those of sonority rise and also from those of gradient‐based versions of Syllable
Contact.

Conclusion Two specific predictions of sonority angle are borne out in the case studies of Irish and
Chaha, respectively: nasal‐stop and liquid‐stop clusters should be the hardest to
epenthesise into, and liquid‐nasal clusters should be the easiest of the falling sonority
clusters to epenthesise into.

Favorable Yes

Language Irish, Chaha

Stimulus CC → CVC in initial, medial and final positions

sC Yes

Method published data from these 2 languages, particularly morphophonemic alternations

Task or measure Relative predictions of 3 models used to derive a scale of susceptibility to epenthesis:
sonority angle, sonority rise, and syllable contact. SONORITY ANGLE is defined as
the angle between the underlying /C1C2/ sonority contour and the surface [C1V]
contour: SON∡ = arctan(V−C1) − arctan(C2−C1).

Keywords Boundary, contact, contiguity, distance, epenthesis, fricatives, gradient, labial, liquids,
loan, markedness, morphology, nasal, OCP, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position,
pronunciation, prosody, repair, reversal, sC, schwa, similarity, stops, typology,
universal, voice

87. Author Gafos, Charlow, Shaw and Hoole

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose We pursue an analysis of the relation between qualitative syllable parses and their
quantitative phonetic consequences. To do this, we express the statistics of a symbolic
organization corresponding to a syllable parse in terms of continuous phonetic
parameters which quantify the timing of the consonants and vowels that make up
syllables: consonantal plateau durations, vowel durations, and their variances. These
parameters can be estimated from continuous phonetic data. This enables analysis of
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the link between symbolic phonological form and the continuous phonetics in which
this form is manifest. Specifically, is a given CCVX sequence parsed with a simple or a
complex onset?

Conclusion We derive not only the canonical phonetic manifestations of simplex onsets but also the
result that, by increasing lexical size and diversification in phonetic contexts, the
phonetic indices of the simplex onset organization change to a range of values
characteristic of the complex onset organization.

Favorable Unclear

Language Moroccan Arabic

Stimulus #(C(C))CVC(CV)#

sC Yes

Method EMA sensors on lower lip, tongue tip and tongue back

Task or measure Duration, timing and trajectory

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, c‐center, coarticulation, computational, distance, duration, EMA,
errors, frequency, gesture, gradient, kinematic, labial, lexicon, liquids, markedness,
movement, plateau, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication,
reversal, sC, segmentation, stochastic, strength, typology

88. Author Galea

Date 2016

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose Examine syllabification and representation of geminate consonants in Maltese via
acoustic and perceptual experiments, focusing primarily on geminates in word‐initial
position.

Conclusion Vowel epenthesis occurs almost always when the preceding word ends in a consonant.
In the perception experiment, native speakers are insensitive to true word‐initial
geminates. The prothetic vowel is part of the phonological representation of word‐
initial geminates, so I propose a moraic representation for all geminates in Maltese,
regardless of their position in the word.

Favorable No

Language Maltese

Stimulus #CV, #(ɪ)CCV, VCCV, VCC#, where CC is a geminate

sC No

Method Visual; audio

Task or measure Production: acoustic measurements of constriction duration and VOT; binary forced‐
choice identity (same or different)

Keywords Acoustic, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, corpus, distance, duration,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient, homophony, judgment,
lexicon, liquids, markedness, mora, morphology, nasal, perception, plateau, POA,
POS, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading,
reduction, repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, RT, sC, segmentation, stops, stress,
synthesis, typology, voice, weight
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89. Author Galluzzi, Bureca, Guariglia and Romani

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Research on aphasia has struggled to identify apraxia of speech (AoS) as an independent
deficit affecting a processing level separate from phonological assembly and motor
implementation. This is because AoS is characterized by both phonological and
phonetic errors and, therefore, can be interpreted as a combination of deficits at the
phonological and the motoric level rather than as an independent impairment. We
apply novel psycholinguistic analyses to the perceptual phonological errors made by
24 Italian aphasic patients.

Conclusion We show that only patients with relative high rate (>10%) of phonetic errors make
errors which simplify the phonology of the target. Moreover, simplifications are
strongly associated with other variables indicative of articulatory difficulties—such as
a predominance of errors on consonants rather than vowels—but not with other
measures—such as rate of words reproduced correctly or rates of lexical errors. These
results indicate that sound errors cannot arise at a single phonological level because
they are different in different patients. Instead, different patterns: (1) provide evidence
for separate impairments and the existence of a level of articulatory planning/
programming intermediate between phonological selection and motor
implementation; (2) validate AoS as an independent impairment at this level,
characterized by phonetic errors and phonological simplifications; (3) support the
claim that linguistic principles of complexity have an articulatory basis since they only
apply in patients with associated articulatory difficulties.

Favorable Yes

Language Italian

Stimulus .C(C)V(C).

sC No

Method Oral prompt by researcher, visual (written words or pictures)

Task or measure Repeat, read (say aloud), and picture naming: % correct vs. error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, aphasia, apraxia, boundary, brain, Broca, coarticulation,
computational, contact, corpus, deletion, disorder, distance, duration, epenthesis,
errors, frequency, gesture, kinematic, labial, lenition, lexicon, liquids, loudness,
markedness, memory, metathesis, movement, name, nasal, orthography, OT,
perception, plateau, POA, POS, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate,
reading, reduction, repair, replication, rhyme, RT, sC, similarity, strength, stroke,
transpose, treatment, universal, voice, Wernicke

90. Author Gerlach

Date 2010

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose Examine three processes affecting consonants in child speech: harmony (long‐
distance assimilation) involving major place features; long‐distance metathesis; and
initial consonant deletion, using data from a diary study of Grace, an English‐
acquiring child. I adopt a variant of OT in which default underspecification,
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sequences of features, and a feature‐based approach to sonority permit a unified
analysis of harmony, metathesis and initial consonant deletion. This explains
Grace’s trajectory of acquisition as well as the frequency of certain patterns across
children.

Conclusion Independently motivated constraints governing feature sequences, onset sonority
preferences, initial velars, and the tendency to anticipate features within a prosodic
domain explain all of these processes, as well as Grace’s onset cluster reduction
patterns and gradual acquisition of different cluster types. The longitudinal data
provide evidence for both constraint demotion and promotion in learning, as well as
distinct roles for two types of faithfulness constraints.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus C(C)V(C)(C) in 300+ words

sC Yes

Method Longitudinal diary corpus of child pronunciation (age 1:1‐2:9)

Task or measure Types of processes (errors) and their trajectory over time

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, aphasia, appendix, bilingual, coarticulation, computational,
contiguity, corpus, deaf, deletion, diachronic, disorder, distance, duration, epenthesis,
errors, frequency, gesture, labial, LC, learning, lexicon, liquids, loan, loudness,
markedness, metathesis, nasal, nonce, OCP, OT, perception, plateau, POA,
processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reduction, repair, replication,
reversal, rhyme, salience, sC, stress, transpose, typology, universal, voice

91. Author Gerrits

Date 2010

Type Article

Purpose Investigate the acquisition of word initial sC clusters among 3–5 year old Dutch children
with phonological disorders.

Conclusion Within these clusters, /sl/ was produced correctly most often, whereas /sn/ and /sx/
were the more difficult clusters. In cluster reductions, /s/+obstruent and /sl/ clusters
reduction patterns followed the SSP by retaining the least sonorous segment; but this
is not the case for the /sm/ cluster, where the more sonorous element is retained. The
predictions of the factorial typology are supported. Reductions seem explainable
through an interaction between sonority and the prosodic head of the cluster. As
expected, productions of children with phonological disorders is far less target‐like
than that of typically developing children. However, the patterns of phonological
simplification and reduction of the two groups are surprisingly similar. It can be
concluded that language development of children with phonological disorders is
delayed rather than deviant.

Favorable Yes

Language Dutch

Stimulus #sCV

sC Yes
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Method Visual (picture), oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Picture naming and repeat (say aloud): % correct vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, deletion, disorder, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency,
fricatives, learning, liquids, loan, markedness, name, nasal, OT, plateau, POA,
production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, reversal, sC, SLI, stops,
treatment, typology, voice

92. Author Giacchini, Lazzarotto‐Volcão and Mota

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Establish rating scales based on segmental strength and sonority to analyze the order of
acquisition of segments and syllable constituents (onsets and codas) in Brazilian
Portuguese.

Conclusion Acquisition of simple onsets happens in four stages, with stronger contrasts being
acquired before weaker ones. Coda acquisition happens in four stages, with final
positions being acquired before medial ones. Acquisition of complex onsets happens
in two stages: first C1, then the whole structure.

Favorable Yes

Language Brazilian Portuguese

Stimulus All consonant phonemes and onset clusters, in word‐initial, medial, and final syllables

sC No

Method Acquisition databases for Brazilian Portuguese

Task or measure Order of acquisition of segments and clusters for typical speakers

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, boundary, contiguity, corpus, disorder, distance, frequency,
fricatives, lexicon, liquids, markedness, nasal, perception, plateau, POA, position,
production, pronunciation, prosody, stops, strength, stress, typology, universal, voice

93. Author Gibson

Date 2012

Type Article

Purpose Analyze vowel prothesis as a perception‐based repair phenomenon conditioned by a
language‐specific bias based on principles of relative timing between gestures in
complex onsets.

Conclusion L1 Spanish speakers perceive an illusory syllable in a vast majority of the target stimuli
and the perception of the extra syllable seems to be independent of simple segmental
organization.

Favorable No

Language Spanish learning English

Stimulus #sC(C)V

sC Yes

Method Audio, audiovisual

Task or measure Syllable count, 4‐item oddity discrimination, and forced‐choice identification
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Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, c‐center, computational, distance, duration, EMA,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient, judgment, kinematic, L2,
learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau,
processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, repair, reversal, rhyme, salience, sC,
typology, universal

94. Author Gierut, Morrisette and Brown

Date 2015

Type Chapter

Purpose Explore the link between language‐specific input statistics and universal principles in
acquisition, focusing on phonotactic probability in English and syllable well‐
formedness: does the distribution of words in the child lexicon best align with
phonotactic probability, or sonority patterns, or a combination of both?

Conclusion Neither sonority nor language‐specific input statistics derived from probabilistic
phonotactics were sufficient by themselves to account for the results. But when
integrated in tandem, their perspectives converged: words in the child lexicon of the
type OBS|SON were statistically the most likely patterns of adult English.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus #CVC#

sC No

Method Computational learning simulation of margin sonority correlations (onset|coda)

Task or measure Observed/expected ratios in adult database (Hoosier Mental Lexicon) compared with
Child Mental Lexicon Calculator

Keywords Acquisition, air pressure, appendix, boundary, computational, corpus, deletion,
diachronic, disorder, epenthesis, frequency, fricatives, judgment, learning, lexicon,
liquids, loudness, markedness, nasal, nonce, OT, perception, position, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, replication, salience, sC, stochastic, stops,
stress, treatment, typology, universal

95. Author Gómez, Berent, Benavides‐Varela, Bion, Cattarossi, Nespor and Mehler

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose The evolution of human languages is driven both by primitive biases present in the
human sensorimotor systems and by cultural transmission among speakers. However,
whether the design of the language faculty is further shaped by linguistic biological
biases remains controversial. To address this question, we used NIRS to examine
whether the brain activity of neonates is sensitive to a putatively universal
phonological constraint (sonority).

Conclusion Newborn infants listening to three types of syllables displayed distinct hemodynamic
responses in temporal‐perisylvian areas of their left hemisphere. Moreover, the
oxyhemoglobin concentration changes elicited by a syllable type mirrored both the
degree of its preference across languages and behavioral linguistic preferences
documented experimentally in adulthood. These findings suggest that humans
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possess early, experience‐independent linguistic biases concerning syllable structure
that shape language perception and acquisition.

Favorable Yes

Language Italian

Stimulus #(V)CCVC#

sC No

Method Audio, NIRS

Task or measure Passive listening: change in cortical (de)oxyhemoglobin concentrations

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, brain, contact, diachronic, distance, duration, F0,
frequency, learning, loudness, markedness, NIRS, nonce, perception, plateau,
position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication, reversal,
sC, sign language, synthesis, typology, universal

96. Author Gong, Obin, Dzhambazov and Serra

Date 2016

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Introduce a new unsupervised and score‐informed method for the segmentation of
singing voice into syllables. The main idea is to detect syllable boundaries on a syllable
onset probability density function by incorporating a priori syllable duration derived
from the score. Intensity profiles are used to exploit the characteristics of singing voice
depending on the frequency region. The syllable duration distribution shaped by the
score is incorporated into Viterbi decoding to determine the optimal sequence of
boundary time positions.

Conclusion The method outperforms conventional methods for detecting syllable boundaries,
providing a promising paradigm for the segmentation of singing voice into
syllables.

Favorable Yes

Language Mandarin (singing)

Stimulus sonority ≈ intensity maxima vs. minima

sC No

Method A cappella singing dataset from Beijing Opera scores

Task or measure Comparison of ASR accuracy rate on syllable boundary detection using different
algorithms

Keywords Acoustic, AI, ASR, boundary, computational, corpus, duration, energy, errors, F0,
frequency, gradient, judgment, learning, loudness, markedness, modality, perception,
position, processing, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication,
segmentation, stochastic, teaching, tone, typology, weight

97. Author Gordon

Date 2005

Type Article

Purpose Explore onset‐sensitive stress from a typological, phonetic and phonological perspective.
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Conclusion A phonetic study of three onset‐sensitive stress systems suggests a close match between
onset weight distinctions and a phonetic measure of perceptual energy, such that
phonological weight criteria are the phonetically most effective ones. Perceptual
considerations also offer an explanation for other typological observations, including
the relative rarity of onset‐sensitive stress, the greater weight of low sonority onsets,
and the subordination of onset‐sensitive weight distinctions to rime‐based ones in
languages with both types of weight distinctions. Onset‐based weight criteria are
modelled using a skeletal slot model of the syllable referenced by a family of
prominence constraints requiring that heavy syllables be stressed and that light
syllables be unstressed.

Favorable Yes

Language Pirahã, Banawá, Arrernte

Stimulus .CV(V)(C). in both stressed and unstressed positions

sC No

Method Audio recordings

Task or measure Perceptual energy (summation of loudness in dB over time in ms) and acoustic energy
(dBms) of the rime; perceptual energy of the entire syllable (onset + rime); duration of
the entire syllable

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, computational, deletion, diachronic, duration, energy, epenthesis,
errors, frequency, fricatives, gradient, judgment, liquids, loudness, markedness, mora,
morphology, nasal, OT, perception, POS, position, processing, production,
prominence, pronunciation, prosody, replication, rhyme, salience, segmentation,
stops, stress, synthesis, tone, typology, universal, voice, weight

98. Author Gordon, Ghushchyan, McDonnell, Rosenblum and Shaw

Date 2012

Type Chapter

Purpose Measure four potential acoustic correlates of vowel sonority—duration, maximum
intensity, acoustic energy, and perceptual energy—in order to determine whether
there is a reliable and consistent acoustic basis for the cross‐linguistic position of
schwa at the bottom of vocalic sonority scales.

Conclusion Schwa is differentiated from most vowels along one or more of the examined phonetic
dimensions in all of the languages surveyed, regardless of its phonological patterning.
Languages vary, however, in which parameter(s) is most effective in predicting the
low sonority status of schwa. Furthermore, the emergence of isolated contradictions of
the sonority scale whereby schwa is acoustically more intense than one or more high
vowels suggests that phonological sonority in vowels may not be quantifiable along
any single acoustic dimension.

Favorable Unclear

Language Hindi, Besemah, Armenian, Javanese, Kwak’wala

Stimulus CVC (controlled for stress)

sC No

Method Visual
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Task or measure Read (pronounce) wordlist: acoustic measurements of F1, duration, intensity, and
energy

Keywords Acoustic, ASR, boundary, computational, corpus, disorder, duration, energy, epenthesis,
F0, frequency, gradient, loudness, movement, perception, POA, production,
prominence, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reduction, replication, rhyme, salience,
schwa, segmentation, strength, stress, typology, universal, weight

99. Author Green

Date 2016

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose Argue that two kinds of constraints underlie the formation and fossilization of binomial
word orders: constraints on the directionality of a certain phonological feature and
constraints on the choice of the corresponding segments. Investigate the psychological
reality and relative strength of these constraints in native and non‐native speakers of
English and French.

Conclusion Native English speakers are more sensitive than both native French speakers and non‐
native English speakers to directionality constraints. Most participants displayed
sensitivities to two constraints on directionality: Vowel Quality and Final Consonant
Number. I argue that sensitivity to these constraints stems from various factors
(iconicity, perceptual salience, short‐before‐long and unmarked‐before‐marked
principles), which all conspire to favor the same order and predict the same direction
of fossilization.

Favorable Unclear

Language Native and non‐native (L2) speakers of English, French

Stimulus Nonce words differing in initial and final C sonority, initial and final consonant number
(1 vs. 2), V length, quality and nasality, ablaut vs. rhyming patterns, and segmental
labiality

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure Naturalness (preference) judgment (1‐6)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, boundary, brain, contiguity, culture, distance, duration,
euphony, frequency, fricatives, grammaticality, judgment, L2, labial, learning,
lexicon, liquids, markedness, mora, name, nasal, nonce, onomastics, OT, perception,
plateau, POA, position, processing, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, replication,
rhyme, RT, salience, sC, segmentation, similarity, stops, strength, stress, transpose,
typology, voice, weight

100. Author Greenwood

Date 2016

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose Explore predictions of the channel bias of typological naturalness account using
experimental methodology. Focusing on pattern pairs where the asymmetry is based
in perception, I hypothesize that the natural pattern will be learned more successfully
than the unnatural pattern if and only if the stimuli of the natural pattern are also
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perceived more successfully. In this way, the cross‐experimental inconsistencies are
easily predicted by the channel bias account, while the universal learning bias account
fails to provide an explanation for weight‐sensitive stress, final devoicing, and coda
sonority.

Conclusion An artificial pattern that was both natural and formally simple was learned more
successfully than two unattested patterns: one which was unnatural but formally
simple, and one which was complex but natural. Perceptual difficulty could explain
the poor performance within the unnatural pattern, but not within the complex
pattern. The results demonstrate evidence for the channel bias account by using the
proposed experimental design.

Favorable Unclear

Language English learning artificial

Stimulus nonce words consisting of 2 or 3 syllables of the type CV(C), where the vowel differs in
height; nonce monosyllables of the type #CV(C)# in casual vs. careful registers;
#CVC.CV#

sC No

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure AXB forced choice discrimination (which word shares the stress pattern with the middle
word); binary forced‐choice (which word belongs to the (artificial) language); stress
perception (which syllable does the word’s stress fall on); binary forced‐choice
learning (does the word you hear conform to pattern or not); which of two spellings
corresponds to the word you hear; identify (type) the word you hear

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, AI, airflow, analogy, boundary, computational, contiguity,
corpus, deaf, deletion, diachronic, disorder, duration, energy, epenthesis, errors,
F0, frequency, fricatives, gradient, grammaticality, homophony, judgment,
learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, modality, mora, morphology,
nasal, nonce, orthography, OT, perception, POA, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, repair, replication, rhyme, RT, salience,
segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, stress, synthesis, typology, universal,
voice, weight

101. Author Grice, Ridouane and Roettger

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Determine what factors condition the highly variable placement of F0 peaks in
Tashlhiyt Berber, both within and across speakers, in two pragmatic contexts.

Conclusion Peak placement is determined by a number of competing factors: in addition to a general
tendency for the peak to be placed on the rightmost syllable—a tendency that is
stronger in questions than in statements—the peak is attracted to the syllable with the
most sonorous nucleus and preferentially to heavy syllables.

Favorable Yes

Language Tashlhiyt Berber

Stimulus CX(C) where X = syllable nucleus composed of C or V

sC No
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Method Visual (computer slides)

Task or measure Read target words in sentential context of polar questions and contrastive statements:
% of F0 peak location on final syllable

Keywords Acoustic, appendix, bilingual, boundary, coarticulation, duration, energy, epenthesis,
F0, fricatives, gesture, judgment, liquids, loudness, markedness, modality, mora,
morphology, movement, nasal, orthography, OT, perception, POA, POS, position,
production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, reading, rhyme, salience, schwa,
segmentation, stops, stress, tone, typology, voice, weight

102. Author Grijzenhout and Penke

Date 2005

Type Chapter

Purpose Investigate acquisition of inflectional suffixes such as /‐t/ and /‐d/ by German and Dutch
children, and their realization in aphasic speech. By contrasting the use of inflectional
endings in two different but related languages, and in impaired speech, we reveal
grammatical properties used in the production of inflected words.

Conclusion German aphasics do not omit inflectional endings randomly; the deletion of /‐t/ occurs
much more frequently when the stem ends in a coronal stop. This is modeled in OT as
the deranking of constraints.

Favorable N/A

Language German, Dutch

Stimulus V(V)(C)C#

sC No

Method Diary studies and longitudinal corpus of spontaneous speech recordings; visual

Task or measure Acquisition stages of syllable rhymes in terms of inclusion or omission of
inflectional suffixes consisting of consonants; sentence completion (transform
regular and irregular verbs into participial form and say aloud): accuracy rate vs.
error type

Keywords Acquisition, analogy, aphasia, appendix, boundary, brain, Broca, contiguity, corpus,
deletion, disorder, distance, duration, errors, fricatives, grammaticality, homophony,
judgment, learning, liquids, markedness, morphology, nasal, OCP, OT, plateau, POA,
POS, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair,
replication, rhyme, schwa, segmentation, similarity, stops, stress, stroke, typology,
universal, voice, weight

103. Author Hansen Edwards

Date 2015

Type Chapter

Purpose Focus on universal and language‐specific patterns in the acquisition of English L2 onsets
by native speakers of Mandarin Chinese, Cantonese, and Vietnamese. Specifically,
examine whether the acquisition orders found for the English onsets /sl sn st/ for
speakers of these languages, as well as the modifications found in the production of
the onsets, are best explained by input frequency, universal constraints (sonority), or
L1 transfer.
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Conclusion All three factors played a role in both the accuracy orders and production modifications.
L1 transfer had a dominant role for Cantonese speakers, input frequency for
Mandarin speakers, and markedness for Vietnamese speakers. Previous research
showing that sonority plays a more significant role than the other factors was
corroborated only for the Vietnamese speakers.

Favorable Unclear

Language Cantonese, Mandarin, or Vietnamese learning English

Stimulus #sCV

sC Yes

Method Spontaneous speech (informal conversation with researcher)

Task or measure Production accuracy rate vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contact, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids,
markedness, nasal, perception, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation,
prosody, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, salience, sC, similarity, stops, stress,
typology, universal, voice

104. Author Hardison and Motohashi Saigo

Date 2010

Type Article

Purpose Explore the second language perceptual accuracy of Japanese geminates (moraic units)
by English‐speaking learners at three proficiency levels.

Conclusion Results revealed a significant complex interaction involving all factors. The
singleton‐geminate contrast for /t, k/ was significant for beginning learners,
marginal for low‐intermediate, and nonsignificant for advanced. Duration
differences did not account for all findings. Greater consonant–vowel sonority
difference facilitated perception, enhancing mora boundaries for speech
segmentation.

Favorable Yes

Language English learning Japanese

Stimulus #(s)aC(C)u#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure 3‐way forced choice identification/recognition (circle the word that you hear)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, boundary, coarticulation, contiguity, disorder, distance,
duration, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient, grammaticality,
homophony, judgment, L2, learning, lexicon, loan, markedness, mora, nonce,
orthography, perception, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation,
prosody, rate, reading, replication, rhyme, salience, segmentation, stress, teaching,
treatment, typology, voice, weight

105. Author Hauser

Date 2014
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Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Explore the relationship between sonority and phonological inventory structure,
shedding light on the nature of sonority as a phonological phenomenon in addition to
addressing the question of what processes underlie the formation and structure of
speech sound inventories.

Conclusion Sonority has an effect in the formation of phonological inventories by determining how
many segments an inventory will have in a given class of sounds. Segment classes
which are closest to each other along the sonority hierarchy tend to be correlated in
size, except upon crossing the sonorant/obstruent and consonant/vowel boundaries.
Inventories are therefore composed of three distinct classes of obstruents, sonorants,
and vowels which independently determine the size and structure of the inventory.
The prominence of sonority in inventory formation provides evidence for the notion
that sonority is a phonological primitive and is not simply derived from other aspects
of the grammar or a more basic set of features. Distance along the sonority scale is the
best predictor for segment class size, not number of shared features.

Favorable Yes

Language 549 languages

Stimulus All language‐specific C and V phonemes, arranged into sonority classes

sC No

Method P‐base phoneme inventories

Task or measure The number of segments of each type (size) was compared against the size of every other
type in each language to determine the correlation between each pair of segment
classes across all languages in the database.

Keywords Acoustic, corpus, frequency, fricatives, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, nasal,
perception, POA, production, pronunciation, replication, similarity, stops, typology,
universal, voice

106. Author Hayes

Date 2011

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose A variety of experiments support the existence of sonority projection effects: speakers
represent severe sonority sequencing violations as less wellformed than modest ones,
even though neither is present in their native language. One interpretation of such
findings is that the SSP is part of Universal Grammar. A modeling study, however,
suggests that the results could be explained with more modest assumptions about UG.

Conclusion Results of a phonotactic learning simulation show that sonority projection is possible in
a system that merely attends to sonority differences and can generalize in the right
way from the learning data.

Favorable Yes

Language Artificial

Stimulus #C(C)a(C)#

sC No

Method Computational learning simulation
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Task or measure Number of constraints needed to model (acquire) the grammar, and their relative
weighting

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, AI, boundary, computational, distance, frequency, judgment,
learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness, nasal, nonce, OT, perception, plateau, position,
processing, prosody, replication, reversal, segmentation, stochastic, typology,
universal

107. Author Hayes and White

Date 2013

Type Article

Purpose Investigate whether the patterns of phonotactic well‐formedness internalized by
language learners are direct reflections of the phonological patterns they encounter,
or reflect in addition principles of phonological naturalness.

Conclusion We employed a phonotactic learning system to search the English lexicon for
phonotactic generalizations and found that it learned many constraints that are
evidently unnatural, having no typological or phonetic basis. Violations of the natural
constraints had a powerful effect on ratings, violations of the unnatural constraints at
best a weak one. We assess various hypotheses intended to explain this disparity, and
conclude in favor of a learning bias account.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CCV, VCC#

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure Proportional nonce word rating (naturalness)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, AI, analogy, boundary, computational, corpus, diachronic,
distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, gradient, grammaticality, judgment,
learning, lexicon, markedness, memory, modality, morphology, nasal, nonce,
orthography, OT, perception, POA, position, processing, production, prosody,
repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, sC, schwa, stochastic, stress, typology,
universal, voice, weight

108. Author Hermes, Mücke and Grice

Date 2013

Type Article

Purpose Report on an EMA study to investigate word‐initial consonant clusters in Italian. In
particular, we investigate clusters involving a sibilant. The status of the sibilant in
such clusters, referred to as “impure s,” is an unresolved problem for the syllable
phonology of Italian.

Conclusion Coordination patterns of the gestural targets of consonantal and vocalic gestures reveal a
structural difference between obstruent–liquid clusters, e.g. /pr/, and sibilant–
obstruent clusters, e.g. /sp/. Whereas in /pr/, both /p/ and /r/ have distinct
coordination patterns as compared to either /p/ or /r/ as a single consonant in the
same (word‐initial) position, this is not the case for /sp/. Here the /p/ patterns like a
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single consonant: /p/ in spina patterns with /p/ in Pina (proper name). Thus,
although /s/ in spina constitutes a word onset, there is evidence against it being part of
a syllable onset.

Favorable Yes

Language Italian

Stimulus #CCVCV#

sC Yes

Method Visual, EMA

Task or measure Read (pronounce) sentences: duration, coordination and trajectory of sensors on lips,
apex, lamina and dorsum of tongue

Keywords Acoustic, appendix, boundary, c‐center, coarticulation, contact, contiguity, diachronic,
distance, duration, EMA, epenthesis, fricatives, gesture, kinematic, labial, liquids,
morphology, movement, nonce, plateau, POA, POS, production, pronunciation,
prosody, repair, replication, reversal, sC, segmentation, strength, stress, typology,
universal, voice

109. Author Hui, Chin and Watson

Date 2014

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Examine methods for measuring speech parameters that can be used to detect
truncation in digital speech signals and to estimate the speech rate. Speech truncation
was determined using techniques in the time and frequency domains, where the
methods complement one another to estimate the likelihood of truncation.

Conclusion Relative success rate in accurately detecting truncations during actual speech
utterances, as opposed to silence, for each methodology by itself, is PSD > LPC >
RMS.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus All phonemes in 1,000 utterances from the Australian National Database of Spoken
Language

sC No

Method Audio recordings

Task or measure Accuracy (%) in automatically detecting truncation and silence across speech rate
(defined as number of syllables per second) for each type of phoneme class, using
three methods: RMS amplitude, Power Spectral Density, and LPC

Keywords Acoustic, ASR, boundary, computational, corpus, deletion, duration, energy, errors, F0,
frequency, fricatives, gradient, judgment, labial, liquids, loudness, markedness,
modality, nasal, position, processing, production, prominence, pronunciation,
prosody, rate, reduction, replication, rhyme, salience, segmentation, stochastic, stops,
synthesis, typology, voice

110. Author Jang

Date 2016
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Type Article

Purpose Examine whether Russian loanwords are adapted into Yakut, which allows only one
consonant in onset position, by reduction (deletion) or vowel epenthesis before or
after C1.

Conclusion Yakut loanword adaptation can best be analyzed by adopting a split structure for sC
sequences, by which s+stop sequences do not violate the SCL. CC sequences other
than sC are true onset clusters and have to break up in accordance with Yakut syllable
structure. The single‐member syllable with /s/ as coda needs a vowel as nucleus in
Yakut, so edge epenthesis is the only possible repair strategy in this case.

Favorable Yes

Language Yakut (Sakha)

Stimulus #CCV in Russian source words

sC Yes

Method Yakut corpora and dictionary

Task or measure Tabulation of Yakut pronunciations of Russian loans, categorized by repair strategy

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contact, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
distance, epenthesis, frequency, fricatives, L2, learning, liquids, loan, markedness,
morphology, nasal, OT, perception, plateau, POA, POS, position, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, reversal, sC, stops, typology, voice

111. Author Jany, Gordon, Nash and Takara

Date 2007

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Examine the universality of the acoustic basis for the sonority hierarchy (glides > liquids
> nasals > obstruents) in four genetically diverse languages.

Conclusion Relative values for the different consonant classes vary greatly cross‐linguistically.
Disputed rankings in phonological sonority are mirrored by language‐specific
differences in intensity, while undisputed rankings correspond to more consistent
phonetic rankings. Differences in prosodic position and interspeaker variation are not
observed.

Favorable Unclear

Language Egyptian Arabic, Hindi, Malayalam, Mongolian

Stimulus VC.CV

sC No

Method Visual

Task or measure Read (pronounce) wordlists: scales of relative intensity

Keywords Acoustic, air pressure, airflow, boundary, contact, distance, duration, F0, liquids,
loudness, nasal, perception, POA, production, pronunciation, prosody, replication,
segmentation, stress, typology, universal, voice

112. Author Jarosz

Date 2016
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Type Manuscript

Purpose Speakers of various languages exhibit gradient SSP preferences among unattested initial
clusters. While some argue that these results support an innate principle, other studies
have shown that computational models capable of inducing generalizations using
abstract phonological features can detect these preferences from lexical statistics in
these languages. This paper presents a computational analysis of the development of
initial clusters in Polish, which arguably presents a stronger test of these models.

Conclusion Results show that the statistics of Polish contradict the SSP, favouring sonority plateaus;
models that succeeded in other languages do not predict SSP preferences for Polish;
and children nonetheless exhibit sensitivity to the SSP, favouring onset clusters with
larger sonority rises.

Favorable Yes

Language Polish

Stimulus #CCV, #sCV

sC Yes

Method Weist‐Jarosz Corpus of spontaneous child speech

Task or measure Production: accuracy rate vs. error type compared with sonority profile of cluster;
relative performance of different computational learning algorithms in modeling
these data

Keywords Acquisition, AI, appendix, ASR, boundary, computational, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gradient, judgment, L2, learning,
lexicon, liquids, loan, markedness, nasal, nonce, orthography, OT, perception,
plateau, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction,
repair, replication, reversal, sC, segmentation, stochastic, stops, stress, typology,
universal, voice, weight

113. Author Jarosz, Calamaro and Zentz

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Examine phonological development and its relationship to input statistics. Using novel
data from a longitudinal corpus of spontaneous child speech in Polish, we evaluate
and compare the predictions of a variety of input‐based phonotactic models for
syllable structure acquisition. We find that many commonly examined input statistics
can make dramatically different predictions, as do different assumptions about the
representational units over which statistics are calculated.

Conclusion We find that development is sensitive to multiple abstract units of phonological
representation, supporting a crucial role for feature‐based generalization. We also
identify departures between the predictions of the best phonotactic models and
children’s production patterns that indicate input sensitivity alone cannot fully
explain the developmental patterns. We discuss the role of universal markedness and
phonetic difficulty and argue that a full explanation requires reference to these
biases.

Favorable Yes

Language Polish
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Stimulus #C(C)V, V(C)C#, #sCV, VsC#

sC Yes

Method Audio recordings of longitudinal corpus of 9,095 words spontaneously pronounced by
children aged 1:07‐2;06

Task or measure Production: relative accuracy compared with input frequency

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, boundary, computational, corpus, deletion, distance, epenthesis,
errors, frequency, gradient, judgment, learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness,
morphology, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, POA, position,
processing, production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair,
replication, reversal, sC, segmentation, stochastic, stress, typology, universal, voice

114. Author Jesney

Date 2014

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Argue that a bias toward different cluster repair strategies (L2 preference for epenthesis)
emerges automatically when an OT grammar is learned using the Gradual Learning
Algorithm.

Conclusion Errors during the L1 learning process give rise to a covert MAX‐C » DEP‐V ranking;
when this ranking is transferred as part of the initial state for L2 learning, a preference
for epenthesis repairs results. These effects are robust across learning simulations,
illustrating how the process of L1 acquisition can ultimately affect L2 learning.

Favorable N/A

Language Artificial

Stimulus #C(l)VC#

sC No

Method GLA learning simulations with 250 and 500 trials

Task or measure % correct mappings vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, AI, appendix, boundary, computational, deletion, distance, epenthesis,
errors, frequency, gradient, grammaticality, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids,
markedness, nasal, nonce, OT, plateau, processing, prosody, repair, replication,
reversal, sC, stochastic, stress, typology, universal, voice, weight

115. Author Jesney

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Argue that reference to input positions is crucial in providing an adequate analysis of
repair patterns in child language data, specifically onset and coda clusters.

Conclusion Coda clusters are acquired before, and at a faster rate than, onset clusters. Epenthetic
repairs of onset clusters are more frequent than epenthesis repairs of coda clusters.
There is a general preference for deletion of M2 consonants when deletion is the
repair applied, but this preference is stronger in onset than in coda. Accounting for
these facts requires both output‐based markedness constraints and input‐based
positional faithfulness constraints.
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Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CCV, VCC# (all in stressed position)

sC Yes

Method Longitudinal diary corpus of one child’s development

Task or measure Production: accurate rate vs. repair type over time (by age)

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, boundary, computational, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
diachronic, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, learning, liquids,
markedness, morphology, nasal, OT, plateau, POS, position, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, reversal, sC, stochastic, stops, stress,
typology, universal, voice, weight

116. Author Jitwiriyanont and Pittayaporn

Date 2016

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Test the phonetic evidence to confirm the phonological behavior of the central fricative
/ɣ/ as a sonorant rather than an obstruent in Sgaw Karen.

Conclusion Phonetically it is ambiguous but better classified as an obstruent. One possible
interpretation of this discrepancy is that the most phonetically sonorous fricatives
may fall on either side of the sonorancy threshold imposed by each individual
language. If this is correct, rhotics can be characterized as central and oral segments
that are phonologized as sonorants in this language.

Favorable Unclear

Language Sgaw Karen

Stimulus #CV

sC No

Method Audio recordings

Task or measure Acoustic analysis of harmonics‐to‐noise ratio, intensity, and the difference in band
limited energy at lower frequencies (100‐400 Hz) between the consonant and the
maximum energy within the word

Keywords Acoustic, energy, frequency, fricatives, liquids, loudness, markedness, nasal, POA,
production, pronunciation, stops, typology, voice

117. Author Jongstra

Date 2003

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose Investigate between‐individual and within‐individual variation in consonant cluster
reduction strategies among young children. A major contribution of the thesis
concerns the methodology of the study, in which both between‐ and within‐child
variation as well as between‐ and within‐cluster variation are tested in a systematic
way.

Conclusion Within‐child variation is very limited, whereas between‐child variation occurs. Thus,
although an individual child is consistent in his/her reduction strategy, there is a
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difference between children in the way clusters are typically reduced. Some clusters
are always reduced in one particular way. In other clusters, either target segment can
be realized. There are also implicational relationships between some clusters, i.e.,
realizing C2 in cluster x implies realizing C2 in cluster y, but not vice versa. Neither
the difference between stable and variable clusters, nor the implicational relationships
between some clusters, can be explained by the feature [sonorant] alone. Instead, the
variation in reduction strategies is the result of a difference in prosodification, which
is caused by the fact that some children tend to avoid onsets with similar structure in
terms of sonority distance and place of articulation.

Favorable Unclear

Language Dutch

Stimulus #CC(C)V

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture); longitudinal acquisition database of 27,712 word productions with
9,430 reductions (deletion of C1 or C2)

Task or measure Picture naming and pointing (forced choice): accuracy rate vs. C1 retained vs. C2
retained vs. other repairs

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, boundary, corpus, deletion, distance, epenthesis, errors,
frequency, fricatives, judgment, labial, learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness,
memory, name, nasal, onomastics, orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POA,
production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, sC,
schwa, sign language, similarity, stress, typology, voice

118. Author Katz

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose A database of rhymes is shown to reflect certain typological generalizations about
phonology. We argue that this is because both the rhyme patterns and the typological
facts are partly determined by perceptual properties of the strings under investigation.
The result is especially interesting because some of the perceptual factors investigated
here are not obviously relevant to English phonology.

Conclusion Rhyme likelihood in American hip‐hop reflects perceptual similarity, instead of or in
addition to shared phonological features. This argument largely rests on contextual
asymmetries (cases where the same phonological features have different likelihoods of
mismatch in different phonological contexts) in ways that track the perceptibility of
the relevant contrasts in those contexts. Because English phonology allows these
contrasts in all of the contexts considered, shared features or natural classes cannot
explain such asymmetries.

Favorable Unclear

Language African‐American English hip‐hop

Stimulus RCR, RC#, RCT where R = vowel, glide or liquid and T = stop, fricative or nasal

sC No

Method Corpus of imperfect (non‐identical) rhymes in music recorded by artists born or raised
in New York City
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Task or measure Perceptual distances calculated as proportion of segments corresponding in all features
vs. mismatches of place, voicing, or manner

Keywords Analogy, anthropology, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, corpus, culture, deletion,
diachronic, distance, duration, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives, gradient,
grammaticality, homophony, judgment, L2, lexicon, liquids, loan, loudness,
markedness, modality, morphology, nasal, neologism, nonce, onomastics, OT,
perception, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate,
reduction, repair, replication, rhyme, salience, similarity, stochastic, stops, stress,
tone, typology, universal, voice, weight

119. Author Katz

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Argue that processes traditionally classified as lenition fall into at least two subsets,
with distinct phonetic reflexes, formal properties and characteristic contexts. One
type (loss lenition) frequently neutralizes contrasts in positions where they are
perceptually indistinct. The second type (continuity lenition) can target segments
in perceptually robust positions, increases the intensity and/or decreases the
duration of those segments, and very rarely results in positional neutralization of
contrasts. While loss lenition behaves much like other phonological processes,
analysing continuity lenition is difficult or impossible in standard phonological
approaches.

Conclusion Develops a phonetically based OT account that explains the typology of the two types of
lenition. The crucial proposal is that, unlike loss lenition, continuity lenition is driven
by constraints that reference multiple prosodic positions.

Favorable Yes

Language Various languages

Stimulus Consonants in different positions

sC No

Method Descriptions of phonological processes of lenition in specific languages

Task or measure Posits a family of Boundary−Disruption(I,D,P) constraints in a stringency hierarchy:
Intensity drops to amount I or lower for at least duration D at and only at a prosodic
boundary of level P, based on rank‐ordered intensity and duration scales for
consonant sonority classes (disruption indices)

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, coarticulation, contiguity, corpus, deletion, diachronic, distance,
duration, energy, F0, frequency, fricatives, gradient, lenition, liquids, loudness,
markedness, morphology, nasal, OT, perception, POA, POS, position, processing,
pronunciation, prosody, reduction, salience, schwa, stops, strength, stress, typology,
universal, voice

120. Author Kawahara, Erickson and Suemitsu

Date 2015

Type Manuscript

Purpose Present an EMA study to provide exact measures of the amount of jaw opening of the
five vowels in Japanese, and to investigate how the results would bear on the abstract
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concept of vowel openness. We also examine the acoustic correlates of vowel openness
and compare them to jaw opening patterns.

Conclusion While the traditional labeling of openness is more or less correct, we also observe that
between the vowels of the same openness, front vowels are more open than back
vowels. Acoustically F1 is the most reliable correlate of vowel openness. Other cues,
such as duration, F0, and intensity, are not very reliable.

Favorable Yes

Language Japanese

Stimulus V in isolation

sC No

Method Visual (read aloud from screen); EMA

Task or measure Duration, F0, F1, and intensity; jaw displacement (mm)

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, distance, duration, EMA, energy, F0, gesture, kinematic, labial,
loudness, markedness, modality, movement, orthography, POA, position, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication, segmentation, tone, typology, universal

121. Author Kawahara, Erickson and Suemitsu

Date 2017

Type Article

Purpose Present a detailed, quantitative EMA study of the five vowels in Japanese, focusing on
four questions: (1) How many mms does the jaw open for each type of vowel?; (2)
Does the presence of an onset consonant affect the degrees of jaw opening?; (3) Does
the speed of jaw movement vary depending on how much the jaw opens?; (4) What is
the most reliable acoustic correlate of jaw opening?

Conclusion (1) Degree of jaw opening is in the order [a] > [e] > [o] > [i] > [u]. (2) The presence of
onset consonant [p] generally decreases the jaw opening. (3) The degree of jaw
opening and its speed positively correlate. (4) F1 and duration are reliable acoustic
correlates of jaw opening.

Favorable Yes

Language Japanese

Stimulus V in isolation, #pV#

sC No

Method Visual (read aloud from screen); EMA

Task or measure Duration, F0, F1, and intensity; jaw displacement (mm) and maximum speed
(cm/sec)

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, coarticulation, corpus, distance, duration, EMA, F0, gesture,
kinematic, labial, loudness, markedness, modality, mora, movement, nonce,
orthography, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication,
segmentation, stops, stress, typology, universal

122. Author Kawai

Date 2002

Type Conference proceedings
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Purpose Test an ASR method to estimate sonority on a frame‐by‐frame basis without
knowing the phone sequence, where sonority is a function of RMS power and
F0.

Conclusion Bandpass‐filtered energy is superior to all‐band energy, and removing unreliable
samples from F0 measurements improves accuracy.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus Reading of 143 utterances containing 911 phones

sC No

Method Acoustic analysis of audio recordings

Task or measure ASR accuracy rate in assigning phones to one of 14 sonority classes

Keywords Acoustic, AI, appendix, ASR, boundary, CAPT, computational, deletion, distance,
duration, energy, epenthesis, errors, F0, gradient, judgment, learning, loudness,
markedness, movement, nonce, perception, POS, processing, production,
prominence, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, reduction, sC, segmentation,
stochastic, stress, synthesis, teaching, universal, voice, weight

123. Author Kawai and van Santen

Date 2002

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Test a method for detecting syllabic nuclei from English utterances on a frame‐by‐frame
basis using bandpass‐filtered acoustic energy measurements, where sonority is
correlated with RMS power.

Conclusion Results show that syllabic nuclei are identified at >60% accuracy and speech rate,
defined as syllabic nuclei per unit time, is estimated at >80% accuracy.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus Reading of 472 sentences from newspaper text containing 5,940 words and 8,838 syllable
nuclei

sC No

Method Acoustic analysis of audio recordings

Task or measure ASR accuracy rate in identifying nuclei (sonority peaks)

Keywords Acoustic, AI, ASR, boundary, CAPT, computational, corpus, distance, duration, energy,
epenthesis, errors, F0, gradient, judgment, L2, learning, loudness, markedness, nasal,
perception, processing, production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, rate,
reading, segmentation, stochastic, stress, synthesis, teaching, typology, universal,
voice, weight

124. Author Kayte, Mundada and Kayte

Date 2015

Type Article
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Purpose Describe the first, usable Marathi Text‐to‐Speech system using the open source Festival
engine, and a di‐phone concatenation approach in its waveform generation phase. A
test was conducted to evaluate the intelligibility of the synthesized speech.

Conclusion Overall intelligibility of the system by 6 native Marathi listeners is 96.96%.

Favorable N/A

Language Marathi

Stimulus CVC (source not clear)

sC No

Method Audio recordings of synthesized speech

Task or measure Forced‐choice intelligibility test (which of 5 words do you hear)

Keywords Acoustic, ASR, boundary, computational, corpus, duration, F0, frequency, homophony,
judgment, lexicon, loudness, markedness, modality, nonce, orthography,
perception, POS, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate,
reading, replication, rhyme, segmentation, stochastic, stress, synthesis, tone, typology,
voice

125. Author Keffala, Barlow and Rose

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Examine whether language‐specific syllable type frequency and complexity exert cross‐
language influence on Spanish–English bilingual children’s acquisition of syllable
structure.

Conclusion Interaction occurred in bilinguals’ syllable structure acquisition in both languages.
Bilinguals’ acquisition of singleton codas was accelerated relative to monolinguals’ in
Spanish. Furthermore, bilinguals’ acquisition of complex onsets was accelerated in
both Spanish and English. Results did not suggest that bilinguals’ acquisition of
English singleton codas was delayed.

Favorable Yes

Language Spanish‐English

Stimulus .CCV, VC.

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, corpus, deletion, disorder,
distance, duration, errors, frequency, fricatives, L2, lenition, lexicon, liquids,
markedness, name, nasal, nonce, perception, plateau, POA, position, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, sC, similarity,
stops, typology, voice

126. Author Kirk and Hyde

Date 2012

Type Conference proceedings
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Purpose Investigate whether the accuracy with which 3‐year‐olds are able to identify
phonemes in words is affected by manipulating the sonority and visual salience of
those phonemes. Nineteen participants with a mean age of 43.6 months were
administered two tests: word‐initial phoneme identification and word‐final
phoneme identification.

Conclusion The results indicated an interaction of phoneme sonority and word position. However,
visual salience did not have a significant effect on the ability of participants to identify
phonemes.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CVC#

sC No

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure Phoneme awareness (choose picture and repeat word)

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, coarticulation, deaf, disorder, energy, errors, judgment, L2,
labial, learning, markedness, name, nasal, perception, POA, POS, position,
production, pronunciation, reading, reduction, rhyme, salience, segmentation,
teaching, treatment

127. Author Kjærbæk, Boeg Thomsen, Lambertsen and Basbøll

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Not all languages present children with equally clear cues to syllabic structure, and since
L1 is known to influence acquisition rate, it is worth investigating how sonority
characteristics in children’s linguistic input influence their lexical acquisition.
Acquisition of Danish presents an opportunity to examine how children respond to
the task of word learning when the input language offers less clear cues to syllabic
structure than usually seen.

Conclusion Previous studies indicate that Danish children are late in their early language
acquisition compared to children acquiring other languages, but already by the age of
3 years Danish children seem to catch up with other children. This could be an
indication that the indistinct (opaque) Danish sound structure is a challenge only in
the very early stages of language acquisition.

Favorable Yes

Language Danish

Stimulus .(C)(C)V(C)(C).

sC Yes

Method Longitudinal data from the Odense Twin Corpus

Task or measure production: number of segments and syllables per target word across time (different
ages), number of sonority types and rises across time (different ages)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, contact, contiguity, corpus, deletion, diachronic,
distance, duration, energy, frequency, fricatives, learning, lenition, lexicon, liquids,
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markedness, mora, morphology, nasal, perception, plateau, POA, POS, position,
production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, sC,
schwa, stops, stress, typology, voice

128. Author Klopfenstein and Ball

Date 2010

Type Article

Purpose Describe the realization of onset and coda clusters in a 4‐year old child acquiring
American English, and with a higher than usual level of unintelligible speech. The
sonority hypothesis predicts steep rises in sonority at onsets and more gradual falls in
sonority at codas of syllables. The data collected for this study cover four different
onset cluster types and three different coda cluster types, and are derived from
spontaneous speech produced during clinical sessions.

Conclusion An analysis of the patterns of cluster realizations shows that the participant’s cluster
realizations do not always follow the sonority hypothesis, and various factors are
discussed that could be motivating the child’s choice of realization.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus #CCV, VCC(C)#

sC Yes

Method Spontaneous speech and elicited words (oral prompt by researcher)

Task or measure Production: % of clusters correct vs. error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, bilingual, brain, deletion, disorder, distance, duration,
errors, F0, fricatives, liquids, loudness, markedness, morphology, name, OT,
perception, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction,
repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, salience, sC, stress, treatment, typology, universal

129. Author Komatsu, Tokuma, Tokuma and Arai

Date 2002

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Show that sonority can be located in a multi‐dimensional perceptual space, and that the
dimensions of the space have correspondence to both acoustic parameters and
phonological features. In the experiment, a confusion matrix was calculated from the
results of a consonant perception test for LPC residual signals made from /Ca/
syllables. It is considered that LPC residual signals contain only suprasegmental
information and thus the confusion pattern for the signals indicates the consonants’
similarities in the suprasegmental domain. This confusion matrix was analyzed with
MDS.

Conclusion Results showed that the consonants can be modeled in a 3‐dimensional perceptual space
according to their sonority. Its dimensions could be related to acoustic measurements
(length, pitch, RMS, HNR) and phonological features ([voice], [sonorant],
[continuant]). The result also showed that sonority can be mostly defined within the
suprasegmental domain.

Favorable Yes
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Language Japanese

Stimulus #Ca#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure % correct on identifying C

Keywords Acoustic, ASR, boundary, computational, corpus, distance, duration, energy, errors, F0,
judgment, liquids, loudness, markedness, nasal, nonce, perception, POA, processing,
production, pronunciation, prosody, segmentation, typology, voice

130. Author Kristoffersen and Simonsen

Date 2006

Type Article

Purpose Investigate the acquisition of two‐element word‐initial consonant clusters in 27
Norwegian children aged 21–36 months. We focused on clusters starting with a
sibilant (S‐clusters), comparing them with clusters without a sibilant
(non‐S‐clusters).

Conclusion Non‐S‐clusters were mastered more successfully than S‐clusters. Concerning S‐clusters,
sonority does not seem to play an important role for acquisition either in terms of the
sonority sequencing principle nor sonority distance. Homorganicity may be a factor
for a subset of the S‐clusters: /sn/ clusters are mastered clearly better than /sm/
clusters. However, frequency may also play a role here. Finally, deletion patterns
differ between S‐clusters and non‐S‐clusters: in S‐clusters, deletion of the sibilant (C1)
is the predominant pattern, while in non‐S‐clusters, C2 is the one deleted.

Favorable No

Language Norwegian

Stimulus #sCV, #CCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct vs. which C deletes

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, boundary, corpus, deletion, distance, errors, frequency,
fricatives, labial, learning, liquids, markedness, name, nasal, OT, plateau, POA,
POS, position, production, pronunciation, reduction, repair, reversal, sC, typology,
voice

131. Author Lancaster and Gor

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Contrast predictions from two models of L2 phonological acquisition that focus on
different representational levels as the origin of native language transfer: the abstract
categorization level from the Perceptual Assimilation Model, and the phonetic level
from the Automatic Selective Perception model. The target phonemes were pairs of
Arabic consonants that were equally similar on the abstract categorization level but
unequally similar on the phonetic level—voiced and voiceless pharyngeal fricatives
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/ʕ/, /ħ/ and uvular fricatives /χ/, /ʁ/. /ʕ/ is often pronounced as an approximant and
therefore differs from /ħ/ in sonority as well as voicing, so this contrast should be
easier to perceive.

Conclusion L2 learners were generally more accurate in perceiving the pharyngeal consonants
compared to the uvulars, and in perceiving the voiced phonemes compared to the
voiceless ones. This suggests that L2 speakers were able to track phonetic cues during
L2 perception and thus favor the ASP, supporting the interpretation that L2 learners
attend to the phonetic detail in nonnative segments; however, they do not build
native‐like phonological representations for the segments with weaker phonetic
cues.

Favorable N/A

Language English, Arabic, English learning Arabic

Stimulus #Cub#, #buC#, #uCu#

sC No

Method Visual; audio

Task or measure Discriminant analysis of acoustic measures: duration, intensity, F0, F1‐F3, % unvoiced;
identification (which of 8 Arabic sounds do you hear in nonce word), binary forced‐
choice discrimination (is the pair of syllables you hear the same or different)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, boundary, duration, errors, F0, fricatives, judgment, L2,
learning, lenition, loudness, markedness, nonce, perception, POA, position,
processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, replication, RT, segmentation,
similarity, stops, typology, voice

132. Author Lavoie

Date 2000

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose Consonant weakening, or lenition, is comprehensively examined in this dissertation
which consists of acoustic and articulatory phonetic studies of consonant strength, as
well as a cross‐linguistic survey of phonological patterns of lenition and fortition. A
goal of this study is to locate phonetic parallels to the phonological patterns. I examine
the strength of consonants of American English and Mexican Spanish in the two
cross‐cutting environments of position in word and position with respect to stress to
determine the relative contribution of each positional factor. In the acoustic study, I
analyze durations, intensity and spectral properties in closely matched disyllabic
stress pairs. In the articulatory study, I measure degree of linguopalatal contact using
EPG in real and nonsense words.

Conclusion I find clear evidence for strong and weak positions, as well as the phonetic patterns that
characterize consonant strength. In addition, I test numerous hypotheses about
consonant strength and find evidence for aspects of several prevalent phonological
views of lenition. The acoustic and articulatory studies reveal both similarities to
phonological weakening and differences. An elaborated sonority hierarchy best
describes phonological weakening while a scaled down hierarchy best describes
phonetic weakening. While gestural duration and magnitude are not found to
decrease in tandem for phonetic weakening as Articulatory Phonology predicts,
Articulatory Phonology accounts very nicely for the variation in weakening
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outcomes. Phonologically, voicing and fricativization are common steps in
lenition, but the phonetic studies find no evidence of either. I attribute the
frequency of voicing lenition to the documented tendency for shorter segments to
be perceived as voiced and I attribute the frequency of lenition described as
fricativization to reinterpretation of an incomplete seal as a fricative. I argue,
based on the phonetics and the phonology, that the prototypical weakening is
approximantization.

Favorable Yes

Language English, Spanish

Stimulus #C(C)V, VC(C)V

sC No

Method Visual; EPG

Task or measure Read wordlist aloud: relative intensity, duration, and linguopalatal contact

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, coarticulation, corpus, Deletion, diachronic, distance, duration,
energy, EPG, F0, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient, lenition, liquids, loudness,
markedness, movement, nasal, nonce, perception, POA, position, production,
prominence, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, reduction, segmentation, stops,
strength, stress, typology, universal, voice

133. Author Lehtonen and Treiman

Date 2007

Type Article

Purpose Despite the importance of phonemic awareness in beginning literacy, several studies
have demonstrated that adults, including teacher trainees, have surprisingly poor
phonemic skills. Three experiments investigated whether adults’ responses in
phonemic awareness and spelling segmentation tasks are based on units larger than
single letters and phonemes.

Conclusion Responses often involved large units, and they were influenced by sonority and
syllable structure. Participants who performed a phoneme counting task before a
spelling segmentation task produced significantly more phoneme‐based responses
and fewer onset–rime responses than participants who first counted words in
sentences. This training effect highlights the flexibility of adults’ strategies.
Although adults are capable of phoneme‐based processing, they sometimes fail to
use it.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CCVC#, #CVCC#

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure Spelling segmentation, phoneme deletion, phoneme count, vocabulary knowledge, and
word count

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, contiguity, deletion, distance, errors, fricatives, homophony,
judgment, learning, liquids, loudness, ludling, markedness, nasal, nonce,
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orthography, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, production,
prominence, pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, repair, replication, reversal,
rhyme, salience, sC, segmentation, similarity, stops, strength, teaching, treatment,
typology

134. Author Lennertz; Lennertz and Berent

Date 2010; 2015

Type PhD dissertation; article

Purpose Across languages, stop‐sonorant onsets are preferred to fricative‐sonorant ones,
suggesting that stop‐initial onsets are better formed. Here we ask whether this
preference is active in the linguistic competence of English speakers. To address this
question, we compare stop‐ and fricative‐nasal onsets (e.g., pnik vs. fnik) to matched
obstruent‐obstruent controls (e.g., ptik vs. fsik, respectively). Past research has shown
that (a) stop‐stop onsets (e.g., ptik) are dispreferred to stop‐nasal onsets (e.g., pnik);
and (b) dispreferred onsets tend to be misidentified (e.g., ptik → pətik). We thus
reasoned that, if fricative‐nasal onsets (e.g., fnik) are worse formed relative to stop‐
nasal ones (e.g., pnik), then fnik‐type onsets should be more vulnerable to
misidentification, hence, their advantage over obstruent‐obstruent controls (e.g., fsik)
should be attenuated. Consequently, when compared to the obstruent‐obstruent
baseline (e.g., ptik, fsik), misidentification should be less prevalent in stop‐nasal onsets
(e.g., pnik) compared to fricative‐nasal ones (e.g., fnik).

Conclusion The results of three experiments are consistent with this prediction. Our findings suggest
that English speakers possess linguistic preferences that mirror the distribution of
onset clusters across languages.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#, #(ə)CCVC#

sC No

Method Audio; visual

Task or measure Syllable count; identity discrimination (same or different)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, analogy, aphasia, appendix, bilingual, boundary, computational,
contact, contiguity, corpus, deletion, disorder, distance, duration, energy, epenthesis,
errors, frequency, fricatives, gradient, judgment, labial, learning, lexicon, liquids,
loan, loudness, ludling, markedness, memory, modality, nasal, nonce, OCP,
orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, RT, sC,
schwa, segmentation, sign language, stochastic, stops, stress, typology, universal,
voice

135. Author Lentz; Lentz and Kager

Date 2011; 2015

Type PhD dissertation; article

Purpose Examine the mental representation of phonotactics that is used for speech perception.
An eye‐tracking method was developed to test segmentation effects independently of
word activation. To what extent does phonotactic knowledge operate independently
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of other recognition processes when it shapes perception? Are phonotactic effects
language dependent? The facilitatory effects of L2 probabilistic phonotactics and
categorical filtering effects of L1 phonotactics were compared and contrasted in a
series of cross‐modal priming experiments.

Conclusion A cross‐modal priming experiment on L2 listening showed that consonant clusters that
are frequent in the second language are easier to process, in spite of perceptual
epenthesis, an illusion caused by illegality of the same clusters in L1. This disjunction
between a categorical and a gradient effect suggests separate representations of both
categorical and gradient phonotactics. Phonotactic representations can be intrinsically
positive and negative, while their effects are categorical and gradient, depending on
the task and the strength of the representations.

Favorable Yes

Language Dutch; Spanish or Japanese learning Dutch; Slavic languages learning Dutch; Dutch‐
English bilingual; English

Stimulus #sCV, #esCV, #suCV; (C)CVC(C); #CCV

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual; eye‐tracking

Task or measure Binary naturalness judgment (real Dutch word or not); look at first letter of real words:
accuracy rate and RT

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, analogy, appendix, bilingual, boundary, brain, computational,
contact, contiguity, corpus, distance, duration, epenthesis, errors, frequency,
fricatives, gradient, grammaticality, gyrus, judgment, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids,
loudness, markedness, memory, modality, morphology, MRI, nasal, nonce, OCP,
orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POA, POS, position, prime, processing,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, replication, reversal, RT, sC,
segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, stress, synthesis, typology, universal, voice,
weight

136. Author Leong

Date 2008

Type Article

Purpose Use the lexical decision (making YES/NO decision) and the vocalization (naming)
paradigms in two reaction time experiments to examine the cohesiveness of onset‐
rime and peak‐coda in the syllable structure of English lexical items. The aim was to
study the effect of sonority on the accurate and rapid identification and naming of
CCVCC words and pseudowords in relation to the spelling performance of 222 grade
4, 5 and 6 students.

Conclusion In the onset‐rime lexical decision and naming tasks, nasals were processed faster
than liquids and obstruents. In the peak‐coda lexical decision and naming,
obstruents were processed faster than liquids and nasals. The reaction time results
suggest a relationship with the spelling of English words, even though the
significant main effects of grade, spelling performance, mode of response and
lexicality of the stimulus items need to be interpreted in the context of statistical
interactions.

Favorable Yes
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Language English

Stimulus #CCVCC#

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Lexical decision (yes or no) and naming: RT and % correct

Keywords Appendix, bilingual, boundary, corpus, deletion, distance, energy, errors, frequency,
grammaticality, judgment, learning, liquids, loudness, ludling, markedness, memory,
modality, name, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, processing,
production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, replication, reversal, rhyme, RT,
sC, segmentation, strength, stress

137. Author Lin

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Address which properties of grammar are universal and which emerge through
exposure to language, focusing on the susceptibility of different types of segments to
nasalization. I examine the nasalized segment constraint hierarchy, which overlaps
with the sonority scale (*nasalized plosive >> *nasalized fricative >> *nasalized
liquid >> *nasalized glide >> *nasalized laryngeal >> *nasalized vowel),
concentrating on the relationship between targets and (opaque) blockers of nasal
harmony with an artificial language learning experiment.

Conclusion A new kind of paradigm emerges within artificial grammar learning: most of the work
in this area tests natural classes, while this study examines the relationships between
natural classes as well. Individual and group results show evidence that both natural
classes (new segment is of the same natural class as the blocker) and a hierarchy
(nasalized segment scale) play an important role for the categorization learners.

Favorable Yes

Language Min learning artificial

Stimulus #ãCVCV#, where both C ∈ {w,k,s}, oral or nasalized

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Binary forced‐choice judgment (which of two items obeys the artificial language’s plural
formation rule for the singular word you hear)

Keywords Acquisition, AI, analogy, boundary, computational, contiguity, deletion, diachronic,
epenthesis, frequency, fricatives, grammaticality, homophony, judgment, L2, learning,
lenition, lexicon, markedness, metathesis, morphology, nasal, nonce, perception, POS,
position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, replication, RT, segmentation,
similarity, stochastic, stops, synthesis, tone, typology, universal

138. Author Llanos, Alexander, Stilp and Kluender

Date 2015

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Introduce a new measure of spectral complexity, inspired in Shannon entropy, that
classifies natural American English classes according to the sonority hierarchy. The
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accuracy of spectral complexity in the estimation of sonority was compared with
intensity, the acoustic feature with the highest degree of correlation between natural
class and sonority. Spectral complexity is the average degree of uncertainty provided
by the energy of the spectrum.

Conclusion While spectral complexity sorts all sonority classes properly, intensity fails to sort nasals
vs. fricatives. Thus, spectral complexity is a better estimator of sonority than intensity
for American English, providing an information‐theoretic account for syllable
structure.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus All vowel and consonant phonemes in TIMIT database of 6,300 phonetically labeled
sentences

sC No

Method Audio recordings

Task or measure Accuracy rate/correlation between sonority rank and spectral complexity
vs. intensity

Keywords Acoustic, ASR, corpus, energy, errors, fricatives, judgment, liquids, loudness,
markedness, nasal, production, pronunciation, replication, sC, segmentation,
stochastic, stops, typology

139. Author Lopes, Dias and Mezzomo

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Compare and analyze the influence of the characteristics of complex onset segments in
correct productions among children with typical and atypical phonological
development.

Conclusion The linguistic variables related to obstruent and liquid clusters were significant to the
production of CCV clusters. The variable type of development was also relevant. This
evidence shows that the acquisition of complex onset can be driven by segments, and
that there is a difference between typical and atypical children.

Favorable Yes

Language (Brazilian) Portuguese

Stimulus .CCV

sC No

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming and spontaneous speech: correct pronunciation vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, contact, deletion, disorder, distance, duration, epenthesis, errors,
frequency, fricatives, gradient, learning, liquids, loudness, markedness, metathesis,
name, nasal, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair,
stochastic, strength, stress, treatment, voice, weight

140. Author Ludusan and Dupoux

Date 2016
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Type Conference proceedings

Purpose A method for syllable segmentation based on the SSP, derived from the posterior
probabilities of a broad phonetic class recognizer, trained with data coming from an
open‐source corpus of English stories. The segmentation is performed in two steps:
first, a speech recognizer decodes the input sequence into broad phonetic classes.
Second, we use the posterior probabilities given by the recognizer to derive two
functions: nucleus sonority and total sonority. We tested our approach on English,
Spanish and Catalan, and compared the results obtained to those given by energy‐
based acoustic models.

Conclusion The proposed method outperformed the energy‐based systems on all three languages.
While our model gives similar results for nuclei detection in the three languages,
English has worse results than the other two for boundary placement; this may be due
to the existence of complex syllables in English, which could make boundaries more
difficult to locate.

Favorable Yes

Language English, Spanish, Catalan

Stimulus All segments in the Boston University radio news corpus (English) and news sub‐part of
the Glissando corpus (Spanish and Catalan)

sC No

Method Audio recordings

Task or measure ASR accuracy rate in placement of syllable nuclei and boundaries

Keywords Acoustic, ASR, boundary, computational, corpus, duration, energy, errors, frequency,
judgment, learning, markedness, position, processing, production, prominence,
pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication, sC, segmentation, stochastic, stress,
typology

141. Author Maïonchi‐Pino

Date 2012

Type Chapter

Purpose To provide innovative arguments in speech perception in dyslexia, I designed a
preliminary syllable count task to pit the universal phonological knowledge on
grammatical restrictions in French dyslexic children. I tested the (mis)perception of
marked, grammatically ill‐formed unattested onset clusters in French dyslexic
compared to chronological age‐matched controls and reading level‐matched controls.

Conclusion Dyslexic children have intact universal sonority‐related sensitivity and efficient
language‐dependent abilities to underlie both the (mis)perception of phonotactically
illegal clusters and the phonological repair processes, respectively.

Favorable Yes

Language French

Stimulus #C(u)Cal#

sC No

Method Audio
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Task or measure Syllable count, identify (name) vowel

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, brain, coarticulation, disorder, distance, duration, dyslexia,
epenthesis, errors, F0, frequency, gradient, judgment, learning, lexicon, loudness,
markedness, memory, nonce, orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POA, processing,
prosody, reading, repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, RT, schwa, segmentation,
similarity, stochastic, universal, voice

142. Author Maïonchi‐Pino, de Cara, Écalle and Magnan

Date 2012a

Type Article

Purpose Investigate the influence of consonant sonority within syllable boundaries in the
segmentation strategies of French dyslexic children with the illusory conjunction
paradigm.

Conclusion Both normally reading and dyslexic children are sensitive to an optimal sonority‐based
organization within syllable boundaries (SCL). Orthographic and phonological
statistical properties do not account for this effect.

Favorable Yes

Language French

Stimulus #CVC.CVC# with syllables displayed in two different colored fonts

sC No

Method Visual

Task or measure Report color of target letters

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, contact, corpus, disorder, distance, duration, dyslexia,
errors, F0, frequency, judgment, learning, lexicon, loudness, markedness, memory,
modality, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, position, prime, processing,
prosody, reading, replication, reversal, RT, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, voice

143. Author Maïonchi‐Pino, de Cara, Écalle and Magnan

Date 2012b

Type Article

Purpose Examine whether French‐speaking children with dyslexia are sensitive to consonant
sonority and position within syllables during segmentation in silent reading.

Conclusion Although children with dyslexia generally exhibit phonological and acoustic–phonetic
impairments (voicing), they showed sensitivity to the optimal sonority profile and a
preference for preserved syllabification. We proposed a sonority‐modulated
explanation to account for phonological syllable‐based processing.

Favorable Yes

Language French

Stimulus #CVC.CVC#

sC No

Method Audiovisual
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Task or measure Identity discrimination (matching)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, coarticulation, contact, corpus, deletion, disorder,
distance, duration, dyslexia, errors, F0, frequency, judgment, learning, lexicon,
loudness, markedness, memory, modality, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau,
position, processing, prosody, rate, reading, reduction, replication, reversal, rhyme,
RT, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stress, treatment, typology, voice

144. Author Maïonchi‐Pino, de Cara, Écalle and Magnan

Date 2012c

Type Article

Purpose Query whether consonant sonority (sonorant vs. obstruent) and status (coda vs. onset)
within intervocalic clusters influence syllable‐based segmentation strategies. We used
a modified version of the illusory conjunction paradigm to test whether French
beginning, intermediate, and advanced readers were sensitive to an optimal sonorant
coda + obstruent onset sonority profile within the syllable boundaries as a cue for a
syllable‐based segmentation.

Conclusion Data showed that children used a syllable‐based segmentation that improved with
reading skill and age. All children have an early and long‐lasting sensitivity to the
sonority of phonemes within intervocalic clusters, while the syllable effect seems to be
developmentally constrained by reading skills followed by sonority and potentially by
bigram/trigram frequencies.

Favorable Yes

Language French

Stimulus #CVC.CVC# with syllables displayed in two different colored fonts

sC No

Method Visual

Task or measure Report color of target letters

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, contact, corpus, disorder, distance, duration, dyslexia,
errors, frequency, judgment, learning, lexicon, markedness, modality, nonce,
orthography, perception, plateau, position, processing, prosody, reading, replication,
reversal, RT, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, voice

145. Author Maïonchi‐Pino, de Cara, Écalle and Magnan

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Examine whether, when and how consonant sonority and position influence the
developmental course of syllable segmentation strategies in French first‐year
beginning readers through fifth‐year advanced readers.

Conclusion Children are able to detect the match or mismatch between target and test pseudowords
as long as the sonority organization within the syllable boundaries was optimal (SCL).
Both are used as acoustic–phonetic cues in visual word recognition and syllable
segmentation, although the response patterns are more reliable with a dual
audiovisual presentation.

Favorable Yes
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Language French

Stimulus #CVC.CVC#

sC No

Method Visual, audiovisual

Task or measure Identity discrimination (same or different)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, contact, corpus, deletion, disorder, distance, duration,
dyslexia, errors, frequency, gradient, judgment, learning, lexicon, loudness,
markedness, modality, nonce, orthography, OT, perception, plateau, position,
processing, production, prosody, rate, reading, replication, reversal, RT, segmentation,
similarity, stress, typology, universal

146. Author Maïonchi‐Pino, Taki, Magnan, Yokoyama, Écalle, Takahashi, Hashizume and
Kawashima

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Test whether sensitivity to sonority fluctuates over time and whether repair by an
epenthetic vowel depends on statistical properties in children who have benefited
from a substantial but not, as yet, extensive exposure to their linguistic environment.

Conclusion Results are consistent with the idea of universal phonological sonority‐related
markedness and show that French listeners misperceive unattested, ill‐formed C1C2
onset clusters as disyllabic. Also, sonority guides how unattested C1C2 clusters are
(mis)perceived.

Favorable Yes

Language French

Stimulus #C(u)Cal#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Syllable count, identify (name) vowel

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, ASR, boundary, coarticulation, contact, corpus, deletion, disorder,
distance, dyslexia, epenthesis, errors, frequency, gesture, gradient, judgment,
learning, lexicon, loudness, markedness, modality, nonce, orthography, OT,
perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody,
rate, reading, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, RT, schwa, segmentation,
typology, universal, voice

147. Author Maïonchi‐Pino, Taki, Yokoyama, Magnan, Takahashi, Hashizume, Écalle and
Kawashima

Date 2013

Type Article

Purpose Examine whether French dyslexic children are sensitive to universal sonority
constraints and whether children’s (mis)perception and phonological repair ensue
from an active phonological process that phonologically decodes and recodes the
C1C2 clusters.
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Conclusion Although dyslexic children are systematically slower, like both control groups, they are
influenced by sonority and hierarchically ranked constraints specific to French over
acoustic–phonetic cues or those unrelated to sonority.

Favorable Yes

Language French

Stimulus #C(u)Cal#, #aC(u)Cal#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Syllable count, identify (name) vowel

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, coarticulation, contact, contiguity, corpus, disorder,
distance, duration, dyslexia, epenthesis, errors, frequency, gesture, gradient,
judgment, learning, lexicon, loan, markedness, memory, modality, nonce,
orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, prosody, reading,
repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, RT, schwa, segmentation, similarity, stochastic,
stress, typology, universal, voice

148. Author Marchand, Adsett and Damper

Date 2009

Type Article

Purpose Evaluate the performance of two broad approaches to automatic syllabification: rule‐
based and data‐driven. Three data‐driven techniques are evaluated: a look‐up
procedure, an exemplar‐based generalization technique, and syllabification by
analogy (SbA).

Conclusion The data‐driven techniques outperform the rule‐based systems in word and juncture
accuracies by a very significant margin but require training data and are slower; best
results are consistently obtained with SbA. Also, syllabification in the pronunciation
domain is easier than in the spelling domain.

Favorable N/A

Language English

Stimulus All consonants, vowels, and their corresponding graphemes

sC No

Method Webster’s Pocket Dictionary and Wordsmyth English Dictionary‐Thesaurus

Task or measure Automatic syllabification: word and juncture accuracy rates compared with the lexicons
used

Keywords Acquisition, AI, analogy, ASR, boundary, computational, contiguity, corpus, errors,
frequency, grammaticality, homophony, judgment, learning, lexicon, loan,
markedness, memory, modality, morphology, orthography, OT, perception, POS,
position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, replication,
schwa, segmentation, stochastic, stress, synthesis, typology, universal, weight

149. Author Marecka and Dziubalska‐Kołaczyk

Date 2014

Type Article
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Purpose Test the model of phonotactics called NAD (Net Auditory Distance) with
acquisition data to see whether it makes better predictions than sonority‐based
models.

Conclusion Results point to a special status of s+stop clusters. The ambiguous nature of these
clusters (they are dispreferred in many phonological theories but relatively salient
acoustically) may render them more vulnerable to frequency effects. This shows that
in ambiguous cases language‐specific idiosyncrasies can override universal tendencies
in language acquisition.

Favorable No

Language Polish

Stimulus #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct vs. error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, boundary, computational, corpus, deaf, deletion,
diachronic, disorder, distance, errors, frequency, fricatives, learning, lexicon,
loudness, markedness, morphology, NAD, name, nasal, perception, plateau, POA,
POS, position, processing, production, pronunciation, reduction, repair, reversal, sC,
segmentation, stochastic, stops, typology, universal, voice

150. Author Martínez‐Paricio, Koreman, Husby, Abrahamsen and Bech

Date 2014

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Describe two platforms for L2 pronunciation teaching: L1‐L2map is a multi‐lingual
database allowing comparison of the phoneme inventory of a large number of
languages. The result from contrastive analysis in L1‐L2map is used in CALST, a
Norwegian computer‐assisted pronunciation training system, where pronunciation
exercises are selected depending on the native language of the user.

Conclusion Both tools are being expanded to include prosodic information: consonant clusters and
positional restrictions of segments. Future expansions will also incorporate
information and exercises on other prosodic properties such as stress, tone and
intonation.

Favorable N/A

Language Norwegian + 9 other languages

Stimulus .CCVCC.

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure Presents examples of production, perception, and spelling exercises to improve L2
proficiency

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, ASR, bilingual, boundary, boundary, CAPT, computational,
corpus, deletion, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, L2, learning,
lexicon, markedness, orthography, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing,
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production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reduction, repair, replication, reversal,
rhyme, sC, segmentation, similarity, stress, synthesis, teaching, tone, treatment,
typology

151. Author Másdóttir and Stokes

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose A developmental hierarchy of phonetic feature complexity has been proposed,
suggesting that later emerging sounds have greater articulatory complexity than those
learned earlier. The aim was to explore this hierarchy in a relatively unexplored
language, Icelandic.

Conclusion Consonant frequency was a strong predictor of at 2;4 months, but the effect was weaker
at 3;4 months. Acquisition of /c/, /ð ̨/ and /l/ occurred earlier relative to English,
Swedish, Dutch and German. A frequency‐bound practice effect on emerging
consonants is proposed to account for the acquisition of these three segments in
Icelandic.

Favorable N/A

Language Icelandic

Stimulus #CV, VCV

sC No

Method Visual (toy objects and colored drawings)

Task or measure Object naming and spontaneous speech: accuracy rates

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, corpus, deletion, diachronic, disorder, duration, errors,
frequency, fricatives, labial, learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness, modality,
morphology, name, nasal, orthography, perception, POA, POS, position, production,
pronunciation, prosody, repair, replication, stops, stress, treatment, typology,
universal, voice, weight

152. Author Mayora‐Ibarra and Curatelli

Date 2002

Type Chapter

Purpose Automated segmentation and labelling of speech may be performed using only time‐
domain information in an exact and accurate way. The method obtains syllable and
phoneme level segmentation in two stages. The first identifies sonority decrease
intervals for estimating transitions between syllables. The second refines the
placement of boundaries using a set of fuzzy‐rules that compared current time‐marks
with previously computed syllable‐transition values.

Conclusion Results show that the accuracy of the inter‐syllabic boundary placements improved
when using the fuzzy‐correction method.

Favorable Yes

Language Italian

Stimulus Italian language digit database

sC No
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Method Audio recordings of speech signal

Task or measure ASR accuracy rates in syllable and phoneme segmentation

Keywords Acoustic, AI, ASR, boundary, coarticulation, computational, contiguity, corpus,
duration, errors, F0, frequency, gradient, judgment, learning, loudness, position,
processing, pronunciation, prosody, rate, segmentation, stochastic, stress,
synthesis

153. Author McAllister and Carlson

Date 2016

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Probe the relationship between automatic phonotactic repair and speech production, by
asking whether the repair structure (a prothetic vowel) may be susceptible to
reduction in speech. Specifically, is the initial vowel in Spanish #esC words like
espalda “back,” which matches the default repair vowel, more prone to reduction
than other initial vowels, such as in aspirina “aspirin”?

Conclusion Outright vowel deletion was uncommon, but was more likely with initial /e/ than initial
/a/. Moreover, when the /s/ was realized with greater duration, shortening of /e/, but
not /a/, was observed. These findings provide evidence that reduction may be enabled
when the reduced material can be perceptually repaired, leading to the occurrence of
apparently illicit sequences in actual speech, e.g. espalda produced as [spalda].

Favorable N/A

Language Spanish

Stimulus #esCV, #asCV

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Read word aloud (in isolation): presence vs. absence, and duration of both initial vowel
and following /s/

Keywords Acoustic, airflow, boundary, contiguity, deletion, diachronic, distance, duration,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient, homophony, L2, labial,
lenition, lexicon, loan, markedness, perception, plateau, POA, POS, position,
processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, repair,
replication, reversal, sC, schwa, segmentation, stochastic, stops, stress, typology,
universal, voice

154. Author Mielke

Date 2012

Type Article

Purpose Describe the measured phonetic similarity between a set of sounds and compare this
with a coarse measure of phonological similarity based on the cross‐linguistic
patterning of these sounds (from P‐base’s 6,077 active classes).

Conclusion Results show a few different ways in which obstruents are phonetically and
phonologically distinct from other sounds. Also, the phonetic and phonological
distinctions are gradient in similar ways. There is thus a phonetic basis for the
phonological observations.
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Favorable Yes

Language 58 cross‐linguistically frequent consonants and vowels

Stimulus #VCV#

sC No

Method Audio, video, ultrasound, airflow, and electroglottography

Task or measure Principal component analysis of phonetic/phonological similarity (distance)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, air pressure, airflow, coarticulation, computational, contiguity,
corpus, diachronic, distance, duration, EGG, EMA, energy, EPG, fricatives, gesture,
gradient, labial, learning, liquids, markedness, movement, nasal, nonce, perception,
POA, production, pronunciation, prosody, salience, segmentation, similarity,
stochastic, stops, typology, ultrasound, universal, voice

155. Author Milne

Date 2015

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Investigate the recognition accuracy of several versions of forced alignment of the
variable pronunciations of word‐final consonant clusters in French. Easy to
implement strategies of model sophistication, speaker‐adaptive training, and
pronunciation dictionary creation were investigated in order to evaluate whether
forced aligners are as accurate as they appear to be, if the recognition accuracy of
forced alignment could be easily improved, and how these improvements can help to
better understand phonetic variation.

Conclusion Generally, speaker‐adapted training was a good solution as it tended to improve
performance of the forced aligner. Model sophistication can be a good strategy, but it
depends on the phenomenon. In general the most sophisticated acoustic models
performed significantly better. Restricting the dictionaries yielded significant
improvements at recognizing the consonant clusters that tended to show the least
amount of phonetic variation.

Favorable Unclear

Language French

Stimulus VCC#

sC No

Method AssNat Corpus

Task or measure Proportion of items in which automatic aligner agrees with manual transcriptions

Keywords Acoustic, ASR, boundary, coarticulation, computational, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
diachronic, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, judgment, learning, lenition,
lexicon, markedness, morphology, onomastics, perception, plateau, POA, position,
processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reduction, repair, rhyme,
salience, sC, schwa, segmentation, stochastic, weight

156. Author Miozzo and Buchwald

Date 2013

Type Article
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Purpose Test the locus of sonority in spoken language production, specifically whether sonority
affects the computation of abstract word form representations (phonology), the
encoding of context‐specific features (phonetics), or both.

Conclusion Clear effects of sonority on production accuracy are observed in both aphasic
individuals, indicating that sonority plays a role at both phonological and phonetic
levels of processing.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CCVC, #CVCC#

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture), oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Picture naming and repeat word: % correct vs. error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, aphasia, appendix, apraxia, boundary, brain, coarticulation,
contact, contiguity, deletion, diachronic, disorder, distance, duration, energy,
epenthesis, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gyrus, kinematic, lexicon, liquids,
loudness, ludling, markedness, memory, MRI, name, nasal, nonce, OT, perception,
plateau, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction,
repair, reversal, rhyme, sC, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, stress, stroke,
treatment, typology, universal, voice

157. Author Miyakoda

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Examine the different phonological behaviors among the four moraic phonemes.

Conclusion Results indicate that the task is facilitated when the phonological make‐up of a moraic
phoneme has an independent status, and that sonority does not play a significant role.
But the syllable and foot levels are crucial in accounting for the error patterns
observed.

Favorable No

Language Japanese

Stimulus #pV.kV.C.tV#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Reverse (repeat and permute targeted C): % correct vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, contiguity, deletion, disorder, duration, dyslexia, errors,
frequency, judgment, learning, loudness, ludling, markedness, metathesis, mora,
nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, repair, rhyme, salience, segmentation, stress,
transpose, treatment, typology, weight

158. Author Moeng

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings
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Purpose Quantitatively compare the distributional learnability of various types of phonemes
(stops, fricatives, glides, and vowels) as spoken by a single speaker of French. An
Expectation‐Maximization algorithm is used to estimate a purely distributional
learner, and two metrics are used to evaluate its performance: Classification Accuracy
and Psychophysical Distance Between Means.

Conclusion Results show that distributional information varies widely for different phonemes, and
since neither metric converges in their results, more research should be done to
determine which, if any, of these metrics best reflects the behavior of a human
learner. Other sources of information, such as top‐down sources, must be relied upon
more heavily when acquiring vowels than when acquiring stops, in order to correctly
predict the order of acquisition of phonemes that infants show.

Favorable Unclear

Language French

Stimulus Stops: /k g/; fricatives: /s ʃ/; glides: /j ɥ w/; vowels: /i y u/

sC No

Method Audio recordings of child‐directed speech from Yamaguchi corpus in CHILDES

Task or measure Acoustic measures of VOT for stops, CenterofGravity (CoG) for fricatives, F2‐F3 for
vowels and glides; performance of machine learner on classification accuracy and
psychophysical distance between means

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, AI, boundary, computational, corpus, distance, duration, errors,
frequency, fricatives, judgment, learning, lexicon, loudness, markedness, perception,
POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, replication, salience,
segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, synthesis, typology, voice, weight

159. Author Mooshammer, Goldstein, Nam, McClure, Saltzman and Tiede

Date 2012

Type Article

Purpose Compare the time to initiate words with varying syllable structures. In order to test the
hypothesis that different syllable structures require different amounts of time to
prepare their temporal controls, or plans, two delayed naming experiments were
carried out. In the first of these the initiation time was determined from acoustic
recordings. In order to rule out effects of segment‐specific articulatory to acoustic
interval differences, a second experiment was performed in which speech movements
of the tongue, the jaw and the lips were recorded by means of EMA.

Conclusion The results confirmed the hypothesis but also showed an interaction with the initial
segment (i.e., vowel‐initial words were initiated later than words beginning with
consonants, but this difference was much smaller for words starting with stops
compared to /l/ or /s/). Adding a coda did not affect the initiation time. EMA results
showed a significant syllable structure effect with VC words being initiated
significantly later than CV(C) words. Only minor effects of the initial segment were
found. These results can be partly explained by the amount of accumulated experience
a speaker has in coordinating the relevant gesture combinations and triggering them
appropriately in time.

Favorable Unclear

Language English
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Stimulus #C(C)VC#

sC No

Method Visual, EMA

Task or measure Delayed naming: RT to initiate articulation

Keywords Acoustic, appendix, boundary, c‐center, coarticulation, contiguity, corpus, distance,
duration, EMA, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient, kinematic, labial, lexicon,
liquids, loudness, markedness, modality, movement, name, nasal, nonce, p‐center,
perception, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate,
reduction, replication, reversal, RT, sC, schwa, segmentation, stochastic, stops,
typology, voice

160. Author Moreton

Date 2002

Type Article

Purpose Determine what sort of linguistic knowledge causes phonotactic perceptual bias. Unit
models attribute bias to the listener’s differing experience of each cluster (frequency),
while structure models use abstract phonological constraints.

Conclusion Results favor the structure model: listeners’ experience of [br dr gw] affects their
processing of [bw] by legitimizing it as an onset, implying that they are using a
featural representation. Unit models are disconfirmed.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #(V.)CCV#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Forced choice discrimination: log odds ratios

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, boundary, coarticulation, contact, contiguity, corpus,
distance, duration, epenthesis, errors, frequency, gradient, judgment, L2, labial,
learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, nonce, perception, POA, position,
prime, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, replication, RT, sC,
segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, stress, synthesis, typology, voice

161. Author Morley

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Analyze the claim that a universal ban on certain (“anti‐markedness”) grammars is necessary
in order to explain their nonoccurrence in the languages of the world, based on the
following assumptions: phonological typology shows a highly asymmetric distribution; such
a distribution cannot possibly arise naturally (without a UG‐based restriction of the learner’s
hypothesis space); universals cannot be emergent from the cycle of language change and
language acquisition. I call this the UG‐delimited H principle.

Conclusion Attempting to test this claim reveals a number of open issues in linguistic theory: (1)
there exist critical aspects of synchronic theory that are not specified explicitly enough
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to implement computationally. (2) There remain many aspects of linguistic
competence, language acquisition, sound change, and even typology that are still
unknown. It is not currently possible, therefore, to reach a definitive conclusion about
the necessity, or lack thereof, of an innate substantive grammar module.

Favorable Yes

Language Gujarati

Stimulus Vowels in 2 and 3 syllable words, grouped according to sonority class

sC No

Method Computational learning with 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations

Task or measure Estimated % of the anti‐markedness outcome for a proportion‐based evaluation learner,
under five different sampling rates, for four different threshold values

Keywords Acquisition, AI, boundary, computational, corpus, diachronic, duration, energy, errors,
frequency, gradient, grammaticality, judgment, learning, lexicon, loudness,
markedness, morphology, OT, perception, position, processing, prominence,
pronunciation, prosody, replication, rhyme, schwa, stochastic, stress, typology,
universal, weight

162. Author Munroe, Fought and Macaulay

Date 2009

Type Article

Purpose A previous generalization (that speakers in warm climates use more vowels and
languages in cold climates use more consonants) is too broad: sound classes vary
across climate zones in complex ways.

Conclusion Speakers in warm climate languages make relatively greater use of sonorant consonants
than obstruents.

Favorable Yes

Language PSF sample of 60 languages/societies + 33 others

Stimulus Sonority = relative acoustic phonetic power (audibility) averaged across segments per
word

sC No

Method Mean sample of 118 words per language

Task or measure distribution of sonority by climate (warm vs. cold)

Keywords Acoustic, anthropology, aphasia, climate, corpus, culture, diachronic, disorder, distance,
energy, frequency, fricatives, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, nasal, perception,
POA, POS, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication, salience,
sexual attitude, similarity, stochastic, stops, typology, universal, voice

163. Author Myers

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Test how markedness and lexical typicality interact, using data from a large corpus of
experimentally collected Mandarin native‐speaker judgments of nonlexical syllables.
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Conclusion Both markedness and lexical typicality improved acceptability, but the two factors also
interacted positively: the lexical typicality effect was stronger for less marked forms
than for more marked forms. The same interaction appears in a reanalysis of English
nonword judgment data.

Favorable Yes

Language Mandarin; English (Hayes & White, 2013 data)

Stimulus 3,274 nonlexical syllables: (C(G))V(C)+tone; #CCV, VCC#

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Binary naturalness judgment (like or unlike Mandarin or English)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, computational, corpus, distance, errors, frequency, gradient,
grammaticality, homophony, judgment, labial, LC, learning, lexicon, markedness,
modality, nonce, OCP, orthography, OT, perception, POA, processing, prosody,
reading, replication, rhyme, RT, sC, similarity, stochastic, typology, universal

164. Author Nakajima, Ueda, Fujimaru, Motomura and Ohsaka

Date 2012

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose In order to understand how sonority is perceived, we attempted to find an acoustic
dimension on which we could construct a psychophysical scale of sonority.

Conclusion The three categories (vowels, sonorant consonants and obstruents) were well
represented in the Cartesian space whose coordinates were the factor scores. Sonority
is a subjective dimension corresponding psychophysically to the acoustic power below
2,500 Hz; the acoustic power around 1,000 Hz seems especially important, creating
the impression of stressed syllables. The acoustic power above 4,000 Hz may work to
suppress sonority, making the impression of syllable boundaries clearer.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus 200 sentences read aloud (from ATR British English speech database)

sC No

Method Audio recordings

Task or measure Principal component analysis of power fluctuations in acoustic frequency range (three
factors)

Keywords Acoustic, ASR, computational, corpus, duration, energy, frequency, fricatives, liquids,
markedness, nasal, perception, processing, prosody, segmentation, stochastic, stops,
synthesis, voice

165. Author Nittrouer, Crowther and Miller

Date 1998

Type Article

Purpose Test perceptual weighting by children and adults of the acoustic properties specifying
complete closure of the vocal tract following a syllable‐initial [s].
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Conclusion Children integrate multiple acoustic properties as adults do, but they weight dynamic
properties of the signal more than adults and weight static properties less.

Favorable N/A

Language English

Stimulus Say vs. stay

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual (children); visual (adults)

Task or measure Identity discrimination (say and point to picture); production: acoustic burst duration
and F1‐F3 values

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, coarticulation, duration, energy, errors, F0, frequency,
fricatives, gesture, gradient, judgment, learning, lexicon, loudness, movement, name,
perception, plateau, POA, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate,
replication, reversal, sC, segmentation, stops, synthesis, voice, weight

166. Author Nobile

Date 2015

Type Chapter

Purpose Improve our understanding of shape‐sound symbolism by isolating the phonological
features of pseudo‐words and the graphic features of the figures matched with them. I
first analyze the classic maluma‐takete effect from both an articulatory and acoustic
point of view, showing that it is determined by several phonological features operating
simultaneously. Two new experiments are presented to isolate, first, vowels and
consonants and, second, the consonant features of [voicing], [manner of articulation],
[nasality] and [place of articulation] in relation to the graphic features of {acuity},
{continuity}, {curvature}, {regularity}, and {density}.

Conclusion The main result is that each phonological feature shows a different pattern of
correlations with the graphic features, determined by its subtle phono‐articulatory
and phono‐acoustic structure.

Favorable Yes

Language French

Stimulus #CVCV(CV)#, #CVCV(C)#

sC No

Method Visual (picture) and oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Binary forced‐choice preference (which word sounds like the figure you see)

Keywords Acoustic, analogy, anthropology, culture, euphony, fricatives, judgment, labial, liquids,
markedness, modality, name, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, POA,
processing, production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, replication, salience,
similarity, stops, typology, voice

167. Author Obrig, Mock, Stephan, Richter, Vignotto and Rossi

Date 2016

Type Article
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Purpose Investigate 6‐month‐old infants undergoing an associative training to establish a
pseudoword‐pseudoobject link. Comparison between pre‐ and post‐training responses
to trained and untrained items allowed investigating training effects. Additionally,
phonotactic status of consonant clusters allowed investigating influences of previous
language experience. EEG and fNIRS provided measures of electrophysiological and
hemodynamic responses.

Conclusion We find evidence for a robust effect of associative training on pseudoword processing
when presented in isolation, which transferred to untrained items. Previous linguistic
experience (sonority) showed a much weaker effect. Taken together the results
suggest that sensitivity to phonotactic contrasts is present at 6 months, but that
acceptance as lexical candidates is rapidly modulated when word forms following
non‐native phonotactics become potentially meaningful due to repeated exposure in a
semantic context.

Favorable Unclear

Language German

Stimulus #CCVC# in infant directed speech mode

sC No

Method Audiovisual (pictures matched with oral nonce words); EEG, fNIRS

Task or measure EEG latencies, ERP, NIRS changes in hemodynamic response

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, brain, contiguity, corpus, disorder, distance, duration,
EEG, energy, ERP, F0, frequency, fricatives, grammaticality, homophony, judgment,
learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, modality, name, nasal, NIRS, nonce,
perception, plateau, position, processing, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, rate,
replication, reversal, RT, salience, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, strength,
typology, universal, voice

168. Author Olejarczuk and Kapatsinski

Date 2016

Type Manuscript

Purpose Investigate the sensitivity of the English metrical parse to the granularity of medial onset
phonotactics. Two experiments feature pseudowords with medial clusters varying in
phonotactic legality, probability and sonority. The metrical parse is inferred from
stress assignment in production and perception.

Conclusion Stress is sensitive to relatively coarse‐grained onset phonotactics, despite
apparent lexical support for more gradient generalizations. Vocabulary
simulations reveal that this level of granularity arises from the relative
learnability of different generalizations, reconciling the experimental results
with the lexicon.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus #CVCVC(C)VC#

sC No

Method Visual, audiovisual
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Task or measure Read and pronounce (say aloud): stress location and production error type; binary
forced‐choice judgment (which of two words would be better as a new English noun)

Keywords Acoustic, analogy, boundary, coarticulation, contact, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
disorder, distance, duration, dyslexia, epenthesis, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives,
gradient, grammaticality, judgment, learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness,
metathesis, modality, mora, morphology, nasal, nonce, orthography, OT, perception,
plateau, POS, position, prime, processing, production, prominence, pronunciation,
prosody, reading, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, RT, salience,
segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, stress, synthesis, transpose, typology,
universal, voice, weight

169. Author Olender

Date 2013

Type Conference poster

Purpose Hypothesize the existence of a perceptual bond between two consonants forming an
onset cluster. The strength of the bond is inversely proportional to the ease of
breaking the bond by an anaptyctic vowel. The easier to break the bond, the stronger
the need for the two consonants to stand together, which is facilitated by prothesis.

Conclusion A vowel between /s/ and /t/ causes a more dramatic departure from the input than
between /k/ and /r/. The perceptual bond between the /s/ and the /t/ is broken more
easily; hence the cross‐linguistic tendency for leaving them together by prothesis. This
argues for /s/+stop onsets as clusters rather than adjunct–onset sequences.

Favorable No

Language Polish

Stimulus s(ɨ)ta, k(ɨ)ra

sC Yes

Method Audio

Task or measure Discriminate (forced‐choice identification)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, boundary, contiguity, duration, epenthesis, fricatives,
gradient, judgment, NAD, nonce, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing,
production, pronunciation, prosody, repair, reversal, sC, segmentation, stops,
strength, synthesis, typology

170. Author Onosson

Date 2016

Type Manuscript

Purpose Determine the acoustic and articulatory basis for the distinct allophonic realizations of
/aj/ and /aw/ in pre‐voiceless environments, and model their phonological behavior
with OT constraints.

Conclusion The pre‐voiceless allophone of /aj/ differs from its pre‐voiced counterpart primarily in
terms of articulatory duration rather than height, and to a significantly greater degree
than the durational difference found between analogous allophones of /aw/. A
prosodic model is presented which derives the observed difference in durational
patterning between the two diphthongs from their phonological representations, which
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crucially differ in moraic quantity. When these underlying moraic quantities occur with
tautosyllabic codas of varying sonority values, specific moraic structures are entailed,
including the possibility for mora‐sharing, leading to different durational patterns.

Favorable Yes

Language English (Canadian)

Stimulus #C(C)V(G)(C)C# where G = offglide portion of a diphthong

sC No

Method Visual

Task or measure Production: acoustic diphthong duration as a function of coda sonority

Keywords Acoustic, appendix, boundary, contiguity, distance, duration, errors, fricatives,
homophony, labial, liquids, markedness, mora, nasal, nonce, OT, perception, plateau,
POA, position, production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication,
rhyme, sC, segmentation, stops, stress, voice, weight

171. Author Orzechowska

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Provide an analysis of consonant clusters based on the assumption that phonotactic
preferences are encoded in phonological features of individual segments forming a
cluster. This encoding is expressed by a set of parameters established for the following
features: complexity, place of articulation, manner of articulation and voicing.
Statistical methods allow us to weigh the preferences and determine a ranking of
phonological features in cluster formation.

Conclusion On the basis of empirically observed tendencies of feature distribution and co‐
occurrence, novel phonotactic preferences for English word‐initial consonant clusters
are proposed. The features of manner of articulation and voicing, which conspire to
create sonority‐based clusters, play a greater role in English initial phonotactics than
the place features do.

Favorable No

Language English

Stimulus #CCV, #sC(C)V

sC Yes

Method Lists of clusters from 3 works on English phonotactics

Task or measure Relative ranking of clusters based on adherence to 19 featural parameters, using
Principal Component Analysis and Cluster Analysis

Keywords acquisition, appendix, boundary, contiguity, corpus, distance, epenthesis, frequency,
fricatives, labial, lexicon, liquids, loan, loudness, markedness, NAD, nasal, OCP,
onomastics, OT, plateau, POA, POS, position, pronunciation, prosody, repair,
replication, reversal, sC, similarity, stochastic, stops, typology, universal, voice, weight

172. Author Orzechowska and Wiese

Date 2011

Type Conference proceedings
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Purpose Constraints on word‐initial consonant clusters in German result in scales of phonotactic
preferability. A set of structural preferences for clusters can be established empirically
and expressed by individual scales.

Conclusion These scales generalize over size, place, manner and voicing, providing a more insightful
description of clusters than sonority does.

Favorable No

Language German

Stimulus #(C)CCV, #sC(C)V

sC Yes

Method Newspaper corpus

Task or measure Cluster type and token counts ranked by relative frequency

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, computational, contiguity, corpus, distance, errors, frequency,
fricatives, labial, lexicon, liquids, loan, loudness, markedness, movement, NAD, nasal,
onomastics, orthography, plateau, POA, position, pronunciation, prosody, reversal,
rhyme, sC, stochastic, stops, strength, typology, voice

173. Author Orzechowska and Wiese

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Discuss phonotactic constraints governing the formation of word‐initial consonant
clusters in German and Polish, and establish a general procedure for a rank‐ordering
of clusters. These 15 preferences are extensions of sonority based mainly on manner of
articulation features, and provide a more detailed description of clusters than one
based on sonority.

Conclusion For each cluster, values obtained for every parameter are summed up to calculate an
empirically justified rank ordering of the clusters in both languages, confirming the
fundamental differences between their word‐initial phonotactics.

Favorable No

Language German, Polish

Stimulus #(C)CCV, #sC(C)V

sC Yes

Method Leipziger Wortschatz‐Portal newspaper corpus for German; an exhaustive list of cluster
types for Polish

Task or measure Cluster type and token counts ranked by relative frequency

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, computational, contiguity, corpus, diachronic, distance, errors,
frequency, fricatives, labial, lexicon, liquids, loan, loudness, markedness, movement,
NAD, nasal, OCP, onomastics, orthography, OT, plateau, POA, POS, position,
production, pronunciation, prosody, replication, reversal, sC, similarity, stochastic,
stops, strength, typology, universal, voice

174. Author Parker

Date 2002

Type PhD dissertation
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Purpose Determine which of five phonetic parameters best correlates with typical phonological
sonority scales, either in a positive or negative direction.

Conclusion Intensity > pressure > F1 > airflow > duration

Favorable Yes

Language English, Spanish

Stimulus #CV(C).

sC No

Method Visual

Task or measure Read (say aloud): intensity, intraoral pressure, F1, oral+nasal airflow, and total
segmental duration

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, air pressure, airflow, appendix, boundary, contact, deletion,
distance, duration, energy, epenthesis, F0, frequency, fricatives, gradient, judgment,
labial, learning, lenition, liquids, loudness, markedness, nasal, OCP, OT, perception,
plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, repair, replication,
rhyme, sC, schwa, segmentation, stops, strength, stress, typology, universal, voice,
weight

175. Author Parker

Date 2008

Type Article

Purpose Test the hypothesis that sonority indices should be reflected in intensity values for all
language‐specific phonemes, as grouped into natural classes, controlling for prosodic
position.

Conclusion Obtained intensity values yield a mean Spearman’s correlation of .91 with sonority, so
sonority is best characterized as a linear regression equation.

Favorable Yes

Language English, Spanish, Cusco Quechua

Stimulus .CV(C).

sC No

Method Visual

Task or measure Read (say aloud): acoustic measurements of sound level protrusions (peak intensity of
vowels and lowest intensity of consonants)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, air pressure, airflow, boundary, contact, distance, duration,
energy, F0, frequency, fricatives, gradient, labial, liquids, loudness, markedness,
nasal, OT, perception, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody,
replication, rhyme, schwa, segmentation, stops, strength, stress, typology, universal,
voice, weight

176. Author Patha, Bayya and Gangashetty

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings
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Purpose Explore the problem of detecting syllable nuclei and boundaries utilizing sonority. A
method is proposed for extracting the sonority profile from the strength of the
dominant resonance frequencies in the specific band of 500 Hz to 1,700 Hz using the
zero time windowing method. The proposed algorithm is evaluated on news corpora
and the results are compared with the Fourier transform method and the energy‐
based method of extracting the sonority profile.

Conclusion The proposed method performed better than other methods, especially in the presence
of noise such as white, pink and babble. The method is also evaluated on the TIMIT
database and performs on par with existing methods of detecting syllable nuclei.

Favorable Yes

Language Telugu, Tamil, Hindi

Stimulus Syllable nucleus = peak in the sonority profile; syllable boundary = valley in the
sonority profile

sC No

Method SVL‐DD‐NEWS‐corpora

Task or measure ASR accuracy rate in detecting syllable nuclei and boundaries, compared with hand‐
leveled segmentation

Keywords Acoustic, ASR, boundary, computational, contact, corpus, distance, duration, energy,
errors, F0, frequency, gradient, judgment, learning, loudness, markedness, position,
processing, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, replication, salience, segmentation,
stochastic, strength, typology, voice, weight

177. Author Perruchet and Peereman

Date 2004

Type Article

Purpose Test judgments of word‐likeness as a function of the relationship between the phonemes
composing the rimes (VC).

Conclusion Judgments of children and adults are strongly dependent on the degree of association
(contingency) between the phonemes composing the rimes, and only moderately
sensitive to the raw co‐occurrence frequency. Surprisingly, the forward TP was a
poor predictor of performance, whereas the backward TP made a sizeable
contribution.

Favorable Unclear

Language French

Stimulus #CVC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Binary wordlikeness judgment (which of two nonce syllables sounds most wordlike in
French)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, ASR, boundary, brain, computational, contiguity, corpus,
distance, frequency, homophony, judgment, learning, lexicon, markedness, memory,
morphology, nonce, orthography, perception, POS, position, processing,
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pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication, rhyme, RT, segmentation, similarity,
stochastic, synthesis, teaching, typology, weight

178. Author Pertz and Bever

Date 1975

Type Article

Purpose Determine whether subjects can recognize which member of a pair of unfamiliar
consonant clusters is more likely to occur in some unknown language. Also, do
younger speakers’ intuitions differ from those of older ones?

Conclusion A non‐English portion of the universal initial cluster hierarchy is cognitively
represented in English‐speaking children and adolescents. Since the effect is stronger
in adolescents, it may be due to acquisition rather than to innate linguistic content.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CCVC#

sC No

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure Binary forced‐choice judgment (based on simplicity—“easier, more likely, or more
usual”—choose which of two words has the initial cluster used in more languages of
the world)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, contiguity, diachronic, distance, errors, frequency, fricatives,
grammaticality, judgment, learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness, modality, nasal,
nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication, reversal, stochastic, stops, typology,
universal, voice

179. Author Phoon, Maclagan and Abdullah

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Investigate consonant cluster acquisition in Chinese‐influenced Malaysian English
(ChME)‐speaking children.

Conclusion Final clusters were more accurate than initial clusters among the younger children.
Two‐element clusters consistently had higher accuracy in comparison to three‐
element clusters across the age groups. The overall cluster accuracy showed similar
patterns to those found for Standard English.

Favorable Unclear

Language Chinese‐influenced Malaysian English (ChME), which is used by Chinese speakers of
English in Malaysia who are also acquiring Mandarin and Malay at the same time
(N = 262 children)

Stimulus #CC(C)V, #sC(C)V, VCC#

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture), oral prompt by researcher
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Task or measure Picture naming and imitation (repeat): % of correct cluster productions, including
acceptable variants

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, corpus, culture, deletion,
disorder, distance, errors, frequency, fricatives, grammaticality, judgment, L2,
learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness, morphology, name, nasal, OT, plateau, POA,
POS, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, reversal, sC,
stops, teaching, treatment, typology, voice

180. Author Pitt

Date 1998

Type Article

Purpose Investigate the perception of consonant clusters that are phonotactically illegal word
initially in English to determine whether listeners’ phonological knowledge of the
language influences speech processing.

Conclusion The frequency of perceived vowel epenthesis was shown to be affected by knowledge of
English phonotactics, but syllabification processes had negligible effects on the
phonotactic context effect.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus #OLæ#, #mæOLæ# (synthesized, where O = obstruent and L = /l/ or /r/)

sC Yes

Method Audio

Task or measure 4‐way forced‐choice identification judgment of liquid (C2 = sure /l/, somewhat sure /l/,
sure /r/, or somewhat sure /r/); binary forced‐choice identification of liquid (C2 = /l/
or /r/); syllable count

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, coarticulation, contact, contiguity, deletion, distance,
duration, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient, homophony,
judgment, lexicon, liquids, liquids, loan, loudness, markedness, nasal, nonce,
perception, POA, position, prime, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody,
reduction, repair, replication, RT, sC, schwa, segmentation, stochastic, stops, stress,
synthesis, typology, voice

181. Author Pizzo

Date 2015

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose Advance the state of the art of research in constraint‐based phonotactics in two
ways: a software package called Speriment which allows experimenters to create
and run experiments over the internet without advanced programming
techniques, and experiments seeking to shed light on high‐level questions about
the properties of phonotactic models that can guide the development of
theoretical work.

Conclusion Results show that constraint violations do not accumulate linearly; rather, a violation in
the presence of another violation has a smaller effect on word acceptability than it
does in isolation. This suggests that phonotactic modeling should not be done in
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linear Harmonic Grammar, or other frameworks that predict linear accumulation of
violations, nor in Optimality Theory, where violations do not accumulate at all across
constraints. It offers preliminary support for the use of Maximum Entropy Grammar
in modeling phonotactics, and any other models that predict subadditive
accumulation of violations.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CCVC(C)#

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Binary forced‐choice grammaticality judgment (could this word be a word of English),
with and without one example of a “good” word and a “bad” word

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, computational, contiguity, corpus, distance, errors, frequency,
fricatives, gradient, grammaticality, judgment, learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness,
memory, modality, morphology, nasal, nonce, orthography, OT, perception, plateau,
POA, POS, position, processing, pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication, reversal,
rhyme, RT, sC, stochastic, stops, typology, universal, voice, weight

182. Author Prince

Date 2014

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Compare the production and representation of sC vs. ʁC sequences in French‐speaking
aphasics and normally developed children.

Conclusion Deletion is the most common strategy, especially deletion of the first member. Aphasics
prefer to substitute C2 in ʁC but not in sC, indicating that segmental structure is more
problematic than syllable structure for most aphasics. In contrast, syllable structure is
more problematic than segmental structure for most children.

Favorable Unclear

Language French

Stimulus sC and ʁC in initial, medial, and final positions

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture), oral

Task or measure Picture naming and repeat (say aloud): % correct vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, aphasia, appendix, boundary, brain, Broca, contact, contiguity, deletion,
disorder, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, GP, markedness,
metathesis, name, nasal, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody,
reduction, repair, reversal, sC, stops, transpose, treatment, typology, universal,
Wernicke

183. Author Prince and Chiu

Date 2016

Type Conference presentation

Purpose
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Test if sT clusters behave like LiquidT clusters (RT) in the production of normally
developing French children and French aphasics, and in the perception of English
and Greek speakers.

Conclusion sT involves more transformations than RT in both French groups. Overall sT is different
from RT and generates different strategies. sT must have a different phonological
representation than RT. The coda position is analyzed as an intervocalic onset.

Favorable Unclear

Language French, English

Stimulus sT and ʁC clusters in initial, medial, and final positions

sC Yes

Method Visual, oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Naming and repeat (say aloud)

Keywords Acquisition, aphasia, appendix, boundary, brain, Broca, contact, contiguity, deletion,
disorder, distance, errors, fricatives, GP, judgment, learning, lenition, liquids,
markedness, name, perception, plateau, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, reversal, sC, segmentation, similarity,
stops, typology, Wernicke

184. Author Rahimi, Vazirnezhad and Eslami

Date 2013

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Introduce P‐trac, a procedure to track dispersion of contrasts in different contexts in the
lexicon, and apply it to CVCC sequences in pre‐consonantal context in Persian.

Conclusion P‐trac is shown to be very effective in revealing the dispersion of contrasts in the lexicon
in different contexts. Results provide evidence in favor of a phonetic basis of
dispersion argued for by the Licensing by Cue hypothesis and the Dispersion Theory
of Contrast.

Favorable No

Language Persian

Stimulus .CVCC., .CVsC.

sC Yes

Method FLexicon, the Persian lexicon corpus

Task or measure Tabulation of frequency distribution of contrastive manner, place, and voicing
features

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, computational, contact, contiguity, corpus, diachronic, distance,
duration, frequency, fricatives, lexicon, liquids, loan, loudness, markedness, nasal,
perception, plateau, POA, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody,
reversal, rhyme, salience, sC, stochastic, stops, typology, voice

185. Author Rahimi, Eslami and Vazirnezhad

Date 2015

Type Manuscript
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Purpose Tabulate phonotactics of syllable contact in 4,202 Persian words. Since an unmarked
phonological structure has been shown to become more frequent diachronically, we
expect to see the same pattern for syllable contact pairs with a falling sonority slope.
The correlation of sonority categories of the two consonants in contact is measured
using Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI).

Conclusion The SCL is not a categorical constraint in Persian: all possible sonority slopes are
observed. At the lexical level, lower sonority slopes are more frequent. In other words,
the sonority classes do not impose any restrictions on each other and are not
correlated. Higher frequencies of syllable contact pairs with a falling sonority slope is
not an effect of the SCL but of constraints on the coda of the first syllable and the
onset of the second syllable.

Favorable No

Language Persian

Stimulus #CVC.CVC#

sC No

Method FLexicon, the Persian lexicon corpus

Task or measure Tabulation of heterosyllabic cluster frequencies (type and token) categorized by sonority
differential (slope and distance between the two consonants)

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, contact, contiguity, corpus, deletion, diachronic, distance,
epenthesis, frequency, fricatives, gradient, judgment, lexicon, liquids, loudness,
markedness, nasal, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, pronunciation, prosody,
repair, replication, reversal, salience, stochastic, stops, typology, universal, voice

186. Author Rallabandi, Pandey, Rallabandi, Godambe and Gangashetty

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Refine the scope of a text‐to‐speech synthesis approach in selectively applying vowel
epenthesis only in cases of sonority rise between adjacent consonants. When the
sonority does not rise (stop‐stop, liquid‐stop clusters), we increase the duration of the
consonant. We conduct a subjective evaluation to determine the identity of the
epenthetic vowel in Hindi. From the inferences of the listening test, we devise a class
based rule to implement epenthesis. We perform both subjective as well as objective
evaluations based on confidence measures from an ASR system. We conduct a phone
level ASR task on the intelligibility of the words synthesized using epenthesis as a
cluster‐repair strategy.

Conclusion The proposed backoff method helps in producing more natural‐sounding speech
compared to the conventional backoffs.

Favorable Yes

Language Hindi

Stimulus CC → CVC in initial, medial, and final positions

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Acceptability judgment (naturalness and intelligibility)
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Keywords Acoustic, ASR, boundary, coarticulation, contact, contiguity, corpus, distance, duration,
energy, epenthesis, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives, gradient, grammaticality,
judgment, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, nasal, nonce, perception, plateau,
position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair,
replication, reversal, sC, schwa, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, synthesis,
typology, voice, weight

187. Author Rauber

Date 2006

Type Chapter

Purpose Compare the influence of cluster length, sonority and environment on production of
English initial sC clusters by Argentine Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese speakers.

Conclusion Results indicate an interaction of markedness and native language transfer, the latter
mediating the type and degree of effect of sonority. A similar but weak effect of cluster
length was found for both L1 groups.

Favorable Yes

Language Portuguese or Spanish learning English

Stimulus #sC(C)V

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Read (pronounce) sentences: rates of prothesis and voicing assimilation

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, contiguity, deletion, distance, epenthesis, errors, fricatives, L2,
learning, liquids, markedness, nasal, plateau, POA, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, repair, replication, reversal, sC, similarity,
stops, strength, typology, voice

188. Author Redford

Date 2008

Type Article

Purpose Three experiments addressed the hypothesis that production factors constrain
phonotactic learning in adult English speakers, and that this constraint gives rise to a
markedness effect on learning. In Experiment 1, an acoustic measure was used to
assess consonant–consonant coarticulation in naturally produced nonwords, which
were then used as stimuli in a phonotactic learning experiment. Experiments 2 and 3
addressed the specific questions of whether (1) the acoustic correlates of
coarticulation or (2) the coarticulatory patterns of self‐productions constrained
learning.

Conclusion Results indicated that sonority‐rising sequences were more coarticulated than ‐plateauing
sequences, and that listeners learned novel‐rising onsets more readily than novel‐
plateauing onsets. In Experiment 2, stimuli acoustics were altered to control for
coarticulatory differences between sequence type, but a clear markedness effect was still
observed. In Experiment 3, listeners’ self‐productions were gathered and used to predict
their treatment of novel‐rising and ‐plateauing sequences. Results were that listeners’
coarticulatory patterns predicted their treatment of novel sequences. Overall, the
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findings suggest that the powerful effects of statistical learning are moderated by the
perception–production loop in language.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CCVCVt#, #CVCCVt#

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure Syllabification judgment (V.CCV vs. VC.CV vs. VCC.V), both with and without
participants repeating aloud the word they hear

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, coarticulation, contact, contiguity, diachronic,
distance, duration, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient,
judgment, kinematic, learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, ludling, markedness,
modality, movement, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, position, prime,
processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication, sC,
segmentation, stochastic, stops, stress, synthesis, typology, universal

189. Author Redford and Randall

Date 2005

Type Article

Purpose Listener syllabification judgments vary onwords with VCCV sequences, presenting a challenge
to phonological theory, which predicts invariant behavior. Judgment variability might be
better accounted for by positing that syllable production and perception are linked by a
variable signal. To determine whether phonological or phonetic factors better account for
judgments, speakers produced nonsense words, listeners syllabified them, and then stimuli
characteristics were used to predict syllabification.

Conclusion Results showed that, in spite of production variability, listener judgments were nearly
invariant on words with medial sequences that formed illegal onset clusters to the
second syllable and on words with first syllable stress, suggesting that these tokens
were syllabified according to categorical phonological knowledge. Other judgments
could not be similarly explained, but instead were best predicted by gradient phonetic
patterns cuing juncture. The results disconfirm the hypothesis that syllable
production and perception are directly linked via the signal. Instead, they suggest a
two‐step model of English syllabification in which listeners rely on juncture cues to
determine syllable boundaries only after phonological knowledge fails to indicate a
unique boundary location.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus VsCV, VCCV

sC Yes

Method Audio

Task or measure Write down word you hear and put a slash to divide into syllables (V/CCV vs. VC/CV),
compared with acoustic measures of spoken stimuli: V and C duration, V quality, and
which syllable is stressed
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Keywords Acoustic, analogy, boundary, contact, contiguity, distance, duration, fricatives,
homophony, judgment, liquids, loudness, markedness, nasal, nonce, perception,
plateau, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication,
reversal, sC, segmentation, similarity, stops, stress, synthesis, typology, universal, voice

190. Author Redford and van Donkelaar

Date 2008

Type Chapter

Purpose Test whether the Frame/Content Theory applies to production of syllables in adult
speech: jaw movement is independent of segmental articulation, and the jaw is
recruited to help solve the serial order problem for speech. In ontogeny and
phylogeny, speech‐like behavior first emerges when phonation is married to the cyclic
open‐close movement of the jaw, resulting in the proto‐syllable: a structured segment
grouping which becomes elaborated with time as motor control of the tongue, lips,
and velum becomes more sophisticated. Does the jaw cycle continue to define
syllables in adult speech, or is jaw movement subordinate to segment articulation?

Conclusion Results suggest that jaw movement is influenced by, but not tied to, segmental
articulation. Also, any functional correspondence between the jaw cycle and the
syllable is weak at best, and insufficient to explain adult syllable production. Instead,
it may be that syllabic motor routines are so highly practiced that their execution can
be achieved in the same integrated and holistic sense described for individual
segments and without consistent reference to the frame upon which they were
originally organized.

Favorable No

Language English

Stimulus #CaC#, #CCaC#, #CaCC# (C ∈ /r,l,t/); V.CCV vs. VC.CV

sC No

Method Visual, LED (light emitting diodes)

Task or measure Duration, displacement, and velocity of jaw movement; acoustic duration of segments

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, coarticulation, contact, contiguity, distance, duration,
energy, gesture, kinematic, labial, liquids, loudness, markedness, modality,
movement, nonce, POA, position, processing, production, prominence,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, sC, segmentation, stops, typology, universal, voice

191. Author Ren, Gao and Morgan

Date 2010

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Investigate Mandarin speakers’ knowledge of the SSP. And does this facilitate
continuous speech segmentation (i.e. how is the SSP, as part of linguistic knowledge,
put to use)?

Conclusion Mandarin speakers have knowledge of restrictions on the sonority contour of both
syllable onsets and codas, and use this knowledge in continuous speech segmentation
and processing.

Favorable Yes
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Language Mandarin, Mandarin learning artificial

Stimulus #C(ə)CV#; …CVCCVC…

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Identicality judgment (yes or no); binary forced‐choice segmentation (which CVC word
is from the artificial language)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, brain, contact, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency,
judgment, learning, lexicon, markedness, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception,
position, prime, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication,
schwa, segmentation, stochastic, synthesis, typology, universal

192. Author Riches

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Test omission rates of past tense /‐ed/ in children with SLI. Two phonological
characteristics were manipulated: the sonority profile of the stem‐final phoneme plus
affix, and the phonotactic probability of the word‐final phonemes.

Conclusion While the phonotactics of the stem + affix combination played a role in omissions
within the SLI group, the sonority profile of the final two phonemes (level versus
falling) was a stronger factor. Thus, /‐ed/ omissions in SLI may reflect a low‐level
speech or articulation difficulty which surfaces in uniquely challenging clusters.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus VCC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Repeat sentences: proportion of productions with and without inflection

Keywords Acquisition, airflow, boundary, contiguity, corpus, deletion, disorder, distance, errors,
frequency, fricatives, learning, lexicon, markedness, memory, morphology,
perception, plateau, POA, POS, position, processing, production, pronunciation,
prosody, reduction, repair, replication, rhyme, SLI, stops, treatment, typology, voice

193. Author Riley

Date 2011

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose Investigate whether sonority predicts production patterns in syllable onsets and explore
if principles of phonological complexity can be applied to training letter‐to‐sound
reading in people with acquired phonological dyslexia to improve generalization to
untrained words.

Conclusion Participants who received training in the complex condition demonstrated improved
ability to orally read pseudowords with the trained cluster onset as well as
generalization to pseudowords with the untrained, simple onset, but not vice versa.

Favorable Yes
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Language English

Stimulus #CCV, #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Read out loud or repeat word, with or without treatment: % correct vs. error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, aphasia, appendix, apraxia, bilingual, boundary, brain, Broca,
contiguity, corpus, deletion, disorder, distance, dyslexia, energy, epenthesis, errors,
frequency, fricatives, gyrus, judgment, labial, learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness,
markedness, memory, movement, MRI, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception,
plateau, POA, POS, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading,
reduction, replication, reversal, rhyme, salience, sC, segmentation, SLI, stochastic,
stops, stroke, treatment, typology, voice

194. Author Risdal, Aly, Chong, Keating and Zymet

Date 2016a; 2016b

Type Conference presentation; conference presentation

Purpose Explore an articulatory basis of sonority: whether effects of source‐filter interactions
distinguish among voiced consonants and vowels of varying degrees and types of vocal
tract constrictions. We rely on the contact quotient (the proportion of a complete
vibratory cycle for which vocal fold contact area is greater than a specified threshold)
from EGG signals and a Strength of glottal Excitation measure (the instant of
significant excitation of the vocal‐tract system during production of speech, therefore
representing the relative amplitude of impulse‐like excitation).

Conclusion Our null hypothesis is no difference in CQ or SoE across voiced consonantal segments
compared to vowels, with the exception of voiced fricatives; the glottis during voiced
fricatives is more spread due to increased airflow requirements, and a lower CQ is
expected. Results confirm this, but other consonant categories also vary in CQ in ways
suggestive of sonority, with constricted vowels having the highest CQ values.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus #aCa#, #wV#

sC No

Method Audio, EGG

Task or measure Correlation between Contact Quotient (CQH) and Strength of Excitation (SoE)

Keywords Acoustic, air pressure, airflow, duration, EGG, energy, energy, fricatives, gesture, labial,
loudness, markedness, nasal, nonce, POA, production, pronunciation, replication,
segmentation, stops, strength, typology, voice

195. Author Romani, Galluzzi, Bureca and Olson; Romani, Galluzzi, Goslin, Bureca and Olson

Date 2011; 2013

Type Article; conference proceedings

Purpose Present theoretical and empirical evidence that syllable structure is lexically
represented, by analyzing aphasic errors which not only respect phonotactic
constraints, but also avoid transformations which move the syllabic structure of the
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word further away from the original structure, even when equating for segmental
complexity. Consider the relative contribution of sonority, frequency and markedness.

Conclusion Results show that syllable structure is represented at a level prior to the one where the
errors are made. This level must be the lexicon since patterns of similar strengths were
found in the apraxic and in the phonological patients and across reading, repetition
and naming tasks, which share a common output but not a common input. Sonority
constraints rank lower than constraints on individual segments and syllable
templates. Sonority thus restricts the outputs of some patients, but not others.

Favorable Unclear

Language Italian

Stimulus .CCVC.

sC No

Method Visual (picture), oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Read and repeat (say aloud), picture naming: error type

Keywords Aphasia, apraxia, boundary, brain, computational, contact, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
disorder, distance, duration, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, GP, learning,
lexicon, liquids, markedness, memory, metathesis, modality, morphology, movement,
name, nasal, orthography, perception, plateau, POS, position, prime, processing,
production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, reduction, repair, replication,
reversal, RT, sC, stops, strength, stress, transpose, treatment, typology, weight

196. Author Rvachew and Brosseau‐Lapré

Date 2015

Type Chapter

Purpose Describe children’s productions of two‐element /ʁ/‐clusters (preschool aged
francophones receiving intervention for a speech delay), examining the impact of
speech therapy on phonological awareness and emergent literacy outcomes.

Conclusion Results indicate a developmental progression in the acquisition of /ʁ/‐clusters by
francophone children that mirrors findings reported for other languages, suggesting
that perceptual salience and articulatory factors underpin aspects of phonological
acquisition. The ambiguous status of the Québec French [ʁ], being uncertainly
classified as a fricative or an approximant, leads to a situation wherein children may
prosodify stops and fricatives in C1 position as an appendix.

Favorable Yes

Language French

Stimulus .CʁV(C).

sC No

Method Visual (picture), oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Picture naming (pre‐treatment) and delayed imitation (post‐treatment): % consonants
correct vs. error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, boundary, coarticulation, contact, contiguity, deletion,
disorder, distance, duration, errors, frequency, fricatives, labial, learning, liquids,
markedness, name, nasal, orthography, perception, POA, position, production,
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pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, repair, reversal, salience, sC, stops, stress,
treatment, typology, voice

197. Author Rvachew, Leroux and Brosseau‐Lapré

Date 2013

Type Article

Purpose Describe patterns of word initial consonant sequence errors as produced by francophone
children receiving treatment for a developmental phonological disorder.

Conclusion Similarities and differences compared to English‐speaking children were observed,
including a high degree of variability across words and participants. This highlights
the need to take into account language‐specific developmental norms for phonemes
and prosodic structures when planning phonology intervention.

Favorable Yes

Language French

Stimulus #CCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture), oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Repeat single words and picture naming: % consonants correct vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, apraxia, bilingual, boundary, deaf, deletion, disorder, distance,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, learning, liquids, loan, markedness, name,
nasal, perception, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody,
reduction, repair, replication, reversal, sC, stops, stress, treatment, typology, weight

198. Author Ryan

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose Present new evidence supporting onsets as factors in weight.

Conclusion Onset length is a significant attractor of stress both in the lexicon and in nonce probes.
Also, in flexible quantitative meters, poets preferentially align longer onsets with
heavier metrical positions. A theory of syllable weight is proposed in which the
domain of weight begins not with the rime but with the p‐center of the syllable, which
is perturbed by properties of the onset. This proposal motivates both the existence of
onset weight effects and the subordination of the onset to the rime with respect to
weight.

Favorable Unclear

Language English; Russian; Vedic Sanskrit; Finnish

Stimulus #V, #CV, #CCV, #sCV

sC Yes

Method Morphologically simplex disyllables in CELEX and Buckeye corpora (for English); audio
and audiovisual; Rig‐Veda text; Kalevala epic text

Task or measure Correlations between onset size (1, 2, or 3 consonants), stress location (which syllable),
and rime type within various subsets of the English lexicon; transcribe word heard
and indicate which syllable sounds more stressed (“emphasized”); mean heaviness
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propensities of syllables with CC as opposed to C onsets, grouped by metrical type and
rime type; heaviness propensities of DV vs. TV, where D = voiced stop and
T = voiceless stop

Keywords Acoustic, analogy, ASR, boundary, c‐center, corpus, diachronic, duration, F0, frequency,
fricatives, gradient, judgment, lexicon, loudness, markedness, modality, mora,
morphology, nasal, nonce, orthography, OT, p‐center, perception, POS, position,
processing, production, prominence, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading,
replication, rhyme, salience, sC, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, strength,
stress, synthesis, tone, typology, universal, voice, weight

199. Author Salem

Date 2014

Type MA thesis

Purpose Investigate the production of English #sC clusters in the speech of Levant Arabic
speakers, focusing on modification strategies. The production of these words was
compared with that of Canadian English speakers.

Conclusion Unlike previous studies showing that Arabic ESL speakers tend to insert a vowel in
consonant clusters, this study showed that the targeted clusters were articulated
without vowel epenthesis. Instead, LA speakers produce these clusters with a shorter
duration of the /s/ and lengthening of the following C.

Favorable Unclear

Language Levant Arabic, Canadian English

Stimulus #sC(C)V

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Acoustic duration of /s/ and C; read word (say aloud): presence vs. absence of epenthetic
V, and its location (#VsC or #sVC)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, anthropology, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contact, contiguity,
culture, deletion, distance, duration, epenthesis, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives, L2,
labial, learning, liquids, loudness, markedness, nasal, perception, plateau, POA,
position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, repair, replication, reversal, sC,
schwa, segmentation, similarity, stops, teaching, typology, universal, voice, weight

200. Author Santos

Date

Type MA thesis

Purpose Investigate the production of word‐initial /s/‐clusters by Brazilian future EFL teachers
to verify whether they could produce them in a target‐like fashion. The objective was
also to check whether type of cluster and preceding phonological context played a role
in the participants’ production.

Conclusion Results showed that the Sentence‐Reading Test had higher rates of prothetic vowel
occurrences than the Image‐Description Test; the participants seemed to have more
difficulty with three‐member clusters and when the preceding context was a vowel.
Formant analysis showed that the nature of the prothetic vowel was similar to English
and BP /i/ in terms of height, but with the tongue more retracted, similar to English /ɪ/.
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Favorable Yes

Language Brazilian Portuguese learning English

Stimulus #sC(C)V

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Read sentence and describe image (name picture), contrasted for preceding context (V
vs. C vs. silence): rate of vowel prothesis

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
distance, duration, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, L2, labial, learning,
lexicon, liquids, markedness, modality, name, nasal, orthography, perception,
plateau, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading,
reduction, repair, replication, reversal, sC, schwa, segmentation, similarity, stops,
teaching, treatment, typology, voice

201. Author Saul, Rahim and Allen

Date 2001

Type Article

Purpose Investigate a statistical model for integrating narrowband cues in speech and apply the
model to detecting the feature [± sonorant]. The model is represented by a multilayer
probabilistic network whose binary hidden variables indicate sonorant cues from
different parts of the frequency spectrum. We derive the Expectation‐Maximization
algorithm for estimating the model’s parameters and evaluate its performance on
clean vs. corrupted speech.

Conclusion Results support the idea that emulating the multiband processing of the auditory system
can improve the robustness of ASR, giving rise to an important tradeoff involving
bandwidth. Our model has the advantage that its computations are relatively cheap;
thus, at least for [± sonorant] it may provide a reasonable degree of robustness at less
computational cost. The disadvantage is that it does not exploit the potential of top–
down reasoning.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus Not focused on sonority per se, but rather on [± sonorant]

sC No

Method TIMIT speech corpus (audio recordings)

Task or measure ASR test: frame error rates for detecting sonorants vs. obstruents

Keywords Acoustic, AI, ASR, boundary, cochlea, computational, corpus, duration, energy, errors,
F0, frequency, gradient, judgment, learning, loudness, markedness, nasal, perception,
position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, schwa, segmentation,
stochastic, stress, synthesis, voice, weight

202. Author Schwartz and Goad

Date 2016

Type Article
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Purpose Propose that L2 learners can use indirect positive evidence (IPE) to acquire a
phonological grammar that is a subset of their L1 grammar. IPE is evidence from
errors in the learner’s L1 made by native speakers of the learner’s L2. The utility of
IPE is tested by providing native speakers of English with indirect evidence of the
phonotactic constraints holding of word‐initial clusters in Brazilian Portuguese (BP),
which are a subset of those in English.

Conclusion Results indicate that approximately one‐third were able to use the IPE to make
appropriate BP‐like judgments. This suggests that IPE may be another source of
evidence that learners can use to build a grammar that is a subset of their own L1
grammar.

Favorable Yes

Language Canadian English

Stimulus #sCV; #C(C)V

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Read (say aloud) a nonce word with the same accent heard in an audio dialogue (#sCV
→ #isCV): rate of repair

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, culture, deletion, distance,
duration, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gradient, homophony, judgment,
L2, learning, lenition, liquids, loan, markedness, metathesis, modality, nasal, nonce,
OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading,
reduction, repair, replication, reversal, RT, sC, schwa, similarity, stops, typology,
universal, voice

203. Author Segawa

Date 2013

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose Test the validity of various neural representations of motor sequencing during speech
production, incorporating theories from learning, evolutionary linguistics and
phonology. Three studies use behavioral and neuroimaging methodologies to
understand representations of speech used in the brain.

Conclusion Novel sequences were performed as quickly and accurately as learned sequences if they
contained no novel consonant clusters, regardless of other phonemic content,
implicating consonant clusters as important speech motor representations which
can be learned with practice and are consolidated into a single articulatory
program.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus #(C)(C)V(C)(C)#

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual; fMRI repetition suppression

Task or measure Repeat (pronounce) word aloud, before and after practice: error rate, RT, and total
utterance duration (ms)
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Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, brain, coarticulation, computational, contact,
contiguity, corpus, deletion, diachronic, disorder, distance, duration, EEG, energy,
epenthesis, EPG, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient, gyrus, kinematic,
learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, ludling, markedness, memory, modality,
movement, MRI, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, POA, position,
processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, replication, reversal,
rhyme, RT, sC, schwa, segmentation, stops, stress, stroke, synthesis, TMS

204. Author Segawa, Tourville, Beal and Guenther

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Study the behavioral and neural correlates of learning new speech motor sequences.
Also explore whether individual differences in speech motor sequence learning
success are correlated with measures of brain structure and function.

Conclusion Speech motor sequence learning relies not only on brain areas involved generally in
motor sequencing learning but also those associated with feedback‐based speech
motor learning. Learning success is also modulated by the integrity of structural
connectivity between these motor and sensory brain regions. We posit that the
consolidation of individual phoneme motor programs into larger “chunks” is
more complete for the learned legal syllables than the learned illegal syllables
because of more experience producing the phoneme combinations in the legal
syllables.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus #CCVCC#

sC No

Method Audiovisual; fMRI

Task or measure Repeat (pronounce) word aloud, before and after practice: error rate, RT, and total
utterance duration (ms)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, brain, coarticulation, contiguity, deletion, distance,
duration, energy, epenthesis, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient, gyrus,
kinematic, learning, liquids, loudness, markedness, memory, movement, MRI, nasal,
nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication, reversal, RT, sC, schwa, segmentation,
stops, synthesis

205. Author Shaw and Gafos

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Develop a modelling paradigm linking phonological structure, expressed in terms of
syllables, to speech movement data acquired with 3D EMA and X‐ray microbeam
methods. The essential variable in the models is syllable structure. When mapped to
discrete coordination topologies, syllabic organization imposes systematic patterns of
variability on the temporal dynamics of speech articulation. We simulated these
dynamics under different syllabic parses and evaluated simulations against
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experimental data from Arabic and English, two languages claimed to parse similar
strings of segments into different syllabic structures.

Conclusion Model simulations replicated several key experimental results, including the fallibility of
past phonetic heuristics for syllable structure, and exposed the range of conditions
under which such heuristics remain valid. More importantly, the modelling approach
consistently diagnosed syllable structure, proving resilient to multiple sources of
variability in experimental data, including measurement variability, speaker
variability, and contextual variability.

Favorable Yes

Language Moroccan Arabic, English

Stimulus #C(C)(C)V, #sCV, VC(C)V

sC Yes

Method EMA, audio, and Wisconsin X‐ray microbeam speech production database

Task or measure Hit rates were obtained by evaluating experimental data against data simulated from
pairs of model parameter values—one for the essential variable (coordination
topology: simplex vs. complex) and one for the non‐essential variable (anchor
variability)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, air pressure, airflow, appendix, apraxia, boundary, c‐center,
coarticulation, computational, contact, contiguity, corpus, deletion, disorder, distance,
duration, dyslexia, EMA, errors, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient, judgment,
kinematic, labial, lexicon, liquids, markedness, morphology, movement, nasal,
perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, production, prominence,
pronunciation, prosody, rate, reading, replication, reversal, rhyme, sC, schwa,
segmentation, stochastic, stops, stress, treatment, typology, voice, weight

206. Author Shaw, Gafos, Hoole and Zeroual

Date 2011

Type Article

Purpose Present articulatory data bearing on the phonetic expression of syllable structure, using
prosodic variability to study how phonetic indices for syllable structure change as
various parameters are scaled. To assess whether this invariance on the phonological
side (all initial clusters, independent of their sonority profile, conform to syllables
with simplex onsets) finds a corresponding invariance in terms of temporal
organization in our phonetic recordings.

Conclusion Finds clear evidence for the claim that this language disallows complex syllable onsets.
The dynamic invariance view (the persistence of reciprocal relations between
phonetic parameters across variation in those parameters) enables one to reliably
diagnose phonological organization from variable phonetic data.

Favorable No

Language Moroccan Arabic

Stimulus #C(C(C))V, #(C)sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual; EMA
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Task or measure Read (pronounce) words; durational alignment and velocity of EMA sensors

Keywords Acoustic, appendix, boundary, c‐center, coarticulation, computational, contiguity,
distance, duration, EMA, energy, epenthesis, fricatives, gesture, gradient, judgment,
kinematic, liquids, markedness, movement, nasal, perception, plateau, POA, position,
production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication, reversal, sC, stochastic, stops,
strength, stress, typology, weight

207. Author Sherwin

Date 1999

Type Article

Purpose Examine the pronunciation of English initial biconsonantal clusters that violate the SSP
by L2 students whose L1 does not permit initial clusters.

Conclusion Found virtually no difference in the overall error rates for the speakers of the 4
languages, but a contrast in error types between sC and non sC clusters: sC was
broken up by epenthesis significantly more frequently. This supports an extrasyllabic
analysis of apparent SSP violations.

Favorable Yes

Language Mandarin, Vietnamese, Amharic, and Arabic, all learning English

Stimulus #CCV(V)C#, #sCV(V)C#

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Pronounce (say word) aloud: correct pronunciation vs. error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, airflow, appendix, boundary, contiguity, deletion, distance,
epenthesis, errors, fricatives, L2, liquids, loudness, markedness, metathesis, nasal,
plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction,
repair, reversal, salience, sC, stochastic, stops, typology, universal, voice

208. Author Shih

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Phonological ganging is a type of cumulativity where one strong constraint C1 can be
overtaken by two weaker constraints C2 and C3 together, but not by C2 or C3
independently. This paper argues that the mechanisms of constraint conjunction and
additive constraint cumulativity are not mutually exclusive. In fact, to fully capture
phonological ganging effects in natural language, cumulativity from additive
constraint weights and cumulativity from constraint conjunction coexist in the
weighted constraint world, in super‐cumulativity.

Conclusion A process from Dioula d’Odienné demonstrates a case of super‐cumulativity in
lexical data, where tone harmony is parasitic on the beyond‐additive cumulative
similarity of host segments. Weighted constraint conjunction, implemented as an
interaction term in Maximum Entropy Harmonic Grammar, captures
supercumulativity. Constraint conjunction is shown to improve the explanatory
power of the grammar, even when controlling for the added complexity of
conjunction.
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Favorable Yes

Language Dioula d’Odienné

Stimulus #C(C)VCV#

sC No

Method Lexicon of 1,194 nouns

Task or measure Proportion of tokens matching the generalization that the sonority of the final
intervocalic consonant correlates with a tendency to permit a final high tone to trigger
regressive harmony across it

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, computational, contiguity, corpus, frequency, fricatives, LC,
learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness, morphology, nasal, OT, POA, POS, position,
pronunciation, prosody, replication, rhyme, similarity, stochastic, stops, tone,
universal, weight

209. Author Shultz and Bale

Date 2006

Type Article

Purpose Test whether human cognition is better explained by symbolic rules or by subsymbolic
connections, with new simulations exploring the role of sonority contours in
identifying syllables in continuous speech.

Conclusion Trained networks learned to find syllable boundaries in streams of speech based on
sonority contours. Numerical contours used to discriminate syntactic patterns are not
raw sonority values but rather sonority sums (or equivalently sonority differences).
Thus, learning sound contours can help in learning grammars.

Favorable Yes

Language Artificial language (learning simulation)

Stimulus Strings of potential (C)V(C) syllables

sC No

Method 100 training patterns and 100 test patterns submitted to 20 networks

Task or measure Proportion of strings syllabified correctly

Keywords Acquisition, AI, boundary, brain, computational, corpus, distance, errors, frequency,
fricatives, gradient, judgment, learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness, memory, nasal,
nonce, perception, plateau, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody,
replication, rhyme, segmentation, stochastic, stops, synthesis, typology, universal,
weight

210. Author Siemens

Date 2016

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose The weight distinctions employed by this language shed light on our understanding of
sonority and are interesting because, while resonants increase a syllable’s sonority and
weight, glottalization of a coda consonant reduces a syllable’s sonority and weight.

Conclusion Glottalization reduces the duration and pitch of resonant coda consonants, and these
parameters correlate with syllable weight in this language.
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Favorable Yes

Language Guc̓a (Kʷak ̓ʷala)

Stimulus V(C)(C)(C). (syllable rimes)

sC Yes

Method Audio recordings

Task or measure Acoustic correlates of rime weight: duration, intensity, and F0 in stressed and unstressed
syllables

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, anthropology, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, corpus,
culture, deletion, diachronic, duration, epenthesis, F0, fricatives, gesture, lenition,
lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, mora, morphology, nasal, perception, POA,
POS, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, replication, rhyme,
salience, sC, schwa, segmentation, stops, stress, typology, universal, voice, weight

211. Author Singh, Laitonjam and Singh

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Propose several data‐driven methods for automatic syllabification of words written in
the Manipuri language. We propose a language‐independent rule‐based approach
using entropy based phonotactic segmentation. Then we project syllabification as a
sequence labeling problem and investigate its effect using various sequence labeling
approaches. Finally, we combine the effect of sequence labeling and rule‐based
methods and investigate the performance of this hybrid approach.

Conclusion The proposed method outperforms the baseline rule‐based method. Entropy‐based
phonotactic segmentation yields a word accuracy of 96%, CRF (a sequence labeling
approach) yields 97%, and the hybrid approach yields 98% word accuracy.

Favorable Yes

Language Manipuri, Assamese

Stimulus Maximal syllable template for Manipuri = CCVCCC

sC No

Method Manually segmented and syllabified newspaper texts (Manipuri), publicly available
dataset (Assamese)

Task or measure Performance (word accuracy rate) of various methods of automatic syllabification

Keywords Acquisition, ASR, boundary, computational, contact, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
diachronic, errors, frequency, judgment, L2, learning, lexicon, loan, orthography,
position, processing, pronunciation, prosody, replication, schwa, segmentation,
stochastic, typology

212. Author Singh and Muysken

Date 1995

Type Article

Purpose Account for factors motivating paragogic vowels in BD adaptations.

Conclusion Sonority does not play a significant rule for final clusters: falling sonority always
corresponds with vowel addition, whereas some but not all rising sonority clusters are
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preserved intact. Final single consonants except /m n/ almost always trigger vowel
epenthesis.

Favorable No

Language Berbice Dutch Creole

Stimulus VC(C)#

sC No

Method Kouwenberg wordlist

Task or measure Rate of paragoge (final vowel addition) comparing Dutch source words and adapted BD
words, as a function of sonority of final consonants and clusters

Keywords Acquisition, anthropology, bilingual, boundary, contact, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
diachronic, distance, duration, epenthesis, frequency, fricatives, L2, lexicon, liquids,
loan, markedness, morphology, nasal, plateau, POA, position, production,
pronunciation, prosody, repair, reversal, rhyme, schwa, similarity, stops, strength,
stress, tone, typology, universal, voice

213. Author Smith and Pitt

Date 1999

Type Article

Purpose Words appear to be stored in memory in syllabic units that adhere to the phonology and
morphology of the language; three experiments investigate the formation of the
syllabic representation of words using the structural induction phoneme monitoring
paradigm, in which stimulus lists are disproportionately weighted with words of one
syllabic structure.

Conclusion Results suggest that phonotactic legality overrides the maximum onset principle; that
phonology, not morphology, guides syllabification; that the null effects of morphology
are likely due to the stage of processing being tapped by the induction paradigm; and
that the formation of syllabic structure is guided by phonology prior to morphology.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CVCCVC(C)#

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure Go or no‐go (is the letter/sound contained in the word, or not), synonym judgment (is
the word you see a synonym of the one you just heard), grammaticality (is the word
you see a real word of English, or not): proportion of errors and RTs

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, contact, contiguity, distance, duration, errors,
fricatives, gradient, grammaticality, homophony, judgment, liquids, ludling,
markedness, memory, modality, morphology, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception,
plateau, POS, position, prime, processing, prosody, reading, reduction, replication,
reversal, rhyme, RT, sC, similarity, stops, stress, synthesis, transpose, typology, weight

214. Author Sohail and Johnson

Date 2016
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Type Article

Purpose Many artificial speech streams designed to study word segmentation lack a salient cue
found in all natural languages: utterance boundaries. In this study, participants
listened to a speech stream containing one of three sets of word boundary cues:
transitional probabilities between syllables (TP condition), silences marking utterance
boundaries (UB condition), or a combination of both cues (TP+UB condition).
Recognition of the trained words and rule words (words not in the language, but
conforming to its phonotactic structure) was tested.

Conclusion Participants performed equally well in the TP+UB and UB conditions, scoring above
chance on both trained and rule words. Performance in the TP condition, however,
was at chance. This suggests that attention to UBs is a particularly effective strategy
for finding words in speech, possibly providing a language general solution to the
word segmentation problem.

Favorable Yes

Language English, artificial

Stimulus Synthesized nonce #CVCV# words

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Binary forced‐choice (which of two words occurred in the artificial language you just
heard)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, analogy, boundary, corpus, duration, errors, frequency, fricatives,
gradient, grammaticality, homophony, judgment, learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness,
markedness, nasal, nonce, perception, position, prime, processing, pronunciation,
prosody, replication, RT, salience, similarity, stochastic, stops, stress, synthesis,
transpose, typology, universal

215. Author Sok and Adams

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Explore phonological regularities in the Khmer language which can be used to convert
words written in Khmer script into both phonemic and close phonetic transcriptions.
They involve series assimilation (related to sonority), vowel modification, and sound
change rules which govern how a word should be pronounced.

Conclusion Based on these rules, a Thrax grammar was written to produce word transcriptions
which closely approximate actual speech.

Favorable Yes

Language Khmer

Stimulus All C and V phonemes, and their corresponding graphemes

sC Yes

Method Khmer monolingual dictionary and Headley’s Cambodian‐English Dictionary

Task or measure Accuracy rate (%) in automatically converting orthographic words into phonological
transcriptions with syllable breaks, as more phonological rules are added to the
algorithm
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Keywords AI, boundary, computational, contact, contiguity, corpus, distance, errors, frequency,
fricatives, judgment, lexicon, liquids, loan, modality, morphology, nasal,
orthography, plateau, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody,
rate, reading, reduction, replication, reversal, rhyme, sC, schwa, segmentation, stops,
strength, voice

216. Author Sperbeck and Strange

Date 2010

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose L2 learners of English whose native languages have relatively simple syllable structure
have a strong tendency to modify complex onsets in production. Past studies have
shown that such modification is often correlated with sonority‐based markedness. A
question of interest here is whether such markedness would be applicable to the
perception of complex onsets by Japanese‐speaking learners of English. The current
study tested Japanese L2 learners and American English controls in a categorical ABX
discrimination test of 8 contrasts between nonsense words with consonant cluster
onsets CC(C)VCV vs. CVC(C)VCV sequences.

Conclusion Results showed that overall accuracy by Japanese listeners was significantly poorer
than for the Americans. Certain clusters were harder for Japanese listeners.
However, in general, relative difficulty was not accurately predicted by sonority‐
based markedness. Alternative hypotheses for relative perceptual difficulties include
the acoustic characteristics of the stimulus materials and effects of native
phonological structures.

Favorable No

Language Japanese learning English

Stimulus #C(ə)C(C)áni#, #s(ə)C(C)áni#

sC Yes

Method Audio

Task or measure Categorical ABX discrimination (is the third target word the same as the first or the
second one)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, distance, duration,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gradient, judgment, L2, liquids, loudness,
markedness, nasal, nonce, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, sC, schwa,
segmentation, stops, stress, typology, universal, voice

217. Author Spoor

Date 2016

Type MS thesis

Purpose Apply the principles of nonlinear and constraint‐based phonological theories to
assessment data from a French‐Canadian child with PPD, before and after
phonological intervention. The analyses provide an overview of the child’s phonology
at both time points, highlighting areas of strength and need, and were the basis for the
discussion of the mismatch patterns observed. The results were compared with what
is known about phonological intervention and the emerging normative data about the
acquisition of Canadian French.
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Conclusion While the data reflect many of the trends described in the literature (e.g. order of
singleton consonant and consonant cluster acquisition, rates of deletions in codas),
there were some notable discrepancies (e.g. Percent Consonants Correct, rates of
mismatch types). He also showed more segmental than syllable structure mismatches,
which is opposite to the overall patterns reported in the Canadian French literature.

Favorable Unclear

Language Canadian French

Stimulus MacArthur‐Bates Child Development Index in French (111 test items eliciting all C and
V phonemes plus clusters in various positions)

sC Yes

Method Visual (pictures and images)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct productions vs. error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contact, contiguity, deaf, deletion,
disorder, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, learning, lexicon, liquids,
markedness, metathesis, modality, name, nasal, OT, perception, plateau, POA,
position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, repair, replication,
reversal, sC, segmentation, stops, stress, treatment, typology, voice

218. Author Stemberger and Chávez‐Peón

Date 2015

Type Chapter

Purpose Given the typologically unusual nature of complex onsets in Zapotec, including an
interesting characteristic in terms of clusters created by inflectional morphology, we
examine language‐specific developmental patterns in L1 acquisition.

Conclusion Acquisition of rising sonority clusters resembles that of European languages in two
ways: when reduced to a single consonant, they are far more likely to be reduced to
C1; they are more likely to be produced as clusters than clusters with sonority plateaus
or reversals. Clusters with sonority plateaus and reversals show significantly lower
rates of production as clusters than do rising‐sonority clusters, and a significantly
greater tendency to be reduced to C2.

Favorable Yes

Language Valley Zapotec

Stimulus #(V)(C)CCV, #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (toys and pictures), oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure Object and picture naming, question and answer, repetition, and spontaneous speech:
realization of cluster (2, 1, or no consonants) vs. other repair type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, corpus, deletion, distance,
epenthesis, frequency, fricatives, homophony, learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness,
morphology, name, nasal, plateau, POA, POS, prosody, reduction, repair, reversal, sC,
segmentation, stops, stress, tone, typology, universal, voice

219. Author Stenneken, Bastiaanse, Huber and Jacobs

Date 2005
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Type Article

Purpose Investigate frequency distributions of syllable types in German and in neologistic
utterances of a German speaking jargon aphasic.

Conclusion The sonority structure of the patient’s neologisms is generally in accordance with the
notion of theoretically preferred syllables (sonority dispersion), which becomes
apparent when lexical processing is impaired. Strong correlation with the German
CELEX frequencies is also found.

Favorable Yes

Language German

Stimulus .(C)(C)V(C)(C).

sC No

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming and spontaneous speech: comparison of syllable type and token
frequency in patient’s pronunciations with the German CELEX database

Keywords Acquisition, aphasia, apraxia, boundary, brain, Broca, corpus, deletion, disorder,
distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, learning, lexicon, liquids,
markedness, name, nasal, neologism, plateau, POS, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, replication, reversal, sC, stops, stress,
stroke, treatment, typology, universal

220. Author Stilp and Kluender

Date 2010

Type Article

Purpose Demonstrate how not all portions of a speech signal are equally important for speech
intelligibility, via two experiments showing listener performance to be better
predicted by simple psychoacoustic measures of cochlea scaled spectral change across
time, rather than vowels being more important than consonants for communication.

Conclusion Duration of signal replaced and proportion of consonants/vowels replaced failed to account
for listener data. Speech intelligibility is better predicted by nonlinguistic sensory
measures of uncertainty (potential information) than by orthodox physical acoustic
measures or linguistic constructs. Psychoacoustically principled informational analysis is
superior to traditional constructs of consonant and vowel sounds for predicting
intelligibility. Cochlea‐scaled entropy corresponds closely with sonority.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus 132 sentences from TIMIT database, with different sequences (C, V, CV, VC) replaced by
noise

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Intelligibility (type out any words you understand): % of words identified correctly

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, ASR, boundary, boundary, coarticulation, cochlea, contiguity,
corpus, distance, duration, energy, errors, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient,
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judgment, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, modality, nasal, onomastics,
orthography, perception, POS, position, processing, production, prominence,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication, salience, segmentation, stochastic, stops,
synthesis, typology, voice

221. Author Sung

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Investigate the role of universal markedness based on sonority distance and L2
phonotactic knowledge in the perception of onset consonant clusters. Native English
listeners (NE), native Korean listeners with higher English proficiency (NKH), and
native Korean listeners with lower English proficiency (NKL) participated in a
syllable count task.

Conclusion The NE and NKH groups showed more sensitivity to sonority distance than the NKL
group. In monosyllables, both the NE and NKH groups were more accurate as the
sonority distance increased, but they did not distinguish between sonority plateaus
and falls. For disyllables, all the listeners differentiated consonant clusters with a large
sonority rise from the other types of clusters. For response time, the NE group was
faster than the two Korean groups. Sonority‐based markedness was not able to explain
all the results of the present study. Different misperception patterns shown in the
three listener groups are partly due to linguistic experience in English. Universal
markedness could be restricted by L2 phonotactic knowledge in Korean listeners’
interlanguage.

Favorable Unclear

Language English, Korean

Stimulus #C(ə)CV́CV#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Syllable count

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, boundary, contact, contiguity, distance, duration,
epenthesis, errors, fricatives, judgment, L2, labial, learning, liquids, markedness,
nasal, nonce, perception, plateau, position, processing, prosody, repair, replication,
reversal, RT, sC, schwa, segmentation, stops, stress, typology, universal, voice

222. Author Syrika, Nicolaidis, Edwards and Beckman

Date 2011

Type Article

Purpose Examine the acquisition patterns of initial /s/‐stop and stop‐/s/ sequences by Greek
children to compare the role of sonority, perceptual salience and frequency.

Conclusion Results showed greater accuracy for the /s/‐stop sequences relative to stop‐/s/, but no
difference in accuracy between /ts/, which is usually analyzed as an affricate in Greek,
and the other stop‐/s/ sequences. Perceptual salience explains this better than sonority
alone, or frequency. /ts/ showed a distinct temporal pattern relative to the stop‐/s/
clusters /ps/ and /ks/, similar to what has been reported in productions by Greek
adults.
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Favorable No

Language Greek

Stimulus #C(C)V, #sCV, #CsV

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual (picture)

Task or measure Picture‐prompted word repetition: % consonants produced correctly vs. error type;
acoustic consonant duration

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, coarticulation, contiguity, corpus,
deletion, disorder, distance, duration, errors, frequency, fricatives, gesture, GP,
kinematic, learning, lexicon, markedness, metathesis, name, nonce, perception,
plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, reversal,
salience, sC, segmentation, stops, stress, typology, universal, voice

223. Author Taft and Krebs‐Lazendic

Date 2013

Type Article

Purpose Examine the way in which letters are assigned their position when recognizing a
visually presented word, using nonwords created by transposing the two medial
consonants of a disyllabic base word (e.g., nakpin).

Conclusion A principle of maximal coda is applied to the syllabification rather than a principle
of maximal onset: when the transposed letters occur within a complex coda,
confusion with the base word is weaker than when the transposition exchanges a
coda for an adjacent onset. This is explained by positing the existence of
sublexical representations of onsets and bodies (with maximized codas), and the
imprecise assignment of incoming letters to slots corresponding to onsets, vowels
and codas.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus VC1C2V vs. VC2C1V

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Binary lexical decision (real word or not)

Keywords Boundary, contact, contiguity, corpus, distance, duration, errors, frequency, fricatives,
gradient, judgment, lexicon, liquids, markedness, memory, metathesis, modality,
morphology, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, position, prime,
processing, prosody, reading, replication, reversal, RT, sC, stochastic, stops, transpose,
typology

224. Author Tamási and Berent

Date 2015

Type Article

Purpose Linguistic evidence suggests that syllables like bdam (with stop–stop clusters) are less
preferred than bzam (with stop–fricative combinations). We demonstrate that English
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speakers manifest similar preferences despite no direct experience with either
structure.

Conclusion Syllables that are dispreferred across languages were prone to misidentification relative
to preferred syllables, irrespective of stimulus modality (auditory vs. printed). This
suggests that misidentification does not solely stem from a phonetic failure. Lexical
frequency effects cannot account for this either. Thus, speakers possess broad
linguistic preferences (abstract knowledge) that extend to syllables they have never
encountered.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#

sC No

Method Audio, visual (with lower case vs. upper case)

Task or measure syllable count, AX discrimination (same or different)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, aphasia, appendix, boundary, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
disorder, distance, duration, epenthesis, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives, gradient,
judgment, L2, labial, LC, learning, lexicon, loudness, markedness, modality, nonce,
orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, pronunciation,
prosody, reading, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, RT, sC, schwa, segmentation,
stochastic, stops, synthesis, typology, universal, voice, weight

225. Author Tambovtsev

Date 2009; 2010

Type Article; article

Purpose Compare the value of euphony in Amerindian languages vs. different world languages
in order to construct a typological distribution of language taxa according to this
universal phonetic characteristic.

Conclusion Mean euphony for 32 Amerindian languages = 65.1% vs. 67.0% for all 226 languages as a
whole.

Favorable N/A

Language 32 Amerindian languages (out of a cross‐linguistic sample of 226 languages)

Stimulus Euphony or melodicity is the total of the vowels and sonorant consonants in the speech
sound chain of a language (also called the vocalo‐sonorant quotient).

sC No

Method (Does not specify sources of data nor how words or segments counted for each language)

Task or measure % of sonorant segments (vowels and consonants) among all phonemes

Keywords Corpus, energy, euphony, frequency, markedness, production, prominence,
pronunciation, prosody, stochastic, typology, universal

226. Author Trapman and Kager

Date 2009

Type Article
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Purpose Determine whether L2 learners can acquire a grammar that allows a subset of the
structures allowed by their native grammar. On the assumption that the L2 initial
state equals the native grammar’s final state, learnability theory would predict that a
lack of negative evidence for phonotactic structures that are illegal in the target
language precludes acquisition of the target grammar. This prediction is tested for L1‐
Russian (superset) and L1‐Spanish (subset) L2 learners of Dutch by means of word‐
likeness judgments and lexical decision experiments.

Conclusion Results show that advanced L1‐Russian and L1‐Spanish L2 learners possess native‐
like phonotactic knowledge that cannot be attributed to transfer of lexical
statistics from L1. This suggests that L2 phonotactic acquisition is not affected
by subset/superset relations between the native language and the target
language.

Favorable Unclear

Language Dutch; Russian or Spanish learning Dutch

Stimulus #(C)(C)CCV, V(C)CC#, #(C)sCV, VsC#

sC Yes

Method Audio

Task or measure Dutch word‐likeness judgment (1‐7); binary lexical decision (existing word of Dutch or
not)

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, corpus, deletion, distance,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, grammaticality, judgment, L2, learning,
lexicon, liquids, loan, markedness, metathesis, nasal, nonce, OCP, OT, perception,
plateau, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction,
repair, replication, reversal, RT, sC, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, stress,
typology, universal, voice

227. Author Treiman, Bowey and Bourassa

Date 2002

Type Article

Purpose Determine to what extent syllabification is affected by knowledge of spelling, to what
extent by phonology, and which phonological factors are influential.

Conclusion Six‐ and seven‐year‐old children did not show effects of spelling on oral
syllabification, performing similarly on words such as habit and rabbit. Spelling
influenced the syllabification of older children and adults, with the results
suggesting that knowledge of spelling must be well entrenched before it begins to
affect oral syllabification. But young children, like older children and adults,
showed differences between words based on vowel quality and whether the
intervocalic C is a sonorant or obstruent.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #(C)(C)VCV(C)(C)#

sC No

Method Oral prompt by researcher, visual
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Task or measure Repeat and say aloud just first syllable (“part”) of word or second syllable; binary forced‐
choice spelling (indicate which of two spellings of prompt word is correct, with single
vs. double intervocalic consonant letters)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, contact, contiguity, duration, errors, fricatives,
grammaticality, homophony, judgment, learning, liquids, ludling, markedness,
modality, morphology, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, position, processing,
production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, replication, RT,
segmentation, stops, stress, transpose, typology, voice

228. Author Treiman and Zukowski

Date 1990

Type Article

Purpose Using written and oral syllabification tasks and analyses of spelling errors, we studied
how college students syllabify words with medial consonant clusters.

Conclusion Participants almost always separated the phonemes of a cluster like /tl/, which is illegal
at the beginnings and ends of words. A short vowel tended to attract consonants to its
syllable, as did a stressed vowel. Finally, different syllabifications were produced for
clusters like /dr/, which show the typical rise in sonority from the first consonant to
the second, and /st/ clusters, which do not.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus VCCV, VsCV

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual, oral prompt by researcher

Task or measure 2‐ or 3‐way forced choice (circle how word should be divided: V‐CCV vs. VC‐CV
vs. VCC‐V); repeat and say aloud just first syllable (“part”) of word or second
syllable

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, boundary, contact, contiguity, corpus, distance, duration, errors,
frequency, fricatives, homophony, judgment, learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness,
ludling, markedness, modality, morphology, movement, nasal, nonce, orthography,
perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody,
rate, reading, reduction, replication, reversal, RT, sC, segmentation, stochastic, stops,
strength, stress, transpose, typology, voice

229. Author Trofimovich, Gatbonton and Segalowitz

Date 2007

Type Article

Purpose Investigate whether L2 phonological learning can be characterized as a gradual and
systematically patterned replacement of nonnative segments by native segments in
learners’ speech, conforming to a two‐stage implicational scale. We adopt a dynamic
approach to language variation based on a gradual diffusion framework. Participants
were 40 Quebec Francophones of different English proficiency levels who produced
80 tokens of English /ð/ in eight phonetic contexts. In Analysis 1, production accuracy
data are subjected to implicational scaling, with phonetic contexts ordered solely by a
linguistic criterion—sonority. In Analysis 2, the production accuracy data are
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similarly analyzed but with phonetic context ordering determined by psycholinguistic
(processing) criteria—cross‐language perceptual similarity and corpus‐based
estimates of lexical frequency.

Conclusion Results support and extend the proposed framework, which indicates that L2
phonological learning progresses gradually, conforming to an implicational scale,
and that perceived cross‐language similarity and lexical frequency determine its
course.

Favorable Unclear

Language French learning English; English and French listeners

Stimulus VCð(C)V, #ðV

sC No

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure Read (pronounce) a text aloud; binary naturalness judgment (correct/sounds like
English vs. incorrect/does not sound like English); forced‐choice cross‐language
identification and similarity rating (which French consonant does X sound like vs. not
French, plus degree of similar‐sounding)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, computational, contact, contiguity, corpus, deletion,
diachronic, distance, errors, frequency, fricatives, gradient, judgment, L2, learning,
lexicon, liquids, loan, markedness, modality, morphology, nasal, orthography, OT,
perception, plateau, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation,
prosody, rate, reading, repair, reversal, RT, sC, similarity, stochastic, stops,
typology, voice

230. Author Tsvetkov, Ammar and Dyer; Tsvetkov and Dyer

Date 2015; 2016

Type Conference proceedings; article

Purpose Develop a model of morpho‐phonological transformations (borrowing) across
languages, with features based on universal OT constraints and syllabification
parsing, to identify plausible donor words (in the donor language), given a loanword
(in the recipient language), and vice versa.

Conclusion Compared to several standard but linguistically naïve baselines, our OT‐inspired model
obtains good performance with only a few dozen training examples, making this a
cost‐effective strategy for sharing lexical information across languages.

Favorable Yes

Language Arabic and Swahili; French and Romanian; Italian and Maltese

Stimulus All C and V phonemes, converted from their corresponding graphemes

sC No

Method Language‐specific corpora, databases, and lexicons

Task or measure Relative performance of computational application on two evaluation measures: model
reachability and ambiguity. Reachability is the % of test samples that are reachable
(i.e., there is a path from the input test example to a correct output) in the loanword
transducer. Ambiguity is the average number of outputs potentially generated per
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input. Tabulates production and translation errors. Also generates corresponding OT
constraint rankings and relative weights.

Keywords Acquisition, AI, ASR, computational, corpus, deletion, diachronic, distance, duration,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, judgment, L2, learning, lexicon, loan, markedness,
modality, morphology, orthography, OT, processing, pronunciation, repair,
replication, sC, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, synthesis, typology, universal,
weight

231. Author Tupper and Shahriari

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Propose a novel framework for the analysis of learning algorithms that allows us to
predict when such algorithms can and cannot generalize certain patterns from
training data to test data. In particular we focus on situations where the rule that must
be learned concerns two components of a stimulus being identical. We call such a
basis for discrimination an identity‐based rule. Identity‐based rules have proven to be
difficult or impossible for certain types of learning algorithms to acquire from limited
datasets. This is in contrast to human behavior on similar tasks.

Conclusion We provide a framework for rigorously establishing which learning algorithms will fail
at generalizing identity‐based rules to novel stimuli, unless trained on virtually all
possible inputs. We demonstrate these results computationally with a multilayer
feedforward neural network.

Favorable N/A

Language Artificial

Stimulus All words in one hypothetical language consist of exactly two letters, with increasing or
constant (level) sonority

sC No

Method Artificial neural network

Task or measure Performance on learning simulation: scores for various words for the network with
localist vs. distributed encoding and with 1, 2, and 3 hidden layers

Keywords Acquisition, AI, analogy, computational, distance, grammaticality, judgment, learning,
lexicon, markedness, modality, nonce, plateau, position, processing, replication,
reversal, similarity, stochastic, transpose, weight

232. Author Tzakosta

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Challenge the ideas promoted by various cross‐linguistic theoretical and experimental
studies regarding the role of /s/ in consonant cluster formation. Most studies opt for
sonority and extrametricality accounts which label the marked nature of /s/; this
marked nature results in /s/ being deleted in child speech.

Conclusion The developmental data discussed here demonstrate different stages in which /s/
appears massively in child Greek, in all cluster types and all word positions. This
cannot be accounted for in terms of markedness or extrametricality. Rather, they are
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analyzed by means of a model which assesses cluster formation in terms of three
distinct scales (manner, place and voicing), by which clusters are rated by gradual
perfection/acceptability.

Favorable No

Language Greek

Stimulus #sC(C)V, VsCV, #CsV, VCsV

sC Yes

Method Recordings of spontaneous speech, diary notes

Task or measure Longitudinal counts of correct productions vs. repair type

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, boundary, contact, contiguity, corpus, deletion, distance,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gradient, grammaticality, learning, lexicon,
liquids, markedness, nasal, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation,
prosody, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, sC, stops, typology, voice

233. Author Uehara, Durvasula and Lin

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Investigate the role of experience independent knowledge, the Sonority Sequencing
Principle (SSP), in word segmentation tasks for native Japanese and English speakers.

Conclusion Results from word segmentation tasks consistently showed that the SSP did not bias
word segmentation for speakers of both languages, which contradict previous
findings. We claim that the SSP, if relied upon at all, is not sufficient or even
particularly useful during word segmentation. Moreover, the somewhat similar
patterning of Japanese and English listeners in our experiments suggests that phonetic
factors might have a much larger role during word segmentation.

Favorable No

Language Japanese, English

Stimulus #CCVCV#, #CVCVC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Sequence recognition (did you hear the target words or not), binary forced‐choice
wordlikeness judgment (which of two items sounded more like a word)

Keywords Acoustic, analogy, boundary, contiguity, distance, errors, fricatives, grammaticality,
judgment, learning, liquids, markedness, memory, nasal, nonce, perception, plateau,
position, processing, prosody, replication, reversal, segmentation, similarity, stops,
synthesis, typology, universal, voice

234. Author Ulbrich, Alday, Knaus, Orzechowska and Wiese

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Making use of an artificial language paradigm, participants learned nonce words with
existent and non‐existent German final consonant clusters adhering to or violating the
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SSP. Behavioural and ERP data in response to these cluster properties were obtained
twice, before and after learning word‐picture pairs.

Conclusion Results show that learning and processing of final consonant clusters is facilitated by
adherence to the sonority hierarchy, and actual existence of well‐ and ill‐formed
consonant clusters aids processing mechanisms. Thus, both implicit knowledge of
sonority and frequency‐based factors are demonstrated to play a role in the online‐
processing of words.

Favorable Yes

Language German

Stimulus #CVCC#, #CVsC#

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual (picture), EEG

Task or measure Binary forced‐choice recognition of memorized word‐picture pairs (does the word match
the object), ERP

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, aphasia, boundary, brain, Broca, contact, contiguity, diachronic,
disorder, distance, duration, EEG, ERP, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives, judgment, L2,
learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, memory, modality, morphology,
MRI, name, nasal, neologism, nonce, OCP, plateau, position, processing, prominence,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication, reversal, rhyme, RT, sC, segmentation,
stochastic, stops, stress, typology, universal, voice

235. Author van de Vijver and Baer‐Henney

Date 2012

Type Chapter

Purpose Do the intuitions of German speakers concerning sonority patterns in onset clusters go
beyond what they can directly observe in their lexicon? We addressed this question by
means of a rating study involving nonce words, an analysis of onset clusters in a
corpus, and a phonotactic learning simulation.

Conclusion Intuitions of German speakers reflect patterns they can observe in their lexicon,
provided they are analyzed in terms of distinctive features, and constraints are learned
over 3 adjacent segments (trigrams).

Favorable Yes

Language German

Stimulus #CCVf#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Choose best (most natural) sounding nonce word in each pair, then repeat (pronounce)
it aloud; creates a constraint‐based grammar from 11,427 word German CELEX
corpus frequency counts

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, computational, contiguity, corpus, diachronic,
distance, frequency, fricatives, gradient, grammaticality, judgment, learning, lexicon,
liquids, loan, loudness, ludling, markedness, memory, morphology, nasal, nonce,
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OCP, onomastics, OT, perception, plateau, POA, POS, position, processing,
production, pronunciation, prosody, replication, reversal, sC, stochastic, stops, stress,
typology, universal, voice, weight

236. Author van Niekerk

Date 2016

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Describe the continuing development of a pronunciation resource for speech synthesis
of Afrikaans by augmenting an existing pronunciation dictionary to include syllable
boundaries and stress. Furthermore, different approaches for grapheme to phoneme
conversion and syllabification derived from the dictionary are evaluated.

Conclusion Cross‐validation experiments suggest that joint sequence models are effective at directly
modelling pronunciation, including syllable boundaries. Some informal observations
and demonstrations are presented regarding the integration of this work into a typical
text‐to‐speech system.

Favorable Yes

Language Afrikaans

Stimulus List of all 2 and 3 consonant clusters found in dictionary, indicating which ones can and
cannot be split across syllables

sC Yes

Method Resources for Closely Related Languages Afrikaans Pronunciation Dictionary (RCRL
APD)

Task or measure Performance of different automatic syllabification models (word error rates)

Keywords Acoustic, AI, analogy, ASR, boundary, computational, contact, contiguity, corpus,
distance, duration, epenthesis, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives, homophony,
judgment, learning, lexicon, liquids, loan, markedness, modality, morphology, nasal,
orthography, plateau, POS, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody,
rate, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, sC, schwa, segmentation,
stochastic, stops, stress, synthesis, tone, typology, voice

237. Author Wagner, Shafer, Martin and Steinschneider

Date 2012

Type Article

Purpose The effect of exposure to the contextual features of the cluster /pt/ was investigated in
English and Polish listeners using behavioral and ERP methodology.

Conclusion Only Polish listeners accurately perceived the /pt/ cluster, and perception was
reflected within a late positive component of the ERP waveform. Evidence of
discrimination of /pt/ and /pət/ onsets in the neural signal was found even for
non‐native listeners who could not perceive the difference. These findings suggest
that exposure to phoneme sequences in highly specific contexts may be necessary
for accurate perception.

Favorable N/A

Language Polish, English

Stimulus #p(ə)tVCa#, #s(ə)tVCa#
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sC Yes

Method Audio, EEG

Task or measure Syllable count (2 or 3), ERP

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, bilingual, boundary, brain, contiguity, deletion, distance,
duration, EEG, epenthesis, ERP, errors, frequency, fricatives, gradient, gyrus,
judgment, labial, learning, lexicon, loudness, markedness, MMN, nonce, orthography,
P3, perception, plateau, POA, position, prime, processing, production, pronunciation,
prosody, repair, rhyme, RT, salience, sC, schwa, stops, synthesis, typology

238. Author Wang and Gao

Date 2011

Type Article

Purpose Investigate subsyllabic unit preferences among Chinese kindergarteners in reading
Pinyin (an alphabetic transcription used to assist children in learning to read Chinese
characters). In Pinyin instruction, teachers rely heavily on the onset‐rime division,
whereas spoken Chinese encourages body‐coda division.

Conclusion A clear preference for the rime unit in comparison to the body unit was found. More
accurate performance was observed when tone was matched across stimuli. Children
retained more rime than body units regardless of onset sonority type.

Favorable No

Language Mandarin

Stimulus #CVN# (plus tone)

sC No

Method Visual

Task or measure Analogy (read aloud based on a clue word), delayed recall (repeat list of 3 words after 10
second pause)

Keywords Acquisition, analogy, boundary, contiguity, corpus, errors, frequency, fricatives,
judgment, learning, lexicon, liquids, markedness, memory, modality, nasal, nonce,
orthography, perception, POA, position, prime, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, replication, rhyme, RT, segmentation, similarity,
stops, teaching, tone, typology

239. Author Wang and Seidl

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Examine English‐learning 24‐month‐olds’ sensitivity to mispronunciations in word‐
medial onset and coda positions in a word learning task. We predicted that if
children’s sensitivity to onsets and codas is positionally constrained, then they should
be more tolerant of coda mispronunciations than onset ones.

Conclusion The results supported the prediction: children were less sensitive to coda
mispronunciations than to onset mispronunciations in word‐medial position,
suggesting positionally driven biases in word processing.

Favorable Unclear
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Language English

Stimulus #CVC.CV#

sC No

Method Audiovisual

Task or measure Preferential looking procedure: looking direction and looking time

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, contact, contiguity, deletion, distance, duration, errors,
F0, fricatives, judgment, learning, liquids, loudness, markedness, modality, name,
nasal, neologism, nonce, perception, plateau, POA, position, prime, processing,
production, pronunciation, prosody, rate, replication, salience, similarity, stops, stress,
typology, voice, weight

240. Author White and Chiu

Date 2016

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Attempt to disentangle attestedness and sonority by looking at a range of onset clusters
that vary in terms of their sonority profile and attestedness in English.

Conclusion Results indicate that sonority and attestedness are processed with some degree of
independence: attested onsets were rated higher than unattested ones, suggesting that
the N400 was an event‐related response to clusters that were marked in terms of
sonority, but not to attestedness. Since our task only contained nonce words, and
participants showed an LPC to unattested onset clusters, this processing must involve
more than just a check of the lexicon for the word itself; it must involve some notion
of what is a “possible word.”

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CCVC#

sC No

Method Audiovisual, EEG

Task or measure Nonword acceptability rating (1‐8), ERP

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, brain, contiguity, distance, EEG, ERP, frequency, fricatives,
grammaticality, judgment, learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness, modality,
nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, position, processing, pronunciation,
prosody, reading, reversal, rhyme, RT, salience, stops, typology, universal, voice

241. Author Wiese, Orzechowska, Alday and Ulbrich

Date 2017

Type Article

Purpose Contribute to the discussion on the universal and language‐specific aspects of
phonotactics by exploring the neurolinguistic reality of two dimensions which are
potentially relevant for consonantal clusters: sonority relations as a case of a possibly
universal principle regulating phonological well‐formedness of phonological
structures, and clusters’ existence or non‐existence in a particular language
instantiating language‐specific differences in frequency. We report on the analysis of
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these two factors under the names of formedness and existence, and study the role they
play in the learning of nonce words with final consonant clusters in Polish.

Conclusion EEG responses in two different time windows (adversely to behavioral responses) show
linguistic processing by speakers of Polish to be sensitive to both distinctions, in spite
of the fact that Polish is rich in sonority‐violating clusters. In particular, a general
learning effect in terms of an N400 effect was found which was demonstrated to be
different for sonority‐obeying clusters than for sonority‐violating clusters.
Furthermore, significant interactions of formedness and session, and of existence and
session, demonstrate that both factors, the sonority principle and the frequency
pattern, play a role in the learning process.

Favorable Yes

Language Polish

Stimulus #CVCC#, #CVsC#

sC Yes

Method Audiovisual (picture), EEG

Task or measure Binary forced‐choice recognition of memorized word‐picture pairs (does the word match
the object or not), ERP

Keywords Acoustic, aphasia, boundary, brain, Broca, contiguity, disorder, distance, duration, EEG,
energy, ERP, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives, gradient, grammaticality, judgment, L2,
learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, ludling, markedness, morphology, MRI, name,
nasal, neologism, nonce, OT, perception, plateau, POA, POS, position, processing,
pronunciation, prosody, replication, reversal, rhyme, RT, sC, segmentation, similarity,
stochastic, stops, synthesis, typology, universal, voice, weight

242. Author Wiethan, Mota and Moraes

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Create a consonant correlation model, considering the syllabic structure of each
consonant, and showing likely statistical correlations among them. This is based on
the Implicational Model of Feature Complexity (IMFC) and will consider data of
typical phonological acquisition. The complexity levels of the model were based on
the sounds acquired at each age. Afterwards, correlations among the consonants were
analyzed.

Conclusion A consonant correlation model was created with nine levels of complexity, showing that
the less complex sound is /t/ and the most complex one is /l/, among complex onsets.
Many strong and moderate correlations were found among the consonants, except for
/ɲ/. The sound with the highest number of correlations in the simple onset position
was /l/.

Favorable Unclear

Language Brazilian Portuguese

Stimulus .C(C)V(C).

sC No

Method Visual (picture)
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Task or measure Picture naming and spontaneous speech: production accuracy vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, contiguity, corpus, deaf, deletion, disorder, distance, errors,
frequency, fricatives, learning, liquids, markedness, name, nasal, POA, position,
pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, replication, rhyme, segmentation, stops,
teaching, treatment, typology, voice

243. Author Williams and Newman

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Given the unlikely interaction between phonological systems in different modalities,
there are likely modality‐independent perpetual features that influence M2L2
acquisition of sign language. Some of these features may influence signed and spoken
language acquisition similarly, so we can move to a unified theory of how languages
are acquired. We test amodal perceptual salience in terms of sonority and handshape
markedness.

Conclusion Results suggest that signs that contain high sonority movements are more easily
processed, both perceptually and productively, and handshape markedness plays a
differential role in perception and production. Visual salience of marked handshapes
is beneficial during learning, but handshape markedness is detrimental during
production.

Favorable Yes

Language English speakers learning ASL

Stimulus ASL signs varying in sonority markedness as a function of movement

sC No

Method Visual (picture and signs)

Task or measure Learn new signs (sign‐picture matching): perception and production accuracy

Keywords Acquisition, bilingual, deaf, deletion, distance, errors, frequency, gesture, handshape,
judgment, kinematic, L2, learning, lexicon, loudness, markedness, modality,
movement, name, perception, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody,
reading, RT, salience, segmentation, sign language, similarity, typology

244. Author Wilson and Davidson

Date 2016a

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Provide evidence to choose among 3 possible explanations for an epenthesis asymmetry
in repetition of nonnative consonant clusters (more vocoid epenthesis into clusters
beginning with voiced stops)—misperception, phonotactics or L1‐L2 transfer—via an
orthographic transcription task.

Conclusion Results support the misproduction hypothesis: transfer of native phonetic gestures and
timing relations gives rise to a transitional vocoid more often for voiced stop‐initial
clusters. This asymmetry arises downstream of perception and phonology. Effects of
sonority were weak and inconsistent.

Favorable No

Language English
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Stimulus #TCVCV# where T = voiced or voiceless stop; #eTCVCV#, #TeCVCV# where e is
orthographic

sC No

Method Audio, audiovisual

Task or measure Repeat (say aloud) immediately; 4‐way forced‐choice transcription (which written word
corresponds to what you hear)

Keywords Acoustic, appendix, boundary, coarticulation, computational, contiguity, distance,
duration, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient, homophony,
judgment, L2, learning, lexicon, loan, loudness, markedness, modality, nasal, nonce,
orthography, OT, perception, plateau, position, processing, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, repair, replication, RT, schwa,
segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, synthesis, typology, voice, weight

245. Author Wilson and Davidson

Date 2016b

Type Conference presentation

Purpose Investigate whether the fact that English speakers assign higher average syllable counts
to spoken forms beginning with sonority plateaus, in comparison to matched forms
beginning with small sonority rises, results from a difference in the application of
perceptual vowel epenthesis.

Conclusion Higher syllable counts do not systematically imply greater rates of vowel epenthesis, and
call into question the hypothesis that sonority projection affects the perceptual
representation of the relevant clusters. Sonority plateaus and rises were perceived intact
at similar rates, depending on burst duration, for the purposes of transcription.
Differences in syllable count appear to reflect judgments of cluster cohesion. Sonority
plausibly operates in syllable counting as in other metalinguistic tasks like acceptability
judgments, affecting the well‐formedness of sequences without repairing them.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus #CCáCV#

sC No

Method Audio, audiovisual

Task or measure Syllable count; 4‐way forced‐choice transcription (e.g., bdazo, bedazo, ebdazo, or dazo)

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, contiguity, distance, duration, epenthesis, errors, F0, fricatives,
gradient, homophony, judgment, loudness, markedness, nasal, nonce, orthography,
perception, plateau, position, processing, pronunciation, prosody, repair, replication,
reversal, schwa, segmentation, stops, stress, synthesis, typology, voice

246. Author Wilson, Davidson and Martin

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose Investigate how the acoustic‐phonetic details of nonnative inputs affect speech
production, focusing on how English speakers with no prior knowledge of Russian
produce consonant clusters such as initial /kn/ and /zd/.
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Conclusion English speakers’ productions were significantly modulated by the acoustic
manipulation, highlighting the role of perception in accounting for cross‐language
production, and establishing limits on the perceptual repair of nonnative sound
sequences by phonetic decoding.

Favorable No

Language English

Stimulus #CCáCV# produced by Russian speaker and modified for prevoicing, stop burst
duration, and burst amplitude

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Shadow (repeat aloud what you hear): proportion of initial consonant clusters
pronounced correctly vs. error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, boundary, coarticulation, contiguity, deletion, distance, duration,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, gesture, gradient, judgment, L2, learning,
lexicon, liquids, loan, loudness, markedness, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception,
plateau, POA, position, processing, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading,
reduction, repair, replication, reversal, RT, sC, schwa, segmentation, similarity,
stochastic, stops, stress, synthesis, typology, universal, voice

247. Author Wyllie‐Smith, McLeod and Ball

Date 2006

Type Article

Purpose Investigate whether word‐initial cluster reductions adhere to sonority constraints,
among both typically developing and speech impaired children.

Conclusion When both groups of participants reduced word‐initial clusters to a target consonant,
the sonority hypothesis was adhered to, but when the clusters were reduced to a non‐
target consonant, the sonority hypothesis was violated. Thus, although sonority is a
valuable concept, it may not account for all patterns of cluster reduction evident in
children’s speech.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus #CCV, #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Repeat word (say aloud) and picture naming: proportion of correct cluster productions
vs. which C deleted

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, boundary, contiguity, deletion, disorder, distance, duration,
epenthesis, errors, F0, fricatives, labial, learning, liquids, loudness, markedness,
name, nasal, OT, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody,
reduction, repair, replication, reversal, sC, stops, stress, treatment, typology, universal,
Voice
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248. Author Yarmonliskaya

Date 2010

Type PhD dissertation

Purpose Investigate perception, acquisition, and neural processing of consonant clusters not
attested in English, examining whether sonority successfully predicts listeners’
perception and course of acquisition, or if other factors play a role as well. Also
identifies the neural substrates underlying this behavior, using fMRI.

Conclusion Results provide further evidence for grammar’s reliance on universal principles of
markedness and for the previous finding of accurate perception at the acoustic/
phonetic level of processing. While there is evidence for the role of sonority principles,
they are insufficient in accounting for the observed data and at least some phonetic
factors are also necessary. The fMRI experiment observed different patterns of
activation and behavioral responses for stimuli presented in English vs. Russian, as
well as words vs. nonwords, and legal vs. illegal nonwords.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus (I have not been able to access this dissertation, so some of the experimental details are
unknown. The metadata appearing here are based on the abstract.)

sC No (?)

Method fMRI

Task or measure (I have not been able to access this dissertation, so some of the experimental details are
unknown. The metadata appearing here are based on the abstract.)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, brain, errors, L2, learning, markedness, MRI, nonce,
perception, processing, production, prosody, repair, typology, universal (list
probably incomplete)

249. Author Yavaş

Date 2010

Type Article

Purpose Investigate the development of English #sC clusters in Spanish–English bilingual
children with phonological disorders.

Conclusion While a great deal of variability occurred both within and across children, sonority was
found to be relevant: children showed relatively higher accuracy on #sC clusters with
a larger sonority distance. Also significant was the value of C2 for [±continuant].

Favorable Yes

Language Spanish‐English

Stimulus #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct cluster realizations vs. error type
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Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, contiguity, deletion, disorder, distance, epenthesis,
errors, fricatives, learning, liquids, markedness, name, nasal, plateau, POA, position,
production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, sC, stops,
typology, voice

250. Author Yavaş

Date 2011

Type Chapter

Purpose Investigate the acquisition of non‐suffixed double codas of English by adult learners whose
first language is Spanish. Since Spanish does not allow double codas in word‐final
position, learners typically simplify the targets by deleting one member of the cluster.

Conclusion Results revealed that the patterns of deletion generally correspond to sonority: more
cluster reductions with targets having smaller sonority distance, and reductions
resulted in a minimal descent in sonority from the syllable peak by dropping the
consonant with the lowest sonority. Also, many more deletions were found with
homorganic clusters.

Favorable Yes

Language Spanish learning English

Stimulus #C(C)VCC#, #C(C)VsC#

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Pronounce (read Spanish word and say corresponding English word aloud): % correct
cluster realizations vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, deletion, disorder, distance, errors,
fricatives, L2, learning, liquids, loudness, markedness, morphology, name, nasal,
perception, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading,
reduction, repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, salience, sC, stops, tone, typology, voice

251. Author Yavaş

Date 2013a; 2013b; 2014

Type Article; article; chapter

Purpose A cross‐linguistic examination of the patterns of acquisition of two‐member /s/‐clusters.
Data from six languages are analyzed, gathered from the productions of typically
developing children and from children with phonological disorders.

Conclusion Correct renditions in the productions showed less correlation with sonority than with
the change of C2 from [‐cont] to [+cont] of the target clusters in Germanic languages,
while there was no such correlation in the other languages. The differences in the two
groups of languages give support to the specific‐language grammar hypothesis, which
states that children acquire language based on the patterns in the input language,
which drive children’s acquisition of phonology; the input triggers the default settings
to be set or reset.

Favorable No

Language English, Dutch, Norwegian, Croatian, Hebrew, Polish

Stimulus #sC(C)V
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sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct cluster realizations vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, aphasia, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contact, contiguity, disorder,
distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, L2, labial, learning, lexicon, liquids,
ludling, markedness, name, nasal, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, processing,
production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, repair, replication, reversal,
sC, stops, stress, typology, universal, voice

252. Author Yavaş and Barlow

Date 2006

Type Article

Purpose Evaluate productions of #sC clusters in English by Spanish‐English bilingual children
and compare their patterns with the findings of previous research, including
monolingual English‐speaking children.

Conclusion Results indicate that these children’s patterns are generally consistent with cross‐
linguistic predictions based on sonority. Also, some children’s productions appeared
to be influenced by Spanish phonotactics.

Favorable Yes

Language Spanish‐English

Stimulus #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct cluster realizations vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, deletion, disorder, distance,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, L2, learning, liquids, loan, markedness,
name, nasal, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction,
repair, replication, reversal, sC, stops, typology

253. Author Yavaş, Ben‐David, Gerrits, Kristoffersen and Simonsen

Date 2008

Type Article

Purpose Examine the cross‐linguistic acquisition of #sC clusters in relation to sonority. Data
from English, Dutch, Norwegian and Hebrew are compared for accuracy of
production as well as reductions with respect to potential differences across subtypes
of #sC groups.

Conclusion Clear differences were found between the three Germanic languages as a group vs.
Hebrew, in the accuracy of #sC clusters with a larger sonority distance, in a binary
split of /s/+[+cont] vs. /s/+[‐cont], and in #sC clusters versus non‐/s/‐clusters.
Patterns in cluster reductions were generally supportive of factorial typology while
problematic for the headedness approach.

Favorable Yes

Language Dutch, English, Hebrew, Norwegian
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Stimulus #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct cluster realizations vs. error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, corpus, deaf, deletion,
disorder, distance, duration, energy, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives,
judgment, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids, loan, loudness, markedness, morphology,
name, nasal, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation,
prosody, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, sC, segmentation, stops, tone,
treatment, typology, universal, voice

254. Author Yavaş and Beaubrun

Date 2006

Type Article

Purpose Investigate the development of English #sC clusters in Haitian Creole‐English bilingual
children. The fundamental question is whether sonority can account for any
subgrouping of #sC clusters in phonological development, and if not, to determine
what the governing patterns are in subjects’ renditions.

Conclusion Sonority sequencing is found to be relevant in most productions, and the reduction
patterns were in accordance with the predictions of factorial typology and the
headedness frameworks. Also significant was the value of C2 for [±continuant].

Favorable Yes

Language Haitian Creole‐English

Stimulus #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct cluster realizations vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, deletion, disorder, distance,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, L2, learning, liquids, loan, markedness,
name, nasal, OT, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody,
reduction, repair, replication, reversal, sC, stops, typology

255. Author Yavaş and Core

Date 2006

Type Article

Purpose Examine the developmental patterns of #sC clusters in English speaking children. The
central focus is the production of different groups of #sC clusters and how these relate
to sonority sequencing of sounds.

Conclusion Despite considerable individual variations in subjects’ productions, results lend limited
support to sonority sequencing, but only for /s/+approximant clusters. Homorganicity
of the cluster members was not influential in the production patterns. Predictions
based on factorial typology and headedness approaches were strongly supported.

Favorable Unclear

Language English
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Stimulus #sCV, #CCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct cluster realizations vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, deletion, disorder, distance,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, L2, labial, learning, liquids, loan,
markedness, movement, name, nasal, OT, plateau, POA, position, production,
pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, replication, reversal, sC, stops, treatment,
typology, voice

256. Author Yavaş and Gogate

Date 1999

Type Article

Purpose Test the hypothesis that the sonority of phonemes influences children’s segmentation of
syllable constituents.

Conclusion Phoneme segmentation in the two groups correlated with the sonority levels of
phonemes, regardless of position or task: accuracy was highest for stops and lowest for
phonemes higher in sonority, both in codas as well as onsets. These results suggest
that perceptual properties such as sonority greatly influence the development of
phoneme awareness.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #CV; #C(C)VC#

sC No

Method Audiovisual; audio

Task or measure Odd man out phoneme awareness (which 1 of 4 words begins with a different
consonant); segmentation (repeat word and then pronounce it without the final
consonant)

Keywords Acquisition, boundary, deletion, duration, errors, F0, frequency, fricatives, judgment,
learning, liquids, loudness, ludling, markedness, memory, modality, nasal,
orthography, perception, POA, POS, position, processing, production, pronunciation,
prosody, reading, replication, rhyme, salience, segmentation, stops, stress, teaching,
typology, voice

257. Author Yavaş and Marecka

Date 2014

Type Article

Purpose Investigate the development of Polish #sC clusters in typically developing children and
children with phonological disorders.

Conclusion For correctness of productions, sonority distance did not affect accuracy. In contrast, for
the reduction of the targets, the continuancy of C2 played a significant role. Results
give support to language‐specific patterns in correctness of realizations but follow the
universal patterns in reduction.

Favorable No
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Language Polish

Stimulus #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct cluster realizations vs. error type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, corpus, deaf, deletion,
disorder, distance, duration, errors, frequency, fricatives, judgment, learning, lexicon,
liquids, loan, loudness, markedness, morphology, name, nasal, nonce, OT, perception,
plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair,
replication, reversal, sC, stops, treatment, typology, universal, voice

258. Author Yavaş and McLeod

Date 2010

Type Article

Purpose Consider the role of sonority, homorganicity, headedness and factorial typology in the
productions of #sC clusters by English‐speaking children with phonological disorders,
compared with typically developing speakers.

Conclusion Found an increase in accuracy of production as the sonority of C2 increased. Also
significant was the value of C2 for [±continuant]. Homorganicity was not a contributing
factor in accuracy. There were several counterexamples to the predictions of the
headedness approach. Thus, sonority and factorial typology were found to be useful in
predicting /s/ consonant cluster acquisition of children with phonological disorders.

Favorable Yes

Language English

Stimulus #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct cluster realizations vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, contiguity, deletion, disorder, distance, epenthesis,
errors, fricatives, learning, liquids, markedness, name, nasal, OT, plateau, POA,
position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction, repair, replication, reversal,
sC, stops, typology, voice

259. Author Yavaş and Someillan

Date 2005

Type Article

Purpose Examine the acquisition patterns of English #sC clusters by Spanish‐English bilingual
children, focusing on the question of whether all /s/ clusters behave the same way, or
if there are differences between the ones that violate vs. obey the SSP, or any other
sub‐groupings.

Conclusion In general, sonority distance between the members of the clusters correlates positively
with success, but the results do not support groupings in the form of SSP‐violating vs.
SSP‐following clusters.

Favorable Unclear
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Language Spanish‐English

Stimulus #sCV

sC Yes

Method Visual (picture)

Task or measure Picture naming: % correct cluster realizations vs. error type

Keywords Acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, deletion, disorder, distance,
epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives, L2, learning, liquids, loan, markedness, name,
nasal, OT, plateau, POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction,
repair, replication, reversal, sC, segmentation, stops, treatment, typology, voice

260. Author Young and Wilson

Date 2017

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Provide new evidence relevant to the question of whether marked onsets are repaired
consistently across the auditory and visual modalities. We establish that sensitivity to
sonority can be found with orthographic stimuli in a speeded same‐different task
involving onset clusters and their epenthetic counterparts (e.g., rkip‐REKIP).
However, these findings are consistent with at least two hypotheses: orthographic
stimuli beginning with marked onsets may be subject to epenthesis repair like their
auditory counterparts; alternatively, more marked orthographic stimuli may be
encoded less precisely in working memory, making the same‐different comparison
task more challenging.

Conclusion Results speak in favor of the encoding precision hypothesis, as parallel markedness
effects are found for both repair and non‐repair orthographic comparisons. We
formalize the encoding hypothesis within a general framework of gradient symbolic
representation.

Favorable Unclear

Language English

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC(e)# where (e) is orthographic

sC No

Method Visual, with different type case (lbif‐LEBIF)

Task or measure Identity judgment (same or different)

Keywords Acoustic, boundary, contiguity, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency, fricatives,
grammaticality, homophony, judgment, lexicon, liquids, markedness, memory,
modality, nasal, nonce, orthography, perception, plateau, position, prime, processing,
production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, repair, replication, reversal,
RT, schwa, similarity, stochastic, stops, typology, universal, voice

261. Author Yun

Date 2014

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Provide comprehensive cross‐linguistic generalizations concerning sites of vowel
epenthesis and consonant deletion in nonnative cluster repairs, by considering all
possible types of clusters both in word‐initial and word‐final positions.
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Conclusion Acoustic cues play a key role in determining sites of epenthesis or deletion, rather
than the sonority contour between consonants in a cluster. Phonetically based
constraints and interactions between their fixed ranking and other relevant
constraints can successfully explain the typology of nonnative cluster repairs in a
uniform way.

Favorable No

Language 51 languages borrowing mostly from English, Russian or Arabic

Stimulus #CCV, VCC#

sC No

Method Sources not identified for most languages

Task or measure Frequency counts of repair types by position in word and sonority profile of cluster

Keywords Acoustic, appendix, boundary, contiguity, corpus, deletion, distance, duration,
epenthesis, frequency, fricatives, gradient, liquids, loan, loudness, markedness, nasal,
OT, perception, plateau, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reduction,
repair, replication, reversal, salience, sC, schwa, stops, typology, voice

262. Author Zhao and Berent

Date 2016

Type Article

Purpose Across languages, onset clusters with larger sonority differentials are systematically
preferred, and speakers extend these preferences even to unfamiliar onsets. All
such demonstrations, however, come from cluster‐rich languages, so the observed
preferences could reflect not universal linguistic restrictions but lexical analogy. We
address this possibility with speakers of Mandarin Chinese—a cluster‐poor
language.

Conclusion Results were consistent with the hypothesis, irrespective of participants’ experience
with English. Nonetheless, the effect of syllable structure was strongly modulated
by phonetic cues and task demands. This suggests that speakers might share
broad phonological restrictions, but phonetic factors play a major role in their
detection.

Favorable Yes

Language Mandarin

Stimulus #C(ə)CVC#

sC No

Method Audio

Task or measure Syllable count (short or long), AX identity judgment (same or different)

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, analogy, bilingual, boundary, brain, computational, contact,
contiguity, diachronic, distance, duration, energy, epenthesis, errors, frequency,
fricatives, gradient, judgment, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids, loudness, markedness,
modality, nasal, nonce, orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POA, position,
processing, prosody, reading, repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, RT, salience,
schwa, segmentation, similarity, stochastic, stops, TMS, typology, universal, voice,
weight
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263. Author Zhu and Mok

Date 2015

Type Conference proceedings

Purpose Investigate the production of third language (L3) German consonant clusters by 26
Cantonese‐English bilinguals.

Conclusion Results indicate an asymmetry in onset and coda productions, a lack of vowel
epenthesis, and reduction of clusters to unmarked syllable structure. Such patterns are
collectively caused by syllable complexity and language transfer, but influence from
L2 seems to be the more salient one.

Favorable No

Language Cantonese‐English learning German

Stimulus #CC(C)V, V(C)CC#

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Read (say aloud): accuracy rate vs. repair type

Keywords Acoustic, acquisition, appendix, bilingual, boundary, contiguity, deletion, diachronic,
epenthesis, errors, fricatives, L2, learning, liquids, markedness, nasal, orthography, plateau,
POA, position, production, pronunciation, prosody, reading, reduction, repair, replication,
reversal, rhyme, sC, schwa, segmentation, similarity, stops, typology, universal, voice

264. Author Zuraw

Date 2007

Type Article

Purpose It is often assumed that cross‐linguistic phonological tendencies are explained by mental
bias: a pattern is common because it is favored by learners/speakers. This article
presents another type of data: extension of native‐language phonology to words with
novel phonological structure, in this case infixation in Tagalog into loanwords with
novel initial consonant clusters.

Conclusion Tagalog speakers’ responses parallel cross‐linguistic findings of sC cluster splittability.
Explaining the data requires attributing to Tagalog speakers phonetic knowledge and
a bias about how to apply it.

Favorable Yes

Language Tagalog

Stimulus /in‐/ or /um‐/ infixed in #sCV words

sC Yes

Method Visual

Task or measure Binary forced choice (choose the best word to fill in the blank), naturalness rating (1–7)

Keywords Acquisition, air pressure, airflow, appendix, bilingual, boundary, computational,
contact, contiguity, corpus, diachronic, distance, epenthesis, errors, frequency,
fricatives, gesture, gradient, grammaticality, judgment, L2, learning, lexicon, liquids,
loan, loudness, ludling, markedness, modality, morphology, nasal, nonce,
orthography, OT, perception, plateau, POS, position, processing, production, prosody,
reading, repair, replication, reversal, rhyme, sC, segmentation, stochastic, stops,
stress, typology, universal, voice, weight
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